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P A R T I
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Native

• Overview of the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 1
• Intial Setup for the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native and AWS, on page 7





C H A P T E R 1
Overview of the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud
Native

• About the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 1
• Guidelines and Limitatations, on page 2
• Explore the Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub, on page 5

About the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native
The Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native seamlessly extends Cisco's industry-leading security to a cloud-native
form factor (CNFW) using Kubernetes (K8s) orchestration to achieve scalability and manageability. Amazon
Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS) gives you the flexibility to start, run, and scale Kubernetes
applications in the AWS cloud. Amazon EKS helps you provide highly-available and secure clusters and
automates key tasks such as patching, node provisioning, and updates.

Figure 1: Secure Firewall Cloud Native High-Level Architecture

As depicted in the high-level diagram above, the Secure Firewall Cloud Native solution is comprised of various
K8s operators/controllers plus the CNFW. K8s exposes a plain text file (YAML) configuration mechanism
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conductive to Infrastructure as Code (IaC) type of configurationmanagement while the K8s RESTAPIs allow
more advanced and complex levels of integration and programmability.

In addition, K8s integration with various underlying VM infrastructure provides integrated autoscaling without
additional effort.

Guidelines and Limitatations
This section includes guidelines and limitations that you should review before deploying the Secure Firewall
Cloud Native.

Guidelines and Best Practices
See the following guidelines and best practices for the Secure Firewall Cloud Native.

Service Roles

Service Roles are used to define and separate duties between enforcement points in the cluster. The mandatory
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role label is used to match and apply configurations to their respective pods.
When you have two service roles deployed, default and vpnredirector for example, then configuration(s)
will only be applied to the enforcer pods with the same label.

This allows you to apply elements such as ACLs, routes, etc. to your default enforcer while limiting the
vpnredirector configuration to only to what is needed for its role in the cluster.

The use of service roles in segmenting workloads in the Secure Firewall Cloud Native is further explained in
the following sections:

• See Service Roles, on page 33 for simple configuration examples of service roles for ASAConfigurations.

• See Capture Metrics by Service Role, on page 64 for information on filtering metrics by service role.

The use of service roles will expand in future releases.

Full and Delta Deployments

When modifying ASAConfigurations, the control plane will make a best-effort attempt to conduct a delta
deployment. This means that only the CLI lines that were modified within the spec are operated upon in order
to minimize disruption.

If a delta deployment fails, by default a full deployment will be attempted afterward. This involves the full
desired set of ASAConfigurations being reapplied onto the enforcement points.

Full deployments may lead to traffic disruption and/or VPN sessions getting dropped. When testing or
experimenting with configuration changes, we recommend that you apply them outside of peak traffic hours.

Note

The use of shorthand ASA CLI syntax is not supported in this release. In other words, using int instead of
interface or net instead of networkwill cause delta deployments to fail. We recommend you use full syntax
when working on production clusters. See Limitations and Known Issues, on page 3 for more details.

The Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native Getting Started Guide
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ASAConfiguration Organization

While it is acceptable to have all ASA CLI lines in a single ASAConfigurations resource, we recommend
that you split them into logical pieces when possible. This allows you to modify or delete certain functionality
while maintaining others with ease. It also makes it easier to port common configurations to multiple service
roles.

For example, it is unlikely that removing hardware interfaces will ever be necessary. Having an
ASAConfigurations dedicated to interfaces and long-lasting global configurations is ideal here.

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: interfaces-and-globals
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: default

spec:
order: 1
description: "DHCP interfaces and global overrides"
cliLines: |
interface Management0/0
nameif management
ip address dhcp
no shutdown

interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0
nameif outside
ip address dhcp
security-level 100
no shutdown

interface TenGigabitEthernet0/1
nameif inside
ip address dhcp
no shutdown

policy-map global_policy
class inspection_default
inspect icmp

```

From here, you can construct a directory of configuration files representing specific features and logical
separation. For example:

• interfaces-and-globals.yml

• routes.yml

• networks-and-acls.yml

• certs.yml

• ravpn.yml

This approach will be less error-prone in general, as a step-wise process will make it easier to pinpoint failures
should they arise.

Limitations and Known Issues
See the following sections for limitations, known issues, workarounds, and unsupported features.

The Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native Getting Started Guide
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Dropped Sessions After HPA Scale-down

HPA down-scaling on vpnSessionsLoad: Automatic scale down as been disabled whenAutoscale is configured
tomonitor vpnSessionsLoad. This is to prevent a scale-down of a heavily loaded CNFW instance which could
cause multiple VPN session disconnections. In this scenario a managed scale-down operation is provided;
see Managed Scale Down, on page 41.

Delta Deployment Failure When Deleting a CRD with WebVPN and Tunnel-Group

Given a CRD for Remote Access VPN with SAML and tunnel-group configurations, deleting the CRD could
cause a delta deployment failure. Because the SAML IdP is applied to the tunnel-group, deleting the CRD
fails because the WebVPN configuration is deleted first, leaving an unresolved reference to the SAML IdP
in the tunnel-group configuration.

As a workaround, first remove the tunnel-group configuration manually and save the CRD. Then delete the
CRD.

Error Messages Related to Missing Objects

An object group with missing objects returns an error message, but does not cause a deployment failure. For
example:
Specified group object (group-1) does not exist...
Specified group object (group-2) does not exist...

Please take care to order your configuration lines such that objects that are dependencies for other lines are
declared early on. In this scenario, this can be fixed by changing the order field of the topgroup to come after
group1 and group2.

CLI Syntax Errors

The use of shorthand ASA CLI syntax is not supported in this release. In other words, using int instead of
interface or net instead of network will cause delta deployments to fail.

Using kubectl describe nodeconfiguration as mentioned in the troubleshooting section CheckDeployment
Status, on page 143 will display the status of the deployment and, when applicable, the offending CLI lines
responsible for delta deployment failure.

If certain changes are critical and cannot be delayed until non-peak hours, consider toggling the experimental
delta validation feature as described in Delta Validation, on page 149.

Workarounds

The following workarounds are recommended for VPN scenarios in this release.

• Debugs - We recommend that you redirect all debugs to syslog for capturing as access to CNFW console
is limited.

• Failover - The traditional ASA failover feature is not supported. For high availability, you should deploy
the redirector-based design.

• Load Balancing - The traditional ASA method of load balancing is not supported. You must use the load
balancing method implemented with the redirector-based design.

• Simultaneous Logins - The vpn-simultaneous-logins attribute within Group Policy is reset to default
when sessions reconnect after a crash.

• Idle Timeout - The idle timeout is reset when sessions reconnect after a crash.
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Unsupported VPN Features

The following features are not supported for VPN scenarios in this release.

• IPv6

• IKEv1/IPSec

• Easy VPN Hardware Client

• Clientless

• Clustering

• Mobile Device Management (MDM)

• Mobile User Security (MUS)

• DHCP Intercept

• DHCP Address Assignment for VPN Sessions

• Accounting

• Hardware Acceleration

• Global Statistics - Statistics are currently at the enforcer level, and not at cluster level.

• Kerberos and Kerberos Constrained Delegation (KCD)

• Native SDI

• Application Profile Customization Framework (APCF)

• Downloadable ACLs (DACLs) - Features using dynamically created or downloadedACLs on the CNFW
instead of pre-configured ACLs are not supported. For example, Merged ACLs from multiple DAP
records and ACLs pushed due to Change of Authorization (CoA).

Explore the Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub
Before you implement a Kubernetes deployment strategy, you’ll need to understand the pieces of a Kubernetes
deployment and how they all function together.

You can review samples and example scripts available at the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub
repository (https://github.com/CiscoDevNet/sfcn).
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C H A P T E R 2
Intial Setup for the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud
Native and AWS

• End-to-End Workflow, on page 7
• Prerequisites for the Secure Firewall Cloud Native and AWS, on page 9
• Establish Users and Access Control with AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM), on page 10
• Install Tools, on page 13
• Configure the AWS Terminal Session, on page 14
• (Optional) Clone the GitHub Repository, on page 15
• Secure Firewall Cloud Native on Amazon EKS, on page 15
• Subscribe to Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 16
• Next Steps, on page 27

End-to-End Workflow
See the following tasks to deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native to Amazon EKS.
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Table 1: Prepare the AWS Environment

StepsWorkspace

Prerequisites for the Secure Firewall Cloud Native and AWS, on page 9AWS

Create IAM Users, on page 10AWS

Create the IAM Access Policy, on page 11AWS

Attach a Policy to the IAM User, on page 12AWS

Create a Key Pair, on page 13AWS

The Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native Getting Started Guide
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Table 2: Install Tools

StepsWorkspace

Download and Install kubectl CLI, on page 13Admin Management
PC

Download and Install AWS CLI v2, on page 14Admin Management
PC

Configure the AWS Terminal Session, on page 14Admin Management
PC

Table 3: Deploy the Cloud Native Solution

StepsWorkspace

(Optional) Clone the GitHub Repository, on page 15Admin Management
PC

Create a Key Pair, on page 13AWS

Subscribe to the Secure Firewall Cloud Native offering, choose a deployment,
and create the stack:

• Deploy SFCN into an EKS Cluster in a New VPC, on page 16

• Deploy SFCN into an EKS Cluster in an Existing VPC, on page 20

• Deploy an SFCN Tenant into an Existing EKS Cluster, on page 24

AWS

Next Steps, on page 27

Prerequisites for the Secure Firewall Cloud Native and AWS
• AWS Account with ability to create IAM Users, access to EKS, and some working knowledge of AWS.

• (Optional) A Cisco Smart Account that has Secure Firewall licenses and from which a token can be
obtained.

• It is helpful to have:

• Some working knowledge of Kubernetes and Containerization technologies.

• Experience with ASA products and configurations.

• An understanding of AWS CloudFormation basics.

The Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native Getting Started Guide
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Establish Users and Access Control with AWS Identity and
Access Management (IAM)

AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) is an AWS service that helps you securely control access to
AWS resources.

You use IAM to control who is authenticated (signed in) and authorized (has permissions) to use AWS
resources. When you first create an AWS account, you begin with a single sign-in identity that has complete
access to all AWS services and resources in the account. This identity is called the AWS account root user
and is accessed by signing in with the email address and password that you used to create the account.

As a best practice, do not use the AWS account root user for any task where it's not required. Instead, create
a new IAM user for each person that requires administrator access. For example, you can make those users
administrators by placing the users into an "Administrators" user group to which you can attach the
AdministratorAccess managed policy.

Implement the user access plan for your AWS account by creating user access policies, and associating those
policies with user accounts. You can also create user groups, associate policies with groups, and assign users
to groups. If you create policies and groups before creating user accounts, you can assign users to their
appropriate polices or groups when you create the user accounts; otherwise you need to edit existing user
accounts to add them to policies or groups after creating the policies and groups.

Create IAM Users
You can create one or more IAM users in your AWS account. The process of creating a user and enabling
that user to perform work tasks consists of the following steps:

Step 1 Create the user in the AWS Management Console, the AWS CLI, Tools for Windows PowerShell, or by using an AWS
API operation. If you create the user in the AWSManagement Console, then most of the steps are handled automatically
via a wizard, based on your choices. If you create the users programmatically, then you must perform each of those steps
individually.

Step 2 Create credentials for the user, depending on the type of access the user requires:

• Programmatic access: The IAM user might need to make API calls, use the AWSCLI, or use the Tools forWindows
PowerShell. In that case, create an access key (access key ID and a secret access key) for that user.

• AWS Management Console access: If the user needs to access the AWS Management Console, create a password
for the user. Disabling console access for a user prevents them from signing in the to the AWSManagement Console
using their user name and password. It does not change their permissions or prevent them from accessing the console
using an assumed role.

As a best practice, create only the credentials that the user needs. For example, for a user who requires access only through
the AWS Management Console, do not create access keys.

Step 3 Give the user permissions to perform the required tasks by adding the user to one or more groups. You can also grant
permissions by attaching permissions policies directly to the user. However, we recommend instead that you put your
users in groups and manage permissions through policies that are attached to those groups.

Step 4 (Optional) Add metadata to the user by attaching tags. For more information about using tags in IAM.
Step 5 Provide the user with the necessary sign-in information:

The Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native Getting Started Guide
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• The URL for the AWS management console (https://aws.amazon.com/console/).

• The username.

• The password.

• The 12-digit account number generated when you created the account. Optionally, you can provide the unique
console login URL that AWS generates for each account, which incorporates this account number.

For more information, see How IAM users sign in to AWS.

Step 6 (Optional) Configure multi-factor authentication (MFA) for the user. MFA requires the user to provide a one-time-use
code each time he or she signs into the AWS Management Console.

Step 7 (Optional) Give users permissions to manage their own security credentials. (By default, users do not have permissions
to manage their own credentials.) For more information, see Permitting IAM users to change their own passwords.

For information about the permissions that you need in order to create a user, see Permissions required to access IAM
resources.

Create the IAM Access Policy
You manage access in AWS by creating policies and attaching them to IAM identities (users, groups of users,
or roles) or AWS resources. A policy is an object in AWS that, when associated with an identity or resource,
defines their permissions.

You can use the AWS Management Console, AWS CLI, or AWS API to create customer managed policies
in IAM.

Most policies are stored in AWS as JSON documents. The following example uses the JSON policy editor
to create the access policy for your EKS cluster, SFCNFullAccess.

Step 1 Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the IAM console.
Step 2 In the navigation pane on the left, choose Policies.
Step 3 Choose Create Policy.
Step 4 Choose the JSON tab.
Step 5 Type or paste the JSON policy document. The full JSON file can be found in the Samples appendix, at Full Access IAM

Policy, on page 153.

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [

{
"Action": [

"ec2:*",
"elasticfilesystem:*",
"elasticache:*",
"kms:DescribeKey",
"kms:ListAliases",
"s3:*",

.

.
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.
FILE EXAMPLE TRUNCATED

Step 6 Resolve any security warnings, errors, or general warnings generated during policy validation, and then choose Review
policy.

Step 7 When you are finished, choose Next: Tags.

(Optional) Add metadata to the policy by attaching tags as key-value pairs.

Step 8 On the Review policy page:
a) Name ― Type the name for this policy: SFCNFullAccess.
b) Description ―Optionally, enter a description for the policy that you are creating.

Step 9 Review the policy Summary to see the permissions that are granted by your policy. Then choose Create policy to save
your work.

What to do next

• Attach the policy to your SFCN administrator's IAM profile.

Attach a Policy to the IAM User
IAM users must explicitly be given permissions to administer credentials or IAM resources. IAM offers three
ways to add permissions policies to a user:

• Add user to group – Make the user a member of a group. The policies from the group are attached to
the user.

• Copy permissions from existing user – Copy all group memberships, attached managed policies, inline
policies, and any existing permissions boundaries from the source user.

• Attach policies directly to user – Attach a managed policy directly to the user. As a best practice, we
recommend that you instead attach your policies to a group and then make users members of the
appropriate groups. Attaching policies affects the user immediately. To add permissions to a user by
directly attaching managed policies:

Step 1 Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the IAM console.
Step 2 Choose Users in the navigation pane, choose the name of the user whose permissions you want to modify, and then

choose the Permissions tab.
Step 3 Choose Add permissions, and then choose Attach existing policies directly to user.
Step 4 Select the SFCNFullAccess managed policy that you created for the SFCN administrator user:

Use the Search feature to filter the policies by name.

Step 5 You can also create a new managed policy by choosing Create policy. If you do, return to this browser tab or window
when the new policy is done. Choose Refresh; and then select the check box for the new policy to attach it to your user.
For more information, see Creating IAM policies.

Step 6 Choose Next: Review to see the list of policies that are to be attached to the user. Then choose Add permissions.

The Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native Getting Started Guide
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Create a Key Pair
An EC2 key pair is required if you want to SSH into your instances, and you'll be asked for a key pair when
you deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native.

If you already have an existing EC2 key pair, and corresponding private key, you can skip this task.Note

Step 1 Use an IAM account to sign in to the Amazon EC2 console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/
Step 2 In the navigation pane, under Network & Security, choose Key Pairs.
Step 3 Choose Create key pair:

a) Name ― Enter a descriptive name for the key pair.

A key name can include up to 255 ASCII characters. It can’t include leading or trailing spaces.

b) File format ―Choose the format in which to save the private key.

Choose pem to save the private key in a format that can be used with OpenSSH. Choose ppk to save the private key
in a format that can be used with PuTTY.

Step 4 Choose Create key pair.

The private key file is automatically downloaded by your browser. The base file name is the name you specified as the
name of your key pair, and the file name extension is determined by the file format you chose.

Step 5 Save the private key file in a safe place.
Step 6 To use an SSH client on a Mac or Linux computer to connect to an instance, use the following command to set the

permissions of the private key file so that only you can read it:
chmod 400 key-pair-name.pem

If you don't set these permissions, then you won't be able to connect to your instance using this key pair.

What to do next

You need an SSH key pair when you launch a Secure Firewall Cloud Native CloudFormation template.

Install Tools

Download and Install kubectl CLI
The Kubernetes command-line tool, kubectl, allows you to run commands against Kubernetes clusters. You
can use kubectl to deploy applications, inspect and manage cluster resources, and view logs. For more
information including a complete list of kubectl operations, see the kubectl reference documentation.

You can install kubectl on a variety of Linux platforms, macOS, and Windows. Find your preferred operating
system from the following:
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• Install kubectl on Linux

• Install kubectl on macOS

• Install kubectl on Windows

You must use a kubectl version that is within one minor version difference of your cluster. For example, a
v1.21 client can communicate with v1.20, v1.21, and v1.22 control planes. Using the latest version of kubectl
helps avoid unforeseen issues.

Note

Download and Install AWS CLI v2
The AWS Command Line Interface (AWS CLI) is an open source tool that enables you to interact with AWS
services using commands in your command-line shell. With minimal configuration, the AWS CLI enables
you to start running commands that implement functionality equivalent to that provided by the browser-based
AWS Management Console from the command prompt in your terminal program:

• Linux shells – Use common shell programs such as bash, zsh, and tcsh to run commands in Linux or
macOS.

• Windows command line – On Windows, run commands at the Windows command prompt or in
PowerShell.

• Remotely – Run commands on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) instances through a
remote terminal program such as PuTTY or SSH, or with AWS Systems Manager.

The AWSCLI version 2 is the most recent major version of the AWSCLI and supports all of the latest features.
Some features introduced in version 2 are not backported to version 1 and you must upgrade to access those
features.

The AWS CLI version 2 is available to install only as a bundled installer. While you may find it in package
managers, these are unsupported and unofficial packages that are not produced or managed by AWS. We
recommend that you install the AWS CLI from only the official AWS distribution points. Find your preferred
operating system below.

• Docker

• Linux

• macOS

• Windows

Configure the AWS Terminal Session
You use the AWS Command Line Interface (CLI) to manage your AWS services from a terminal session on
a local administrative PC, allowing you to control and configure multiple AWS services and implement a
level of automation.
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Once you have installed the AWS CLI, you need to configure the application to be able to connect to your
AWS account.

Step 1 Enter the following from your command prompt:

Example:
> aws configure

Through aws configure, the AWS CLI will prompt you for four pieces of information. The first two are required. These
are your AWS access key ID and AWS secret access key, which serve as your account credentials. You can generate
new credentials within AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) if you do not already have them. The other
information you will need is region and output format, which you can leave as default or blank for the time being.

Step 2 Enter your AWS access key ID and AWS secret access key, which serve as your account credentials.

Example:
> aws configure
AWS Access Key ID [None]: AKIAIOSFODNN7EXAMPLE
AWS Secret Access Key [None]: wJalrXUtnFEMI/K7MDENG/bPxRfiCYEXAMPLEKEY
Default region name [None]: us-east-1
Default output format [None]: json

(Optional) Clone the GitHub Repository
The Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub repository has a collection of sample YAML files,
CloudFormation templates (CFT), and scripts to help you with your Secure Firewall Cloud Native deployment.

You can clone this repository to create a local copy on your admin computer and sync between the two
locations. This way you'll always have the latest samples and examples. Cloning a repository pulls down a
full copy of all the repository data that GitHub has at that point in time, including versions of files and folders
for the project.

You can clone a repository using the GitHub CLI. For more information, see gh repo clone in the GitHub
CLI documentation.

Secure Firewall Cloud Native on Amazon EKS
Amazon EKS runs the Kubernetes management infrastructure, helps you provide highly-available and secure
clusters, and automates key tasks such as patching, node provisioning, and updates. Amazon EKS is integrated
with AWS CloudFormation, a service that helps you model and set up your AWS resources.

Cisco provides three Quick Start CloudFormation templates to deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native on
Amazon EKS. Quick Starts are automated reference deployments that help you model and set up your AWS
resources so that you can spend less time creating and managing your resources and infrastructure.

The three Secure Firewall Cloud Native CloudFormation templates are:

• New VPC ― Deploy the SFCN into a new EKS cluster in a new VPC.

• Existing VPC ― Deploy the SFCN into a new EKS in an existing VPC.
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• Additional tenant ― Deploy additional tenant(s) into an existing EKS cluster.

Subscribe to Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native
This topic describes how to find and subscribe to the Secure Firewall Cloud Native available in the AWS
Marketplace.

Step 1 Log in to Amazon Web Services Marketplace with an IAM user account.
Step 2 Search AWS Marketplace for: “Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native BYOL”. A product overview page appears with a

description of the product.
Step 3 Click the Continue to Subscribe button and review the terms and pricing details.
Step 4 Click the Continue to Configuration button to configure your software.
Step 5 From the Configure this software page, choose a fulfillment option and software version.

a) Fulfillment option ― The Secure Firewall Cloud Native is delivered using CloudFormation quick start templates
on Amazon EKS.

b) Software Version ― The latest software version is selected by default.

Step 6 Click the Continue to Launch button to configure the solution. From the launch page, review the configuration options
and choose from the following:

• Click on Install in a new VPC and proceed with Deploy SFCN into an EKS Cluster in a New VPC, on page 16.
• Click on Install in an existing VPC and proceed with Deploy SFCN into an EKS Cluster in an Existing VPC, on
page 20.

• Click on Add tenant to an existing installation and proceed with Deploy an SFCN Tenant into an Existing EKS
Cluster, on page 24.

Step 7 (Optional) Click View container image details to view the pull command instructions for AWS CLI and Docker.

What to do next

• Continue to the next section and review the subscription and deployment options for the Secure Firewall
Cloud Native.

Deploy SFCN into an EKS Cluster in a New VPC
This option creates a new AWS environment consisting of a VPC, two availability zones, subnets, load
balancers, and other infrastructure components, and then deploys the Secure Firewall Cloud Native into this
new VPC.

Before you begin

• If you have not created a key pair, perform the steps in Create a Key Pair, on page 13.

• Perform the steps in Subscribe to Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 16.
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Step 1 Enter a Stack name.

Each stack requires a unique name. The stack name can include letters (A-Z and a-z), numbers (0-9), and dashes (-).

Step 2 Enter the following Required Configuration parameters:
a) SSH key name ―The name of an existing key pair. You need a key pair to securely connect to your instance after

it launches.
b) EKS admin user ― The IAM user (in arn format). For example, arn:aws:iam::574254888565:user/username.

Step 3 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration - Global settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Storage type ― This is the storage model used to keep logs and deployments files. You can choose local or efs
(Amazon Elastic File System). This is a global setting. The default is local.

b) Load Balancer Controller toggle ―Enable or disable the load balancer controller. The default is Enabled. This
is a global setting.

Step 4 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration - Control Plane settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Desired nodes ― The number of desired control plane worker nodes. The default is 1.
b) Maximum nodes ― The maximum number of control plane worker nodes. The default is 2.

Step 5 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration - Data Plane settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Desired nodes ― The desired number of data plane worker nodes. The default is 1.
b) Maximum nodes ― The maximum number of data plane worker nodes. The default is 5.
c) Elastic IP attachment mode ― This is the CNFW interface to which the elastic IP is attached. You can choose

none. outside, inside or both. The default is outside.

See the following correlations of NICs to interface IDs:

• nic0: Kubernetes management

• nic1: CNFW/ASA Management (Management0/0)

• nic2: CNFW/ASA Data Outside (TenGigabitEthernet0/0)

• nic3: CNFW/ASA Data Inside (TenGigabitEthernet0/1)

d) Cache type ― This is the external cache used for CNFW. You can choose none or elasticache; see Amazon
ElastiCache. The default is none.

Step 6 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration - Firewall settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Enforcer installation ― This is enabled by default for a full deployment with control plane and data plane
components. To deploy control plane components only (for multi-tenancy), disable this setting.

b) Enforcer service roles ― This is the service role of the data plane node. You can choose default or
default/vpnredirector.

Leave the setting as default if you selected 1 data plane node. For each additional enforcer role, the system requires
a corresponding data plane node.
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For example, the default/vpnredirector option represents 2 service roles. The system can automatically adjust the
number of data plane nodes via the Maximum nodes, or you can set the number of data plane nodes at deployment.

Choose default/vpnredirector if you are configuring Remote Access VPN with the VPN Redirector
feature.

Note

c) Enforcer autoscaling ―Determines if autoscaling is enabled or disabled for enforcer nodes. This is disabled by
default.

d) (Optional) Smart License token ― This is your token for Secure Firewall (SFW) licensing from your Smart
License account. See the Licensing, on page 43 chapter.

e) (Optional) Maximum licenses count ―This is the maximum number of licenses allowed to be used by the default
Enforcer when it is scaled up. The default is 4.

• If you don’t enter a Smart License token and Maximum licenses count, a cluster will be unlicensed. Only
1 CNFW instance will be available per service role. The ASA will work in low bandwidth mode.

• If you do enter a Smart License token and Maximum licenses count, the system automatically creates these
Smart Licensing objects, and the license server will activate and all running CNFW instances will try to
communicate with the server to obtain a license.

Step 7 Review the network settings available under the Advanced Configuration - Cluster section.
a) Kubernetes version―TheKubernetes version support for new clusters and version upgrades. This setting defaults

to the currently supported version.
b) (Optional)Additional EKS admin role―Resource name of additional IAM role added to the aws-auth ConfigMap

of the EKS cluster (in arn format).

For example, arn:aws:iam::574254888565:role/rolename.

c) (Optional) Cluster logging types ―Amazon EKS control plane logging options. This is a comma-separated list
(api, audit, authenticator, controllerManager and scheduler).

Step 8 Review or edit the default Advanced Configuration - Control Plane settings.

This setting applies to the SFCN control plane.

a) Controller instance tier ― This is the instance tier to be used by control nodes. The recommended tier is the
default, vCPU4-m5.

Step 9 Review or edit the default Advanced Configuration - Data Plane settings.

These settings apply to the SFCN data plane. In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Enforcer instance tier ― This is the instance tier to be used by enforcer nodes. The recommended tier is the
default, vCPU4-m5.

b) Cache node type ―This is the cache node associated with the EC2 instance type. Check region availability before
changing this selection.

c) (Optional) Redis authentication token ―When entered, accepts 16-128 alphanumeric characters. The only
permitted special characters are !, &, #, $, ^, <, >, and -.

This takes effect when In-Transit encryption is enabled.

d) (Optional) Redis key to encrypt sensitive data ―User provided key to encrypt sensitive data in the cache. Must
consist of 64 uppercase hexadecimal characters (A-F,0-9).

Required when elasticache cache type is specified under the Basic Configuration - Data Plane settings.

e) In-Transit encryption ―Determines if in-transit encryption is enabled or disabled. This is enabled by default.
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AWS recommends encryption as an additional access control, and all AWS services offer the ability to encrypt
data at rest and in-transit. This selection cannot be changed after tenant creation. You'll need to replace the tenant
to change this option.

Step 10 Review or edit the default Advanced Configuration - Firewall settings.

These are general settings required for the Secure Firewall Cloud Native. In most cases you'll want to accept the default
values.

a) Product version ― This is the Secure Firewall Cloud Native version.
b) System namespace ― This is the namespace where the Secure Firewall Cloud Native components are installed.

You can accept the default sfcn-system namespace, or create your own unique namespace.

Step 11 Review the VPC and subnet settings available under the Advanced Configuration - Network section.

The VPC associated with your cluster should have public and private subnets in each availability zone (AZ). Private
subnets are tagged so that Kubernetes and the AWS load balancer controller know that the subnets can be used for
internal load balancers.In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) VPC CIDR ― This is the CIDR block for your VPC (e.g., 10.37.0.0/16).
b) Public subnet 1 CIDR ―This is the CIDR block for the public subnet 1 (CNFW default 1), located in Availability

Zone 1 (e.g., 10.37.0.0/20).
c) Private subnet 1 CIDR ― This is the CIDR block for the private subnet 1, located in Availability Zone 1 (e.g.,

10.37.128.0/20).
d) Public subnet 2 CIDR ―This is the CIDR block for the public subnet 1 (CNFW default 1), located in Availability

Zone 2 (e.g., 10.37.48.0/20).
e) Private subnet 2 CIDR ― This is the CIDR block for the private subnet 1, located in Availability Zone 2 (e.g.,

10.37.144.0/20).
f) CNFW outside subnet 1 CIDR ―This is the CIDR block for the CNFW outside subnet 1, located in Availability

Zone 1 (e.g., 10.37.16.0/20).
g) CNFW inside subnet 1 CIDR ― This is the CIDR block for the CNFW inside subnet 1, located in Availability

Zone 1 (e.g., 10.37.32.0/20).
h) CNFW outside subnet 2 CIDR ―This is the CIDR block for the CNFW outside subnet 2, located in Availability

Zone 2 (e.g., 10.37.64.0/20).
i) CNFW inside subnet 2 CIDR ― This is the CIDR block for the CNFW inside subnet 2, located in Availability

Zone 2 (e.g., 10.37.80.0/20).

Step 12 Review the Read Only components of the tenant stack.

AWS creates S3 bucket assets when you deploy a SFCN stack using CloudFormation. These are read-only components
and you should not modify their values.

a) Quick Start S3 bucket name ― This is the S3 bucket name for the SFCN stack Quick Start assets.
b) Quick Start S3 key prefix ― This is the S3 keyprefix for the SFCN stack Quick Start assets.
c) Quick Start S3 bucket Region ― This is the AWS Region where the stack will be deployed. The region appears

in the navigation bar at the upper-right corner of the AWS Management Console.
d) Per-account shared resources ―Acknowledges if resources are shared between stacks in your account. Choose

"No" if you already deployed another EKS Quick Start stack in your AWS account. The default is AutoDetect.
e) Per-Region shared resources ―Acknowledges if resources are shared between stacks in your region. Choose

"No" if you already deployed another EKS Quick Start stack in your AWS region. The default is AutoDetect.

Step 13 In the Capabilities section, acknowledge that the stack might create IAM resources and other capabilities, and then
choose Create stack.
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You must explicitly acknowledge that your stack template contains certain IAM capabilities and macros in order for
AWS CloudFormation to create the stack.

What to do next

• While your stack is being created, it's listed on the Stacks page with a status of
CREATE_IN_PROGRESS.

• After your stack has been successfully created, its status changes to CREATE_COMPLETE.

• CloudFormation generates the output values after it finishes creating the stack. You can view output
values in the Outputs tab of the CloudFormation console.

• Review the Next Steps, on page 27 topic.

Deploy SFCN into an EKS Cluster in an Existing VPC
This option deploys the Secure Firewall Cloud Native into your existing AWS infrastructure.

Before you begin

• If you have not created a key pair, perform the steps in Create a Key Pair, on page 13.

• Gather the required information about the existing VPC configuration. The easiest way to do this is to:

• Log into the AWS console and open the AWS CloudFormation console.

• Select the Outputs tab.

• Record the VPC ID and network information.

• Perform the steps in Subscribe to Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 16.

Step 1 Enter a Stack name.

Each stack requires a unique name. The stack name can include letters (A-Z and a-z), numbers (0-9), and dashes (-).

Step 2 Enter the following Required Configuration parameters:
a) SSH key name ―The name of an existing key pair. You need a key pair to securely connect to your instance after

it launches.
b) EKS admin user ― The IAM user (in arn format). For example, arn:aws:iam::574254888565:user/username.

Step 3 Select the network settings available under the Required Configuration - Network section. You should have gathered
the information required for this step before beginning this task.

The VPC associated with your cluster should have public and private subnets in each availability zone (AZ). Private
subnets are tagged so that Kubernetes and the AWS load balancer controller know that the subnets can be used for
internal load balancers.

a) VPC ID ― Select the ID of the existing VPC deployment target (e.g., vpc-0343606e).
b) Public subnet 1 ID ― Select an ID of a public subnet 1 (CNFW default 1) for Availability Zone 1 from the

drop-down list.
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c) Private subnet 1 ID ― Select an ID of a private subnet 1 for Availability Zone 1 from the drop-down list. Must
have "kubernetes.io/role/internal-elb" tag attached.

d) Public subnet 2 ID ― Select an ID of a public subnet 2 (CNFW default 2) for Availability Zone 2 from the
drop-down list.

e) Private subnet 2 ID ― Select an ID of a private subnet 2 for Availability Zone 2 from the drop-down list. Must
have "kubernetes.io/role/internal-elb" tag attached.

f) Public subnets route table ID ― Enter the ID of VPC public subnet route table (e.g., rtb-0b9ce78da592f11e0).
g) CNFW outside subnet 1 CIDR ―Enter is the CIDR block for the CNFW outside subnet 1, located in Availability

Zone 1.
h) CNFW inside subnet 1 CIDR ― Enter the CIDR block for the CNFW inside subnet 1, located in Availability

Zone 1.
i) CNFW outside subnet 2 CIDR ― Enter the CIDR block for the CNFW outside subnet 1, located in Availability

Zone 2.
j) CNFW inside subnet 2 CIDR ― Enter the CIDR block for the CNFW inside subnet 1, located in Availability

Zone 2.

Step 4 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration - Global settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Storage type ― This is the storage model used to keep logs and deployments files. You can choose local or efs
(Amazon Elastic File System). This is a global setting. The default is local.

b) Load Balancer Controller toggle ―Enable or disable the load balancer controller. The default is Enabled. This
is a global setting.

Step 5 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration - Control Plane settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Desired nodes ― The number of desired control plane worker nodes. The default is 1.
b) Maximum nodes ― The maximum number of control plane worker nodes. The default is 2.

Step 6 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration - Data Plane settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Desired nodes ― The desired number of data plane worker nodes. The default is 1.
b) Maximum nodes ― The maximum number of data plane worker nodes. The default is 5.
c) Elastic IP attachment mode ―This is the CNFW interface that is attached to the elastic IP. You can choose none.

outside, inside or both. The default is outside.

See the following correlations of NICs to interface IDs:

• nic0: Kubernetes management

• nic1: CNFW/ASA Management (Management0/0)

• nic2: CNFW/ASA Data Outside (TenGigabitEthernet0/0)

• nic3: CNFW/ASA Data Inside (TenGigabitEthernet0/1)

d) Cache type ― This is the external cache used for CNFW. You can choose none or elasticache; see Amazon
ElastiCache. The default is none.

Step 7 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration - Firewall settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.
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a) Enforcer installation ― This is enabled by default for a full deployment with control plane and data plane
components. To deploy control plane components only (for multi-tenancy), disable this setting.

b) Enforcer service roles ― This is the service role of the data plane node. You can choose default or
default/vpnredirector.

Leave the setting as default if you selected 1 data plane node. For each additional enforcer role, the system requires
a corresponding data plane node.

For example, the default/vpnredirector option represents 2 service roles. The system can automatically adjust the
number of data plane nodes via the Maximum nodes, or you can set the number of data plane nodes at deployment.

Choose default/vpnredirector if you are configuring Remote Access VPN with the VPN Redirector
feature.

Note

c) Enforcer autoscaling ―Determines if autoscaling is enabled or disabled for enforcer nodes. This is disabled by
default.

d) (Optional) Smart License token ― This is your token for Secure Firewall (SFW) licensing from your Smart
License account. See the Licensing, on page 43 chapter.

e) (Optional) Maximum licenses count ―This is the maximum number of licenses allowed to be used by the default
Enforcer when it is scaled up. The default is 4.

• If you don’t enter a Smart License token and Maximum licenses count, a cluster will be unlicensed. Only
1 CNFW instance will be available per service role. The ASA will work in low bandwidth mode.

• If you do enter a Smart License token and Maximum licenses count, the system automatically creates these
Smart Licensing objects, and the license server will activate and all running CNFW instances will try to
communicate with the server to obtain a license.

Step 8 Review or edit the default Advanced Configuration - Cluster settings.
a) Kubernetes version―TheKubernetes version support for new clusters and version upgrades. This setting defaults

to the currently supported version.
b) (Optional)Additional EKS admin role―Resource name of additional IAM role added to the aws-auth ConfigMap

of the EKS cluster (in arn format).

For example, arn:aws:iam::574254888565:role/rolename.

c) (Optional) Cluster logging types ―Amazon EKS control plane logging options. This is a comma-separated list
(api, audit, authenticator, controllerManager and scheduler).

Step 9 Review or edit the default Advanced Configuration - Control Plane settings.

This setting applies to the SFCN control plane.

a) Controller instance tier ― This is the instance tier to be used by control nodes. The recommended tier is the
default, vCPU4-m5.

Step 10 Review or edit the default Advanced Configuration - Data Plane settings.

These settings apply to the SFCN data plane. In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Enforcer instance tier ― This is the instance tier to be used by enforcer nodes. The recommended tier is the
default, vCPU4-m5.

b) Cache node type ―This is the cache node associated with the EC2 instance type. Check region availability before
changing this selection.

c) (Optional) Redis authentication token ―When entered, accepts 16-128 alphanumeric characters. The only
permitted special characters are !, &, #, $, ^, <, >, and -.
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This takes effect when In-Transit encryption is enabled.

d) (Optional) Redis key to encrypt sensitive data ―User provided key to encrypt sensitive data in the cache. Must
consist of 64 uppercase hexadecimal characters (A-F,0-9).

Required when elasticache cache type is specified in the Basic Configuration - Data Plane settings.

e) In-Transit encryption ―Determines if in-transit encryption is enabled or disabled. This is enabled by default.

AWS recommends encryption as an additional access control, and all AWS services offer the ability to encrypt
data at rest and in-transit. This selection cannot be changed after tenant creation. You'll need to replace the tenant
to change this option.

Step 11 Review or edit the default Advanced Configuration - Firewall settings.

These are general settings required for the Secure Firewall Cloud Native. In most cases you'll want to accept the default
values.

a) Product version ― This is the Secure Firewall Cloud Native version.
b) System namespace ― This is the namespace where the Secure Firewall Cloud Native components are installed.

You can accept the default sfcn-system namespace, or create your own unique namespace.

Step 12 Review the Read Only components of the tenant stack.

AWS creates S3 bucket assets when you deploy a SFCN stack using CloudFormation. These are read-only components
and you should not modify their values.

a) Quick Start S3 bucket name ― This is the S3 bucket name for the SFCN stack Quick Start assets.
b) Quick Start S3 key prefix ― This is the S3 keyprefix for the SFCN stack Quick Start assets.
c) Quick Start S3 bucket Region ― This is the AWS Region where the stack will be deployed. The region appears

in the navigation bar at the upper-right corner of the AWS Management Console.
d) Per-account shared resources ―Acknowledges if resources are shared between stacks in your account. Choose

"No" if you already deployed another EKS Quick Start stack in your AWS account. The default is AutoDetect.
e) Per-Region shared resources ―Acknowledges if resources are shared between stacks in your region. Choose

"No" if you already deployed another EKS Quick Start stack in your AWS region. The default is AutoDetect.

Step 13 In the Capabilities section, acknowledge that the stack might create IAM resources and other capabilities, and then
choose Create stack.

You must explicitly acknowledge that your stack template contains certain IAM capabilities and macros in order for
AWS CloudFormation to create the stack.

What to do next

• While your stack is being created, it's listed on the Stacks page with a status of
CREATE_IN_PROGRESS.

• After your stack has been successfully created, its status changes to CREATE_COMPLETE.

• CloudFormation generates the output values after it finishes creating the stack. You can view output
values in the Outputs tab of the CloudFormation console.

• Review the Next Steps, on page 27 topic.
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Deploy an SFCN Tenant into an Existing EKS Cluster
This option deploys a new Secure Firewall Cloud Native tenant into your existing AWS infrastructure.

Before you begin

• Gather the required information about the existing VPC configuration. The easiest way to do this is to:

• Log into the AWS console and open the AWS CloudFormation console.

• Select the Outputs tab.

• Record the EKS cluster ID and Namespace.

• Perform the steps in Subscribe to Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 16

Step 1 Enter a Stack name.

Each stack requires a unique name. The stack name can include letters (A-Z and a-z), numbers (0-9), and dashes (-).

Step 2 Enter the following Required Configuration parameters:
a) EKS cluster ID ―This is the EKS cluster name (a root stack name) where the Secure Firewall Cloud Native product

is deployed.
b) Namespace ― This must be a unique Kubernetes namespace name for the tenant. See About Namespace, on page

31 for more information.

Step 3 Review or edit the default Basic Configuration settings.

In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

Enter the Basic Configuration ― Global setting.

a) Storage type―This is the storage model used to keep logs and deployments files. You can choose local (the default)
or efs (Amazon Elastic File System). This is a global setting. To use EFS, the parent SFCN stack must be using EFS.

Enter the Basic Configuration ― Data Plane setting.

a) Cache type ―This is the type of external cache used. You can choose none (the default) or elasticache; see Amazon
ElastiCache for more information.

Enter the Basic Configuration ― Firewall settings.

a) (Optional) Product verison ―Version of the product. If not provided, a version of root stack is used automatically.
A version different from a root stack can be provided during an upgrade to another release.

b) Enforcer service roles ― This is the service role of the data plane node. You can choose default or
default/vpnredirector.

Leave default if you deployed the Secure Firewall Cloud Native with the default setting of 1 data plane node. For
each additional enforcer role, the system requires a corresponding data plane node.

For example, the default/vpnredirector option represents 2 service roles. The system can automatically adjust the
number of data plane nodes via the Maximum nodes, or you can set the number of data plane nodes at deployment.

Choose default/vpnredirector if you are configuring Remote Access VPNwith the VPNRedirector feature.Note

c) Enforcer autoscaling ―Determines if autoscaling is enabled or disabled for enforcer nodes. This is disabled by
default.
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d) (Optional) Smart License token ―This is your token for Secure Firewall (SFW) licensing from your Smart License
account. See Licensing, on page 43.

e) (Optional) Maximum licenses count ― This is the maximum number of licenses allowed to be used by the default
Enforcer when it is scaled up. The default is 4.

• If you don’t enter a Smart License token and Maximum licenses count, a cluster will be unlicensed. Only one
CNFW instance will be available per service role. The ASA will work in low bandwidth mode.

• If you do enter a Smart License token and Maximum licenses count, the system automatically creates these
Smart Licensing objects, and the license server will activate and all running CNFW instances will try to
communicate with the server to obtain a license.

Step 4 Review or edit the default Advanced Configuration - Data Plane settings.

These settings apply to the SFCN data plane. In most cases you'll want to accept the default values.

a) Enforcer instance tier ―This is the instance tier to be used by enforcer nodes. The recommended tier is the default,
vCPU4-m5.

b) Cache node type ― This is the cache node associated with the EC2 instance type. Check region availability before
changing this selection.

c) In-Transit encryption ―Determines if in-transit encryption is enabled or disabled. This is enabled by default.

AWS recommends encryption as an additional access control, and all AWS services offer the ability to encrypt data
at rest and in-transit. This selection cannot be changed after tenant creation. You'll need to replace the tenant to change
this option.

d) (Optional)Redis authentication token―When entered, accepts 16-128 alphanumeric characters. The only permitted
special characters are !, &, #, $, ^, <, >, and -.

This takes effect when In-Transit encryption is enabled.

e) (Optional) Redis key to encrypt sensitive data ―User-provided key to encrypt sensitive data in the cache. Must
consist of 64 uppercase hexadecimal characters (A-F, 0-9). Required when elasticache cache type is specified in the
Basic Configuration - Data Plane settings.

Step 5 Review the Read Only components of the tenant stack.

AWS creates S3 bucket assets when you deploy a tenant stack using CloudFormation. These are read-only components
and you should not modify their values.

a) Quick Start S3 Bucket Name ― This is the S3 bucket name for the tenant Quick Start assets.
b) Quick Start S3 Key Prefix ― This is the S3 keyprefix for the tenant Quick Start assets.
c) Quick Start S3 bucket Region ―This is the AWS Region where the stack will be deployed. The region appears in

the navigation bar at the upper-right corner of the AWS Management Console.

Step 6 In the Capabilities section, acknowledge that the stack might create IAM resources and other capabilities, and then
choose Create stack.

You must explicitly acknowledge that your stack template contains certain IAM capabilities and macros in order for
AWS CloudFormation to create the stack.

What to do next

• While your stack is being created, it's listed on the Stacks page with a status of
CREATE_IN_PROGRESS.
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• After your stack has been successfully created, its status changes to CREATE_COMPLETE.

• CloudFormation generates the output values after it finishes creating the stack. You can view output
values in the Outputs tab of the CloudFormation console.

• Review Next Steps, on page 27.

View Stack Data and Resources
After you've created the Secure Firewall Cloud Native stack using CloudFormation, you can use the AWS
Management Console to view its data and resources. You can view the following stack information:

• General information about the stack and its configuration.

• Events that are triggered by a given stack operation, such as when you create, update, or delete the stack.

• The resources that are part of the stack.

• Outputs that were declared in the stack's template.

• The stack's parameters and their values.

• The template.

To view information about your CloudFormation stack:

Step 1 Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the AWS CloudFormation console at https://
console.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation.

Step 2 On the CloudFormation > Stacks page of the CloudFormation console, select the stack name.

CloudFormation displays the stack details for the selected stack.

Step 3 Select a stack details pane to view the related information about your stack.

For example, choose Outputs to view the ID of the VPC for your stack, or the CDO registration token.

Verify Stack Creation Using the CLI
After you've created your AWS CloudFormation stack, you can use the AWS CLI and kubectl to verify your
cluster from a terminal session.

Step 1 To update your kubeconfig so that you can connect to your Amazon EKS cluster from the terminal, use the aws eks
update-kubeconfig command.

Example:
aws eks update-kubeconfig --name <stack name> --region <region>

Step 2 To get a list of all PODs in an Amazon EKS cluster from the terminal, use the kubectl get pods.

Example:
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kubectl get pods -A

Next Steps
To continue with your Secure Firewall Cloud Native deployment, explore the other sections in this guide:

• Managing SFCNwith CDO, on page 137 explains how to manage the Secure Firewall Cloud Native with
Cisco Defense Orchestrator (CDO), a cloud-based multi-device manager that facilitates management of
security policies in highly distributed environments to achieve consistent policy implementation.

• Basic Configuration, on page 31 describes how to interact with the Secure Firewall Cloud Native via
kubectl on basic networking, interface, and access control configuration.

• Advanced Configuration, on page 37 describes more advanced features such as multi-tenancy and
autoscaling.

• Custom Resource Definitions (CRDs), on page 119 provides information about Kubernetes CRDs that
extend configuration options.

• ASACommands API, on page 151 describes the ASA commands available to configure CNFW instances
from kubectl.

• Troubleshooting, on page 141 provides information to help diagnose and solve issues related to EKS and
the Secure Firewall Cloud Native installation.
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P A R T II
Configuration

• Basic Configuration, on page 31
• Advanced Configuration, on page 37
• Licensing, on page 43
• SAML Support, on page 53
• Configure an External Cache with Redis, on page 55
• Configure an External Datastore with Redis, on page 59
• Metrics Configuration, on page 63





C H A P T E R 3
Basic Configuration

• Configure the Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 31

Configure the Secure Firewall Cloud Native
ASAConfiguration

The following sections show examples of some ASAConfigurations; see ASAConfiguration, on page 121 for
more information.

Before constructing your own ASAConfigurations, review Guidelines and Best Practices, on page 2, as
well as Service Roles, on page 33.

Note

About Namespace
Kubernetes supports multiple virtual clusters backed by the same physical cluster. These virtual clusters are
called namespaces. Namespaces are a way to organize clusters into virtual sub-clusters — they can be helpful
when different teams or projects share a Kubernetes cluster. Any number of namespaces are supported within
a cluster, each logically separated from others but with the ability to communicate with each other. Namespaces
cannot be nested within each other.

Go to the samples directory under the root of your local SFCN repository. For convenience, export the name
of the namespace to an environment variable. The following example assigns a namespace of sfcn-system
to the environment variable NS:
> cd samples/
> export NS=sfcn-system

If you require a different, non-default namespace when deploying the Secure Firewall Cloud Native, replace
sfcn-system with your namespace.

Note

By default, a Kubernetes cluster instantiates a default namespace when provisioning the cluster to hold the
default set of Pods, Services, and Deployments used by the cluster.
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After the Secure Firewall Cloud Native has been deployed from Marketplace via the CloudFormation stack,
log in to the system where you installed kubectl and AWS CLI using the IAM user's access key and secret
access key. For example:
> aws configure set aws_access_key_id ABCDxxxxxxxxxxxxxXYZ
> aws configure set aws_secret_access_key abcxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjklmnop123456
> aws iam get-user

Next, acquire the kubeconfig file that will allow kubectl to interact with your cluster. For example:
> aws eks update-kubeconfig --region us-east-1 --name <your cluster name>

Assuming you have a fresh cluster, you can inspect the available namespaces by doing the following:
> kubectl get namespaces

NAME STATUS AGE
default Active 3d
kube-system Active 3d
kube-public Active 3d
sfcn-system Active 1d

Kubernetes starts with three initial namespaces:

• default― The default namespace for objects with no other namespace.

• kube-system― The namespace for objects created by the Kubernetes system.

• kube-public― This namespace is created automatically and is readable by all users (including those
not authenticated). This namespace is mostly reserved for cluster usage, in case that some resources
should be visible and readable publicly throughout the whole cluster. The public aspect of this namespace
is only a convention, not a requirement.

When to Create Namespaces

In many cases, a single cluster should be able to satisfy the needs of multiple users or a community of users.
Namespaces are intended for use in environments with many users spread across multiple communities,
organizations, or enterprises.

A Kubernetes namespace provides the scope for Pods, Services, and Deployments in the cluster. Users
interacting with one namespace do not see the content in another namespace, thus namespaces provide the
basic building blocks of access control and multi-tenancy.

There are several methods available to create a custom namespace. You can:

• Use the kubectl create command:

kubectl create namespace <namespace name>

For example: kubectl create namespace mynamespace

• Create and save a YAML file:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:

name: mynamespace

Apply the YAML file using kubectl.

For example: kubectl apply -f ns.yml
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Refer to the Kubernetes documention for complete information and guidelines regarding namespaces usage
and configuration.

Service Roles
Service Roles define and separate duties between enforcement points in the cluster. The mandatory
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role label is used to match and apply configurations to their respective pods.
Service roles are explained in Guidelines and Best Practices, on page 2.

Consider the following examples, where Secure Firewall Cloud Native is deployed with two service roles,
default and vpnredirector:

The default Service Role

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: default-host
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: default

spec:
order: 1
description: "example"
cliLines: |
hostname default-enforcer
object network wiki
host 1.1.1.1

The vpnredirector Service Role

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: redirector-host
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: vpnredirector

spec:
order: 1
description: "example"
cliLines: |
hostname redirector

Once deployed, only the pods labeled with sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: default will get the hostname
default-enforcer and the network object wiki. Similarly, the vpnredirector pods will have the hostname
redirector, and no network object.

Interface Configuration
The following procedure shows an example configuration with three elastic network interfaces (ENI) attached
to a node, in addition to the default used by Kubernetes:

• nic0: Kubernetes management

• nic1: CNFWManagement (Management0/0)
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• nic2: CNFW Data Outside (TenGigabitEthernet0/0)

• nic3: CNFW Data Inside (TenGigabitEthernet0/1)

DHCP should always be used when configuring IP addresses on interfaces. The ASAConfiguration CRD that
contains the desired IP address configuration will apply to multiple enforcers across different availability
zones and subnets. The network interfaces and their associated IPs are provided by the platform (such as AWS
or OpenShift). Static IP interface configuration will fail under these conditions. Always use DHCP so that
each interface will get an address in the proper subnet.

Note

Step 1 Set each CNFW interface to DHCP and take on the IPs which the platform has assigned to the ENIs using a YAML file:

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: interface-example
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: default

spec:
order: 1
description: "DHCP interfaces taking the AWS-assigned IPs"
cliLines: |
interface Management0/0
nameif management
ip address dhcp
no shutdown

interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0
nameif outside
ip address dhcp
security-level 100
no shutdown

interface TenGigabitEthernet0/1
nameif inside
ip address dhcp
no shutdown

> kubectl apply -f interfaces.yaml -n $NS

Step 2 You can confirm the configuration has been properly applied. For example, you can check deployment events.

Example:
> kubectl get events -n $NS --field-selector source=ep-manager

LAST SEEN TYPE REASON
OBJECT MESSAGE

9s Normal ASADeploy-[sfcn-system/default/0f488616923612c1d2f03d178a81b5dd]
nodeconfiguration/ip-10-37-56-203.ec2.internal Triggered full deployment: Checksum mismatch

9s Normal Pre-deploy CLI validation-[sfcn-system/default/0f488616923612c1d2f03d178a81b5dd]
nodeconfiguration/ip-10-37-56-203.ec2.internal Level: INFO

LineNum: -1
Message:

Cryptochecksum (changed): 7d6f783b 0829984b 1aac454d e441c534
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234 bytes copied in 0.10 secs

CliLine: attempted cli line not available to print here
9s Normal ASADeployComplete-[sfcn-system/default/0f488616923612c1d2f03d178a81b5dd]
nodeconfiguration/ip-10-37-56-203.ec2.internal

ASAConfig successfully applied. Checksum: 7bcfd2a2df3412479e30415f4cae1d57
72s Normal LicenseVerified
pod/sfcn-enforcer-54f9c894c-klfpb ASA operating at full potential, license status
verified

For a comprehensive look at how you can confirm the configuration refer to the troubleshooting section; see Check
Deployment Status, on page 143.

What to do next

• For more details on asacommands, refer to ASACommands API, on page 151.

Network Configuration
The following example shows how to apply network settings to your Secure Firewall Cloud Native
configuration.

Step 1 Apply network settings to your configuration using a YAML file:

Example:
apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: networks-example
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: default

spec:
order: 2
description: "DHCP interfaces taking the AWS-assigned IPs"
cliLines: |
object network no1
host 1.1.1.1
object network no2
host 1.1.1.2

> kubectl apply -f networks.yaml -n $NS

Step 2 Verify the configuration using the asacommand API.

Example:
$ kubectl get asacommand -A --field-selector spec.command="show run object network"

NAMESPACE POD NAME COMMAND RESPONSE
sfcn-system sfcn-enforcer-7f4d99f44f-jjkw5 show run object network
object network no1
host 1.1.1.1
object network no2
host 1.1.1.2
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Access List Configuration
The following example shows how to create an access list permitting traffic through the outside and inside
networks.

Step 1 Apply apply an access list to your configuration using a YAML file:

Example:
apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: acl-permit-traffic
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: default

spec:
order: 3
description: "Permit all IP-based traffic between interfaces"
cliLines: |
same-security-traffic permit inter-interface
same-security-traffic permit intra-interface

access-list passall extended permit ip any any
access-group passall in interface inside
access-group passall in interface outside

> kubectl apply -f acl_permit.yaml -n $NS

Step 2 Internally, the individual configuration(s) are compiled into a unified payload before being deploying to the enforcement
(CNFW) container. Verify the ASAConfigurations you've applied using kubectl.

Example:
$ kubectl get asaconfigurations -n $NS
NAME ORDER STATUS DEPLOYMENT
acl-permit-traffic 3 ValidationSuccessful Successful
interface-example 1 ValidationSuccessful Successful
networks-example 2 ValidationSuccessful Successful
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C H A P T E R 4
Advanced Configuration

• Mutiple Tenants, on page 37
• Autoscale, on page 39

Mutiple Tenants

About Multiple Tenants
Secure Firewall Cloud Native supports multiple tenants within a single cluster with the help of namespace
segregation. In a multiple tenant cluster, each tenant (namespace) would have its own data plane (CNFW),
while one single namespace provides the control plane inherent in the Secure Firewall Cloud Native
(sfcn-system, for example).

To deploy multiple tenants, you need to create ASAConfiguration objects crafted for each tenant (namespace).
Users interacting with one namespace do not see the content in another namespace. The namespace provides
the scope for Pods, Services, and Deployments in the cluster. See About Namespace, on page 31 for more
information about namespace usage and configuration.
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Figure 2: Namespace and Multiple Tenants

If ASAConfiguration is created in a namespace where the Secure Firewall Cloud Native deta plane has not
yet been deployed to, the configuration will not be applied.

Note

Configure Multiple Tenants
You can use CloudFormation to install a Secure Firewall Cloud Native data plane to a particular namespace
in your existing AWS infrastructure.

Step 1 Follow the procedure outlined in Deploy an SFCN Tenant into an Existing EKS Cluster, on page 24 to install a Secure
Firewall Cloud Native data plane to a particular namespace.
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You'll need the EKS cluster ID and a unique namespace for the tenant.

Step 2 Once the stack is created successfully, ASAConfiguration objects can be created in the namespace where the data plane
was deployed. Based on your requirements, you can run the CloudFormation template multiple times to deploy a data
plane to different namespaces (tenants).

Please note that any object to which an ASAConfiguration object refers (IPv4AddressPool, FileObject, etc)
must be in the same namespace as the ASAConfiguration itself. See ASAConfiguration, on page 121 for more
information.

Note

Autoscale

About Autoscale and EKS
Secure Firewall Cloud Native utilizes the Horizontal Pod Autoscaler (HPA) and Cluster Autoscaler in concert
to bring CNFW instances up and down based on the needs of your network.

Metrics-Based HPA

HPA can be configured to track metrics coming from CNFW instances in addition to the standard options
that Kubernetes provides, like CPU and memory utilization. For a closer look at metrics capabilities, refer to
Metrics Configuration, on page 63.

Enable HPA on the Cluster

Before you begin

The Secure Firewall Cloud Native metrics/HPA behavior is controlled by the CloudFormation template
deployment:

• The Enforcer autoscaling parameter enables HPA, which will scale CNFW instances whenever any of
the targeted metric thresholds are surpassed. These targets can be modified at any time. The default
thresholds for scale-up are as follows:

• VPN Sessions Load: 70%. When the active number of sessions eclipses 70% of the maximum for
the entire namespace, trigger a scale up.

For example, if there are two nodes with a maximum capacity of 50 sessions each (100 total for the
namespace), the 71st VPN session will trigger a scale up event, adding a third node and increasing
total capacity to 150 sessions.

• Pod CPU: 70%. When CPU utilization across all pods in the namespace eclipses half of total limit,
trigger a scale up event.
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Step 1 If necessary, upgrade the Secure Firewall Cloud Native release to include the metrics feature. AWS CloudFormation
provides two methods for updating stacks: direct update or creating and executing change sets. Refer to the AWS
CloudFormation documentation for more information.

Step 2 After a successful metrics scraping has been performed, HPA definitions will show the current scaling metrics state and
target values.

Example:
$ kubectl get hpa -A -o wide
NAMESPACE NAME REFERENCE TARGETS MINPODS MAXPODS REPLICAS

AGE
sfcn-system sfcn-enforcer Deployment/sfcn-enforcer 0/70, 1%/75% 1 3 1

18m
$ kubectl describe hpa sfcn-enforcer -n $NS
Name: sfcn-enforcer
Namespace: sfcn-system
Reference: Deployment/sfcn-enforcer
Metrics: ( current / target )
"vpnSessionsLoad" on pods: 0 / 70
resource cpu on pods (as a percentage of request): 1% (42m) / 50%

Min replicas: 1
Max replicas: 3
Deployment pods: 1 current / 1 desired
Conditions:
Type Status Reason Message
---- ------ ------ -------
AbleToScale True ReadyForNewScale recommended size matches current size
ScalingActive True ValidMetricFound the HPA was able to successfully calculate a replica

count from cpu resource utilization (percentage of request)
ScalingLimited False DesiredWithinRange the desired count is within the acceptable range

Events: <none>

Step 3 To modify the thresholds, update the HPA specification:

Example:
> kubectl edit hpa sfcn-enforcer -n $NS

Step 4 To see all available customer metrics:

Example:
> kubectl get --raw /apis/custom.metrics.k8s.io/v1beta1 | jq

Autoscale Behavior

Scale Up

When any of the thresholds defined in HPA are eclipsed, a scale-up event is triggered and the enforcer's
desired replica count is incremented. If there are nodes available in the enforcer_node_group that can be
scheduled on, it will be initialized there. If there are no nodes available, the cluster autoscaler will provision
a new node for the additional replica to run on. Note that adding a new node to the cluster may take a few
minutes before joining the cluster and being ready for scheduling.

Because enforcers are scheduled on their own nodes, the maximum values for the node group should match
that of the HPA max replica count. By default, the enforcer deployment is limited to 5 nodes, adjustable by
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the EnforcerNodeGroupMaxSize CloudFormation parameter. Predefined HPA resources could be adjusted be
editing the HPA specification afterward with:
> kubectl edit hpa sfcn-enforcer -n $NS

Scale Down

When all of the metrics have dipped below their thresholds for a period of time (default: 5 minutes), then a
scale-down event is triggered, and the replica set's desired count is decremented. When that happens, an
enforcer pod is terminated and the node it was running on is vacant. If nothing is scheduled on that node for
a configurable period of time, the node will be removed from the cluster.

For more details on these waiting periods, consult the official Kubernetes autoscaling docs.

The default HPA value will disable scale down when using the vpnSessionsLoadmetric; see Managed Scale
Down, on page 41 for more details.

Note

Managed Scale Down
For scenarios that are sensitive to state, such as remote access VPN, native Kubernetes scale-down can be
problematic in that it may terminate nodes with a large number of active VPN sessions. To combat this, Secure
Firewall Cloud Native provides an option to scale down in a more deliberate fashion by pairing a configurable
CronJob with HPA that has scale down disabled.

The default HPA value will automatically disable scale down if vpnSessionsLoad is the chosen metric. So
you'll be able to scale up when VPN usage increases, but will not be able to scale back down once users have
disconnected. See the following as an example:

apiVersion: autoscaling/v1
kind: HorizontalPodAutoscaler
metadata:
name: sfcn-enforcer

spec:
behavior:
scaleDown:
selectPolicy: Disabled

scaleUp:
policies:
- periodSeconds: 300
type: Pods
value: 1

metrics:
- pods:

metric:
name: vpnSessionsLoad

target:
averageValue: "70"
type: Utilization

type: Pods

For additional info on HPA scaling policies, consult the official HPA Kubernetes documentation.Note
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To support scaling back down carefully, we expose an optional CronJob which allows scale down only at a
time specified by the cluster admin. This job calculates the nodes eligible for termination based on pod health
and number of active VPN sessions. In other words, unhealthy and least-used enforcers will be terminated
first. This allows you to minimize disruption while still being able to scale up during peak usage times. To
configure the job, set the following variables:

scaledown:
# name which can be overridden. useful when multiple cronJobs are needed
jobName: scaledown

# must be true to enable the feature
enable: true

# when true, deploy a CronJob. When false, deploy a Job which executes immediately
cron: true

# cron schedule, default is 2:15 AM on Sundays.
# For more info on syntax, refer to official kubernetes cronJob documentation
# https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/cron-jobs/#cron-schedule-syntax

# or, use a tool like https://crontab.guru/
schedule: "15 2 * * 0"

# hpa is the name of the active Horizontal Pod Autoscaler with which the scale down will
be coordinated
hpa: "sfcn-enforcer"

If you are installing/upgrading from the command line, you can set these variables in a similar manner:

• --set scaledown.enable=true \

• --set scaledown.cron=true \

• --set scaledown.schedule="15 2 * * 0"
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C H A P T E R 5
Licensing

• Smart Licensing the Cluster, on page 43
• Guidelines for Licensing, on page 43
• Configure the License, on page 43
• Monitor the Registration, on page 47
• Understand Out-of-Compliance License Issues, on page 50
• Deregister the Cluster, on page 51

Smart Licensing the Cluster
Licensing the Secure Firewall Cloud Native involves licensing every CNFW instance running in the cluster.
Because the CNFW instances are ephemeral, a license server runs locally in your cluster to manage the license
lifecycle of these instances. This server is responsible for:

• Registering the set of CNFW instances you license with the Cisco Smart Software Manager;

• Obtaining or releasing the licenses based on the number of cores those instances use; and

• Releasing all the licenses back to your Smart account when you deregister the cluster.

Guidelines for Licensing
Smart Licensing and Rollback

Performing a rollback of the Secure Firewall Cloud Native to an earlier version may cause the firewall to go
into an Unlicensed state. The workaround is to delete the SmartLicense before the rollback, and then
restore/configure Smart Licensing after the rollback.

Configure the License
The Secure Firewall Cloud Native uses Cisco Smart Software Licensing, which lets you purchase and manage
a pool of licenses centrally. When you register the deployment, the License Authority issues an ID certificate
for communication between the cluster and the License Authority. It also assigns the cluster to the appropriate
virtual account.
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Before you begin

• Have a master account on the Cisco Smart Software Manager.

If you do not yet have an account, click the link to set up a new account. The Smart Software Manager
lets you create a master account for your organization.

• Your Cisco Smart Software Licensing account must have Secure Firewall (SFW) licenses.

• Obtain a token from your Cisco Smart Account that has Secure Firewall (SFW) licenses. Go to
software.cisco.com and navigate to Smart Software Licensing. Find the Smart Account that has the SFW
licenses and generate a token from it.

Step 1 Make sure your Smart Licensing account contains the available licenses you need.

When you bought your device from Cisco or a reseller, your licenses should have been linked to your Smart Software
License account. However, if you need to add licenses yourself, use the Find Products and Solutions search field on
the Cisco Commerce Workspace. Search for the following license PIDs:

Figure 3: License Search

If a PID is not found, you can add the PID manually to your order.Note

Step 2 In the Cisco Smart Software Manager, request and copy a registration token for the virtual account to which you want to
add this device.
a) Click Inventory.

b) On the General tab, click New Token.
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c) On the Create Registration Token dialog box enter the following settings, and then click Create Token:

• Description

• Expire After—Cisco recommends 30 days.

• Allow export-controlled functionaility on the products registered with this token—Enables the
export-compliance flag if you are in a country that allows for strong encryption.

The token is added to your inventory.

d) Click the arrow icon to the right of the token to open the Token dialog box so you can copy the token ID to your
clipboard. Keep this token ready for later in the procedure when you need to register the FTD.
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Figure 4: View Token

Figure 5: Copy Token

Step 3 Assuming you installed the sfcn-bundle chart to the sfcn-system namespace, create a secret in the same namespace
with the Smart Account token.

Example:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: my-cssm-token
namespace: sfcn-system

type: Opaque
stringData:
token: "paste-your-token-here"

After you complete the token setup process, you create a SmartLicense resource to license the set of CNFW instances
you want to be licensed.

Step 4 To license the set of CNFW instances, license the Deploymentwith the Smart License resource as shown in the following
example.

The example below shows an m5.xlarge node type on an Amazon EKS cluster configured to have 1 licensed CNFW
instance (4 cores each, minLicenseCount =4) with the scope to grow the cluster up to 2 instances of CNFW (4 cores
each, maxLicenseCount=8).

The scalingFactor of 4 simply means to obtain or release the number of licenses from your Smart Account in increments
or decrements of 4 (the core size of a single CNFW instance).

Example:

apiVersion: sfcn.cisco.com/v1
kind: SmartLicense
metadata:
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name: sfcn-enforcer
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
action: REGISTER
minLicenseCount: 4
maxLicenseCount: 8
scalingFactor: 4
scalingRef:
kind: Deployment
name: sfcn-enforcer

tokenSecret:
name: my-cssm-token
namespace: sfcn-system

Setting a minimum and maximum license count on the SmartLicense resource does not scale your cluster automatically.
Scaling of the CNFW instances should be done via an HPA (Horizontal Pod Autoscaler) that can be installed with the
--set dataPlane.hpa.enable=true flag.

To license the set of CNFW instances with HPA enabled, license the HorizontalPodAutoscaler with the Smart License
resource as shown in the following example.

Example:

apiVersion: sfcn.cisco.com/v1
kind: SmartLicense
metadata:
name: sfcn-enforcer
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
action: REGISTER
minLicenseCount: 4
maxLicenseCount: 8
scalingFactor: 4
scalingRef:
kind: HorizontalPodAutoscaler
name: sfcn-enforcer

tokenSecret:
name: my-cssm-token
namespace: sfcn-system

See Autoscale, on page 39 for more details on scaling. If you have scaling enabled, then you should license
the HPA instead of the Deployment.

Note

What to do next

• Monitor the registration.

Monitor the Registration
When you apply a SmartLicense resource, you can monitor the status of the registration and compliance in
the status section of the resource.

Step 1 To monitor the status of the registration, run the following command:
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Example:
kubectl get smartlicenses -n sfcn-system -o yaml

Step 2 Review the status section of the resource, which shows the SmartAccount details, including from where the token was
obtained, the license compliance state, number of cores per license, and the estimated number of CNFW instances this
resource can license.

Example:

apiVersion: sfcn.cisco.com/v1
kind: SmartLicense
metadata:
name: sfcn-enforcer
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
action: REGISTER
minLicenseCount: 4
maxLicenseCount: 8
scalingFactor: 4
scalingRef:
kind: Deployment
name: sfcn-enforcer

tokenSecret:
name: my-cssm-token
namespace: sfcn-system

status:
accountDomain: InternalAccount8.cisco.com
accountName: asac-dev
contextId: '6947693726752581822'
coresPerLicense: 1
estimatedMaxReplicas: 2
exportControlled: true
licenseState: IN_COMPLIANCE
registrationState: REGISTERED

What to do next

Once the registration is successful, license requests made by all the CNFW instances running in the cluster
will be addressed by the license server. Each pod where the CNFW is running, if granted a license, will be
labeled with the tag sfcn.cisco.com/license-holder=true.

License Events
Whenever a CNFW instance is awaiting, granted, denied, or revoked a license from the license server, the
system will emit an event with appropriate reasoning behind the action. These events are:

• AwaitingLicense

• LicenseGranted

• LicenseVerified

• LicenseRevoked

• LicenseCommunicationFailed
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AwaitingLicense, LicenseCommunicationFailed, and LicenseRevoked are warning events and should be
monitored to make sure the system is operating at full potential and not misconfigured in terms of the number
of licenses.

The lifecycle of each CNFW instance starts at AwaitingLicense, and on successful grant from the license
server, it changes to LicenseGranted.

The CNFW periodically (every 15 minutes) verifies its license state with the server and on successful
verification emits the LicenseVerified event. Any communication failure with the license server at any stage
of lifecycle will result in the LicenseCommunicationFailed event.

Finally, once a license has been granted, the server might revoke the license of aCNFW for several reasons,
including going Out-of-Compliance, deregistering the cluster by removing the SmartLicense resource, etc.
In such a case, a LicenseRevoked event is emitted by the system.

The events, when emitted, will include amessage showingmore details on that event. The following examples
show a summary of what such events looks like.

• Awaiting a license:

Warning AwaitingLicense ASA operating at reduced throughput because it was not licensed,

requesting for a new license

• If the CNFW was previously licensed, but its manager restarted for some reason:

Warning AwaitingLicense ASA operating at full potential but not licensed, requesting

for a new license

• In the event of a communication failure:

Warning LicenseCommunicationFailed ASA operating at reduced throughput because of license

communication failure

• On successfully obtaining a license:

Normal LicenseGranted successfully obtained a license from the server Normal

LicenseVerified ASA operating at full potential, license status verified

• When license is revoked by the server for any reason:

Warning LicenseRevoked ASA operating at reduced throughput because the server revoked

its license, retrying to acquire

Manually Scale the Deployment
If your installation did not enable HPA, and you would like to change the number of CNFW instances to run
in your cluster manually, you can do so by running the following command.
kubectl scale deployments/sfcn-enforcer -n sfcn-system --replicas=<desired-numer>

The desired number of instances should be less than or equal to the estimated maximum number of replicas
listed by the SmartLicense resource status estimatedMaxReplicas.

Scaling your cluster down to a number that is less than the minimum number of licenses specified in your
SmartLicense resource will not release the underused licenses back to your Smart Account, but instead keep
them reserved by the license server for future use by CNFW instances in your cluster.

Note
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Understand Out-of-Compliance License Issues
Regardless of your registration status, the server is capable of determining the license compliance of your
cluster.

Unregistered Cluster

The CloudFormation templates provide optional Smart License token and Maximum licenses count fields
when you deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native. However, if you don't license a cluster during stack
creation, the system automatically creates these Smart Licensing objects, and the license server will still
activate and all running CNFW instances will try to communicate with the server to obtain a license.

Until you create a SmartLicense resource with the right criteria that allows licensing those CNFW instances,
all requests made by CNFW instances to the license server will be denied with a reason that the server has
insufficient cores because it cannot find any registered platforms. As a result, any such CNFW instance will
run in restricted mode with a maximum throughput of 100kbps and other feature limits.

By default, only one instance of CNFW as a service role is allowed to run on a cluster. The system doesn't
allow creating more than 1 replica of the assumed Deployment that manages an CNFW pod. The pod,
deployment/HPA running that CNFW will be labeled with the tag
sfcn.cisco.com/trial-license-holder=true. If more than one deployment for the specific service role
manages the CNFW pod, the system will choose a deployment randomly and label it with the tag
sfcn.cisco.com/trial-license-holder=true. The replicas of all other deployments will be downscaled to
0.

Unlicensed Deployment

When you do a basic installation of the sfcn-bundle chart, you will have only one Deployment for the CNFW
instances by name sfcn-enforcer. Typically, creating a SmartLicense resource for this Deployment is
sufficient to run those instances at their full potential. However, if you do advanced installation of the chart
where you can have multiple sets of CNFW instances each set managed by one Deployment resource, then
you will have to create a SmartLicense resource for each such Deployment. See the VPN guide for more
details on advanced setup. The following is an example of licensing the additional deployment for the VPN
redirector as outlined in that guide.

apiVersion: sfcn.cisco.com/v1
kind: SmartLicense
metadata:
name: sfcn-vpn-redirector-enforcer
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
action: "REGISTER"
minLicenseCount: 4
maxLicenseCount: 4
scalingRef:
kind: Deployment
name: sfcn-vpn-redirector-enforcer

secretRef:
name: my-cssm-token
namespace: sfcn-system

Whenever an CNFW instance requests a license, the license server may grant or deny the request based on
the number of licenses it holds free. However, if this CNFW instance is not part of a Deployment that was
licensed by a SmartLicense resource, the system will identify such request and attempt to kill those pods
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primarily by setting the number of replicas to 0 on the Deployment managing such pods. If there is no such
Deployment managing this pod, then the system will delete this pod. An event is emitted on the Deployment,
or the pod that was altered or deleted with the reasoning behind that action.

Warning PodDeleted Deleted Pod as it requested a license but does not belong to any licensed
Deployment. Please, check
SmartLicense resources to update licensing configuration.

Over-Utilization of Licenses

When you license a Deployment with a SmartLicense resource, you specify the minimum and maximum
number of licenses to reserve in your SmartAccount. If you scale this licensed Deployment to a number that
is beyond the estimatedmaximum number of instances as disclosed in the status of the SmartLicense resource,
the system will scale down the Deployment automatically to the allowed maximum per the license criteria.
It does so by changing the number of replicas on the Deployment, or the maxReplicas on the HPA managing
the Deployment depending on what was licensed.

Over-utilizationmight also occur when some or all of your licenses expire.When this happens after the cluster
is operating at maximum consumption of licenses, the license server will try to revoke the already granted
licenses to the running CNFW instances, and the system identifies this activity and takes action to scale down
the cluster to a point where the number of running instances are in compliant state. If all the licenses have
expired, then the system will allow only one instance of CNFW running regardless of the minimum number
of replicas you specify in HPA or Deployment by changing those resources to allow only one replica.

Deregister the Cluster
We recommend you deregister the cluster before you uninstall the Secure Firewall Cloud Native. Deregistration
can be done by setting the action attribute in the SmartLicense resource to DEREGISTER, or simply by deleting
that SmartLicense resource.

If you delete the SmartLicense resource, it will remain in the Pending state until the registration is removed
from the Cisco Smart SoftwareManager (CSSM), and the acquired licenses are released back to your account,
after which the resource is deleted.

apiVersion: sfcn.cisco.com/v1
kind: SmartLicense
metadata:
name: sfcn-enforcer
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
action: "DEREGISTER"
minLicenseCount: 4
maxLicenseCount: 8
scalingFactor: 4
scalingRef:
kind: Deployment
name: sfcn-enforcer

tokenSecret:
name: my-cssm-token
namespace: sfcn-system

When you deregister the cluster, the systemwill go to Out-of-Compliance state, and the behavior of the cluster
changes as outlined in the previous section.
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C H A P T E R 6
SAML Support

The Secure Firewall Cloud Native (SFCN) supports Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 2.0
authentication for remote access VPNs. SAML is an XML-based open-standard for transferring identity data
between two parties: an identity provider (IdP) and a service provider (SP). The SFCN acts as the SP in this
case.

The following sections provide an overview and guidance on how to set up SAML with an identity provider
(IdP). You can set up SAML to serve multiple clusters across different regions.

• Before You Begin, on page 53
• Configure a SAML 2.0 Identity Provider (IdP), on page 53

Before You Begin
You should have familiarity with the following topics:

• Clusters provisioned in separate regions (example: us-east-1 and eu-west-1).

• A configured identity provider (IdP). The specifics of which IdP you use are beyond the scope of this
guide. Some recognized IdPs include:

• Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS)

• Okta

• OneLogin

• Azure AD (Microsoft Azure Active Directory

• An understanding of how to set up VPNs on SFCN; see Use Cases - Virtual Private Networks (VPN),
on page 67.

Configure a SAML 2.0 Identity Provider (IdP)
To configure SAML single sign-on (SSO) and single logout (SLO), the following attributes are required to
facilitate communication between the SFCN and the IdP. The terminology may differ depending on which
IdP you choose, but the general concepts are the same for each IdP.
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You'll need to get the Sign-in and Sign-out URLs for your SAML (IdP) provider. You can get the URLs from
the provider's website, or they may provide that information in a metadata file.

Note

• saml idp <idp-entityID> ― This is the SAML IdP entity ID supplied by the provider.

• url sign-in <value> ― This is the URL for signing into the IdP or the URL for redirecting to when
signing out of the IdP. The sign-in URL is required.

• url sign-out <value> ― This is the URL for signing out the IdP. The sign-out URL is optional.

• base url <value> ― This URL is provided to third-party IdPs to redirect end users back to the SFCN.
When the base url is not provided, the URL is determined by the SFCN's hostname and domain-name.

• trustpoint idp <trustpoint-name> ― Specifies the trustpoint that contains the IdP certificate for the
SFCN to verify SAML assertions. The trustpoint-name must be a present in the configuration.

• trustpoint sp <trustpoint-name>― Specifies the trustpoint that contains the SFCN (SP)'s certificate for
the IdP to verify SFCN's signature or encrypted SAML assertion. The trustpoint-name must be a present
in the configuration.

• signature <value>―Configure which signingmethod option you prefer by entering the value: rsa-sha1,
rsa-sha256, rsa-sha384, or rsa-sha512.

Guidelines

• The SAML IdP parameters are included with the webvpn portion of the ASAConfiguration as shown in
the Remote Access VPN with Session Reconnect, on page 79 use case.

For example:

webvpn
saml idp https://sts.windows.net/0156bf43-1a8b-4ff7-b949-289449e16435/
url sign-in

https://login.microsoftonline.com/0156bf43-1a8b-4ff7-b949-289449e16435/saml2
url sign-out

https://login.microsoftonline.com/0156bf43-1a8b-4ff7-b949-289449e16435/saml2
base-url https://global.domain.com
trustpoint idp {{ .secrets.samlpkcs.trustpoint }}
trustpoint sp {{ .secrets.mypkcs.trustpoint }}
signature rsa-sha256

• SAML support requires a signing certificate provided by the IdP. You can apply the certificate to the
cluster as a Secret; see Import IdP Certificates, on page 102.

• The VPN_tunnel_group token of the URL should match the group name used in the ASAConfiguration.
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C H A P T E R 7
Configure an External Cache with Redis

To preserve connection information, the CNFW can store VPN and NAT state information to an external
cache database. The cached data can be reused to recover the connections in the event of an CNFW failure
and restart.

The external cache database can increse the overall reliability of the CNFW. However, not all failures are
addressed by this mechanism.

Note

• Update the CloudFormation Stack, on page 55
• Redis Database Certificate, on page 56

Update the CloudFormation Stack
Secure Firewall Cloud Native supports the AWS Elasticache Redis Database as the external CNFW cache.

Configuring Redis requires one-time changes to the CloudFormation stack parameters when creating the
cluster and changes to the CNFW configuration via the CLI (see the ASAConfiguration CRD).

CloudFormation Stack Updates

The stack is configured via the stack parameters. The following variables can be used to configure the external
cache database:

• EnforcerCacheType

• EnforcerCacheNodeType

• EnforcerCacheAuthToken

Where:

EnforcerCacheType can have the value none or elasticache. If none (the default) is used then CloudFormation
will not create an external cache, while the value elasticache will trigger the creation of an AWS Redis
instance.

EnforcerCacheNodeType is used to specify the type of node that will host the Redis database. The selection
of the node type is not trivial; not all nodes are available in all regions and each node has different characteristics
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that will affect the cost and the ability of CNFW to store information. See the "Supported node types" in the
AWS documentation for details.

In particular. memory and network performances are important, because Redis will store the data in memory,
and the amount of available memory will dictate how many records can be stored.

The rule to determine the minimum amout of memory for number of connection is as follow:

The current default is cache.r5.large. Note that this default may not be applicable for your region. An invalid
node type value would prevent the Redis database from being created, although the cluster would still be
created.

EnforcerCacheAuthToken is used to specify which token (a password) that AWS will use to protect the data
in the Redis database. If the value is missing (the default) no token will be used. Note that AWS imposes
limits on the AUTH token.

AWS reserves a downtime window for Elasticache databases maintenance. The default mainteinance window
is not changed by Cisco's scripts; thus it's important to modify the value manually using the AWS console or
reach an agreement with Amazon to ensure that any mainteinance disruptions are agreed upon.

Important

Redis Database Certificate
The CNFW process will require the issuer certificate to be passed as a parameter, the certificate chain of the
Redis database can be extracted manually using the following command:

export REDIS_HOST=<ElasticachePrimaryEndpoint from stack outputs>
export ASAC_POD=$(grep -m 1 enforcer <<< "`kubectl get pods -n $NS --no-headers=true -o
custom-columns=':metadata.name'`")

kubectl exec -it -n ${NS} -c asac ${ASAC_POD} -- bash -c "echo QUIT | openssl s_client
-connect ${REDIS_HOST}:6379 -showcerts" > cert_chain.pem

See Export Command Usage, on page 147 for guidelines on how to avoid misconfigurations.Note

The file cert_chain.pemwill contain the certificate chain. The CNFW is interested only in the issuer certficate,
i.e. not the leaf certificate but the first intermediate from AWS.

In the excerpt below, the leaf and the intermediate certificates are omitted.Note

cat cert_chain.pem

CONNECTED(00000003)
depth=3 C = US, ST = Arizona, L = Scottsdale, O = "Starfield Technologies, Inc.", CN =
Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2
verify error:num=20:unable to get local issuer certificate
verify return:1
depth=2 C = US, O = Amazon, CN = Amazon Root CA 1
verify return:1
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depth=1 C = US, O = Amazon, OU = Server CA 1B, CN = Amazon
verify return:1
depth=0 CN = *.fruta.ejmalc.use1.cache.amazonaws.com
verify return:1
---
Certificate chain
0 s:CN = *.fruta.ejmalc.use1.cache.amazonaws.com
i:C = US, O = Amazon, OU = Server CA 1B, CN = Amazon

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIEgjCCA2qgAwIBAgIQBNtJWA4mULwk01OUPB954jANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBG
MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEPMA0GA1UEChMGQW1hem9uMRUwEwYDVQQLEwxTZXJ2ZXIg
...
Rm29RnxqZOmkiTPWxz0Gq/P1mvU/kRJzYD/fG5hmVhB1T6GM5DNS9m5R+8Hc7Ap4
cAmWwAu+UhUAzYtRHDpA3QUkk9ysYcD+GW/CWq03H6pQKdpl/lmMp4+HHY78aTjm
HZ2Xn7AC
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
1 s:C = US, O = Amazon, OU = Server CA 1B, CN = Amazon
i:C = US, O = Amazon, CN = Amazon Root CA 1

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIESTCCAzGgAwIBAgITBn+UV4WH6Kx33rJTMlu8mYtWDTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF
ADA5MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEPMA0GA1UEChMGQW1hem9uMRkwFwYDVQQDExBBbWF6
b24gUm9vdCBDQSAxMB4XDTE1MTAyMjAwMDAwMFoXDTI1MTAxOTAwMDAwMFowRjEL
MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxDzANBgNVBAoTBkFtYXpvbjEVMBMGA1UECxMMU2VydmVyIENB
IDFCMQ8wDQYDVQQDEwZBbWF6b24wggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEK
AoIBAQDCThZn3c68asg3Wuw6MLAd5tES6BIoSMzoKcG5blPVo+sDORrMd4f2AbnZ
cMzPa43j4wNxhplty6aUKk4T1qe9BOwKFjwK6zmxxLVYo7bHViXsPlJ6qOMpFge5
blDP+18x+B26A0piiQOuPkfyDyeR4xQghfj66Yo19V+emU3nazfvpFA+ROz6WoVm
B5x+F2pV8xeKNR7u6azDdU5YVX1TawprmxRC1+WsAYmz6qP+z8ArDITC2FMVy2fw
0IjKOtEXc/VfmtTFch5+AfGYMGMqqvJ6LcXiAhqG5TI+Dr0RtM88k+8XUBCeQ8IG
KuANaL7TiItKZYxK1MMuTJtV9IblAgMBAAGjggE7MIIBNzASBgNVHRMBAf8ECDAG
AQH/AgEAMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUWaRmBlKge5WSPKOUByeW
dFv5PdAwHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUhBjMhTTsvAyUlC4IWZzHshBOCggwewYIKwYBBQUH
AQEEbzBtMC8GCCsGAQUFBzABhiNodHRwOi8vb2NzcC5yb290Y2ExLmFtYXpvbnRy
dXN0LmNvbTA6BggrBgEFBQcwAoYuaHR0cDovL2NydC5yb290Y2ExLmFtYXpvbnRy
dXN0LmNvbS9yb290Y2ExLmNlcjA/BgNVHR8EODA2MDSgMqAwhi5odHRwOi8vY3Js
LnJvb3RjYTEuYW1hem9udHJ1c3QuY29tL3Jvb3RjYTEuY3JsMBMGA1UdIAQMMAow
CAYGZ4EMAQIBMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQCFkr41u3nPo4FCHOTjY3NTOVI1
59Gt/a6ZiqyJEi+752+a1U5y6iAwYfmXss2lJwJFqMp2PphKg5625kXg8kP2CN5t
6G7bMQcT8C8xDZNtYTd7WPD8UZiRKAJPBXa30/AbwuZe0GaFEQ8ugcYQgSn+IGBI
8/LwhBNTZTUVEWuCUUBVV18YtbAiPq3yXqMB48Oz+ctBWuZSkbvkNodPLamkB2g1
upRyzQ7qDn1X8nn8N8V7YJ6y68AtkHcNSRAnpTitxBKjtKPISLMVCx7i4hncxHZS
yLyKQXhw2W2Xs0qLeC1etA+jTGDK4UfLeC0SF7FSi8o5LL21L8IzApar2pR/
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
2 s:C = US, O = Amazon, CN = Amazon Root CA 1
i:C = US, ST = Arizona, L = Scottsdale, O = "Starfield Technologies, Inc.", CN = Starfield

Services Root Certificate Authority - G2
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIEkjCCA3qgAwIBAgITBn+USionzfP6wq4rAfkI7rnExjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF
ADCBmDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxEDAOBgNVBAgTB0FyaXpvbmExEzARBgNVBAcTClNj

Note that the above command executes an openssl command on the CNFW container. This can be executed
only after the installation is completed.
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C H A P T E R 8
Configure an External Datastore with Redis

• NAT and External Storage, on page 59
• Add a Secondary Redis Node, on page 60

NAT and External Storage
Dynamic xlates created on the CNFW are backed up to an external datastore, such as a Redis database. This
backup will be used to restore the xlates in the event of a CNFW crash, thereby ensuring that the application
traffic which needs the NAT binding to be retained to continue to process traffic after a restart. This also frees
CPU resources otherwise taken by the dataplane to create the xlates for the same connection.

Xlates are stored as string key/value pairs in Redis with the following format:

KEY - <module-id>,<cnfw-id>,<version>,<hash>
VALUE - <module-id>,<version>,<Src-Ifc-shortname>,<Mapped-Ifc-shortname>,
<SIP>,<Mapped-SIP>,<SPORT>,<Mapped-SPORT>,<DIP>,<Mapped-DIP>,
<DPORT>,<Mapped-DPORT>,<Protocol>,<Block-size>

For example:

KEY - NAT,729fd,2,16324073048264906081
VALUE - NAT,1,Te0/1,Te0/0,10.37.86.52,10.37.67.69,1028,1028,10.37.76.92,10.37.76.92,80,80,6,0

Guidelines

• The number of xlates could be large, so if the CNFW queries them and installs them during bootup, the
bootup time could be increased. Because of this, a script external to the dataplane but on the same CNFW
queries the server and populates the xlates in a file to be readily consumed by the dataplane on the
subsequent boot post a crash.

• Xlates created for DNS and ICMP traffic are not backed up as these are short lived connections.

• Currently only the CNFW failure due to a crash is supported.

• Externalizing xlates is a best effort service so there could be cases where the backup fails due to server
connectivity issues when they are created on the CNFW. There are no attempts to retry backing up if it
fails.
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• In cases where CNFW instances are down-scaled, or went down and failed to come up, the backed up
entries created by that instance would be processed by a cleanup job which runs for every 6 hours (this
is configurable).

• The life of the backed up xlates is 24 hours post which the server deletes the entry.

• The default timeout for PAT xlates is 30 seconds, which may not be enough ensure that the flows get
restored with a higher retransmission timeout. Because of this, the default timeout for these restored PAT
xlates is set to 5 minutes and if a flow doesn't come back up within this time the timeout is reset to default
(i.e 30 seconds) and thereby delete the xlates after this timeout.

Limitations

• For TCP traffic to seamlessly flow through the CNFW after the reboot, the TCP state bypass needs to
be enabled because the CNFW cannot backup and restore the connection state.

• Interface NAT/PAT policy when the egress interface has DHCP configured is not recommended as the
xlates may fail to get installed after a reboot if DHCP address has not yet been acquired.

• Because TCP state bypass is configured for all flows, application inspection does not happen. This has
an impact over pin-hole connections such as Active FTP, where these connections are prone to fail as
CNFW does not re-write the IP address (NAT'ted) for the data connection and the pin-hole does not get
opened.

The CNFW comes up with 1500 size MTU by default. Because TCP state bypass has to be enabled for all
flows, the MSS rewrite on the CNFW will not happen. In case of jumbo frames being enabled on hosts, the
user has to enable jumbo frames on the CNFW or lower the MTU on the hosts to 1500, for data packets to
not get dropped on CNFW.

Note

Configuration Example

The following configuration shows an example to configure the external database server details.

external-database
host master.sakgap.0s5trj.aps1.cache.amazonaws.com
port 6379
enable

Add a Secondary Redis Node
You can use the ElastiCache Management Console, the AWS CLI or ElastiCache API to add nodes to your
cluster.

Step 1 Sign in to the AWSManagement Console and open the ElastiCache console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/elasticache/.
Step 2 From the navigation pane, choose Redis.

A list of clusters running the Redis engine is displayed.
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Step 3 Choose the name of a cluster, not the box to the left of the cluster's name, that you want to add nodes to.
Step 4 Choose Add Node.

Enter a replica name for the new node, and select an Availability Zone that is different from the primary node.

Step 5 Click Add.

The Primary and Secondary nodes should show up after the new node is initialized.

Step 6 From your management PC, execute the following command:

aws elasticache modify-replication-group \
--replication-group-id <cluster-name> \
--automatic-failover-enabled \
--multi-az-enabled \
--apply-immediately

On the Redis cluster homepage, the primary endpoint and the reader endpoint should point to two different
node IPs. You can confirm by doing an NSLOOKUP to both the FQDNs.
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C H A P T E R 9
Metrics Configuration

You can examine application performance in a Kubernetes cluster by examining the containers, pods, services,
and the characteristics of the overall cluster. This information helps you to evaluate your application's
performance and where bottlenecks can be removed to improve overall performance.

• SNMP Monitoring, on page 63

SNMP Monitoring
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an application-layer protocol that provides a message
format for communication between SNMP managers and agents. SNMP provides a standardized framework
and a common language used for the monitoring and management of devices in a network.

Enable SNMP Metrics
The following example shows how you can capture metrics for the Secure Firewall Cloud Native.

Step 1 Enable SNMP export using a YAML file:

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: MetricsConfiguration
metadata:
name: metrics-default
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: default

spec:
snmp:
defaultMetrics: true

kubectl apply -f metrics.yaml -n $NS

Step 2 Once everything is deployed and settled:

• Expose the service:

kubectl expose service sfcn-prometheus --name=sfcn-prometheus-external --type=LoadBalancer -n
kube-system
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Find the ExternalIP for this service:

kubectl get service -n kube-system sfcn-prometheus-external

Then access the service via http://<ExternalIP>:9090 ;

• Or, forward the port for temporary access:

kubectl port-forward deployment/sfcn-prometheus 9090:9090 -n kube-system

Step 3 Open the Prometheus UI in a web browser. For example (when port forwarded):

Example:

http://localhost:9090/targets

Step 4 (Optional) Install a sample Grafana application.

What to do next

When you are finished you can delete the exposed service:
kubectl delete service sfcn-prometheus-external -n $NS

Capture Metrics by Service Role
You can capture different metrics for the Secure Firewall Cloud Native based on service roles. Service roles
are explained in Guidelines and Best Practices, on page 2.

Step 1 Enable SNMP export for the default service role:

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: MetricsConfiguration
metadata:
name: metrics-default
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: default

spec:
snmp:
defaultMetrics: true

Step 2 Enable SNMP export for the vpnredirector service role:

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: MetricsConfiguration
metadata:
name: metrics-default
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: vpnredirector

spec:
snmp:
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defaultMetrics: false
# Optional additional parameters on top/instead of default.
walk:
- cpmCPUTotalTable
- ifTable

timeout: 5s
retries: 3

Once applied, the vpnredirector pods will export only the cpmCPUTotalTable and ifTable targets, while
the default pods will export all the targets included in the generator configmap.
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P A R T III
Use Cases - Virtual Private Networks (VPN)

• Remote Access VPN with Route53 Integration, on page 69
• Remote Access VPN with Session Reconnect, on page 79
• RA VPN with Session Reconnect and SAML Support, on page 97
• Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113
• Backhaul Design for Site-to-Site VPN, on page 115





C H A P T E R 10
Remote Access VPN with Route53 Integration

• Remote Access VPN Prerequisites, on page 69
• Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 72
• File Objects, on page 73
• Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load Balancing, on page 75
• IPv4 Subnet Pools and Routing, on page 76
• Apply the RA-VPN Configuration, on page 76
• Connect to the Remote Access VPN, on page 78

Remote Access VPN Prerequisites
This section describes the prerequisites for deploying a scalable Cisco Remote Access Virtual Private Network
(RA VPN) on the AWS Cloud using the Secure Firewall Cloud Native solution.

These procedures assume familiarity with Cisco ASA software with AnyConnect VPN services as well as a
basic understanding of DNS infrastructure, which is used for load balancing the front end.

The following are the prerequisite for RA VPN set up using the Secure Firewall Cloud Native :

• A registered domain

• An AWS hosted zone

• A provisioned Secure Firewall Cloud Native cluster

• At least one Amazon EC2 key pair.

• AnyConnect client profile(s).

• AnyConnect VPN packages.

Register a Domain

Register a domain to serve as your VPN entry point within AWS. You can use Amazon Route53 with domains
you register with Route53, and with domains you have registered with other DNS providers.

• You can register a new domain using Route 53.

• You can make Route53 the DNS service for an existing domain.

• You can move a domain to another registrar and use another DNS service.
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Route53 DNS service is required for the remote access VPN solution using the VPN redirector service role.Note

See the Amazon Route53 Developer Guide for guidelines on registering a new domain.

AWS Hosted Zone

If you registered your domain through AWS, a hosted zone will be automatically created. A hosted zone is a
container for records, which include information about how you want to route traffic for a domain (such as
example.com) and all of its subdomains. A hosted zone has the same name as the corresponding domain.

You can find and copy your hosted zone ID from the AWS Console:

• Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the Route 53 console at
https://console.aws.amazon.com/route53/.

• In the navigation pane, choose Hosted zones. The page displays a list of the hosted zones that are
associated with the AWS account that you are currently signed in with.

If using a different registrar, see Creating a public hosted zone in the Amazon Route 53 Developer Guide.

Provision a Cluster

Use the cluster that was deployed in Intial Setup for the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native and AWS, on
page 7, or deploy cluster now.

In preparation for RA VPN, when you deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native you should set the Elastic
IP attachment mode setting to outside in your Data Plane stack parameters.

Note

Key Pair

Ensure that at least one Amazon EC2 key pair exists in your AWS account in the Region where you plan to
deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native RA VPN solution. Make note of the key pair name. You need it to
create a secret to allow the cluster to pull down files from your S3 bucket. See Create a Key Pair, on page 13
for more information.

AnyConnect Client Profile(s)

AnyConnect client profiles are required for RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native. They
should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server.

AnyConnect Packages

AnyConnect Headend packages are required for RA VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native .
They should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server.

Upload AnyConnect Files
Configuring the Secure Firewall Cloud Native for RA-VPN connections requires an AnyConnect client profile
and a set of AnyConnect Headend images.
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They should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server. These files are made available on each Secure
Firewall Cloud Native enforcer using the FileObject CRD.

Step 1 Download the AnyConnect package files from Cisco Software Download portal. Choose your target platform (Linux,
Windows, or Mac.) Example file names are shown below:

• anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

• anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

• anyconnect-macos-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

The recommended AnyConnect versions are 4.8 and 4.9.Note

Step 2 Make the files available for uploading to the cluster. This can be done by either serving them over HTTP/HTTPS or
syncing them to an S3 bucket. This example shows the S3 bucket used to provision the cluster.
aws s3 cp . s3://$BUCKET --recursive --exclude "*" --include "anyconnect-*"

Step 3 Create an AnyConnect client profile XML file. A sample is available in the Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub
repository.

Step 4 Make the file available for uploading to the cluster. This can be done by either serving it over HTTP/HTTPS or syncing
it to an S3 bucket. This example shows the S3 bucket used to provision the cluster.
aws s3 cp samples/ravpn-profile.xml s3://$BUCKET

Local VPN User Credentials
Cisco strongly encourages creating a Secret for any local VPN users and their passwords, then referencing
the Secret in the ASAConfiguration object for RA-VPN. Create the Secret using this procedure.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for local VPN users and their passwords. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment:

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: userinfo
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
# RA VPN client details
username: vpnuser
password: vpnuser!234
privilege: "15"
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What to do next

In this example, you would reference the Secret named userinfo when you create the ASAConfiguration
object for the RA-VPN configuration.

Import CA Certificates
You can generate a PKCS12 formatted CA certificate and reference it as a named Secret in the
ASAConfiguration object for RA-VPN. Create the secret using this procedure.

For RA-VPNwith Route53 integration, generate the certificates on the domains used in your Route53Ingress
configuration.

For VPN redirector topology, use a wildcard cert which covers the parent and subdomains used for VPN. For
example, if domain.com is the parent domain, with us.domain.com and eu.domain.com as subdomains, the
wildcard should incude *.domain.com, *us.domain.com, and *.eu.domain.com.

The Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub repository includes a sample configuration that shows how to
import the keypair and issued certificates associated with a trustpoint in PKCS12 format.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for a CA Certificate which can be referenced in the ASAConfiguration CRD:

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: mypkcs
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
trustpoint: ssltp
password: test
value: |
key contents

What to do next

Reference the Secret named mypkcs when you create the ASAConfiguration object for the RA-VPN
configuration.

Create a Secret for S3 Access
You can create a Secret using AWS key pairs, and use the Secret to allow the cluster to pull files such as
AnyConnect images or RAVPN profile xml files from your S3 bucket. An EC2 key pair is required when you
deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native, so you should already have at least one key pair. See Create a Key
Pair, on page 13.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for S3 bucket file access. Use the example below, replacing highlighted items
with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:
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apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: s3filesecret
namespace: sfcn-system

type: Opaque
data:
access_key: your-s3-user-access-key
secret_key: your-s3-user-secret-key

What to do next

You'll use this secret when you create file objects.

File Objects
Configuring the Secure Firewall Cloud Native for RA-VPN connections requires:

• An AnyConnect Profile.

• A set of AnyConnect Headend images.

These files should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server. These files are then made available on
each enforcer using the FileObject CRD.

Create File Objects for AnyConnect Client Profiles
RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native require AnyConnect client profiles. Create the
profile using a FileObject as shown in this procedure.

Before you begin

The FileObject requires an EC2 key pair in order to access the S3 bucket. If you do not already have a Secret
containing an EC2 key pair, see Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 72.

Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect client profile(s). Use the example below, replacing
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: ravpnprofile
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: "ravpn-profile.xml"
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: ravpn-profile.xml
auth:
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secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

What to do next

Use this file object in the ASAConfiguration for RA-VPN to give your deployment access to required files.

Create File Objects for AnyConnect Images
This procedure shows how to create a FileObject for each AnyConnect Headend package. These packages
are required for RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native.

Before you begin

The FileObject requires an EC2 key pair in order to access the S3 bucket. If you do not already have a Secret
containing an EC2 key pair, see Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 72.

Step 1 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect Linux package. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectlinux
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Step 2 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect Windows package. Use the example below, replacing
the highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectwin
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
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auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Step 3 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect MacOS package. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectmac
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-macos-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load Balancing
The Route53 ingress makes the cluster aware of your public facing DNS, and will automatically register any
CNFW instances discovered in the namespace as backend endpoints to the load balancer; for more information
see Route53Ingress, on page 131.

The following example shows how to create a Route53Ingress object.

Before you begin

Set environment variables for the AWS hosted zone ID and the record set name as shown in the following
Linux examples:
export hostedZone=Z056XXXXXXXXXXXXXE0EK

export recordSetName=vpn.domain.com

You should have already established the AWS hosted zone ID and the record set name; see Remote Access
VPN Prerequisites, on page 69.

See the Export Command Usage, on page 147 guidelines to avoid configuration errors.Note

Create a CRD definition for a Route53Ingress object. Use the example below, replacing highlighted items with values
appropriate to your deployment.

Example:
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apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: Route53Ingress
metadata:
name: vpn
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
# Change to your Route53 hosted zone
hostedZone: Z056XXXXXXXXXXXXXE0EK
# Change to your VPN domain name
recordSetName: vpn.domain.com

Once applied, you should see the Elastic IP for the data interface of your CNFW registered as a target. Traffic going to
the registered domain will now be directed to the cluster.

IPv4 Subnet Pools and Routing
The IPv4SubnetPool CRD is used to define how each CNFWwill be assigned a unique local-pool. After you
create a path between Route53 and your cluster with the Route53Ingress, create IP pools for your VPN clients
on the inside network.

See Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 for the guidelines to create the IPv4SubnetPool, which is
used in the final configuration to assign a unique local-pool to every CNFW and establishing a backhaul
connection.

Apply the RA-VPN Configuration
Bring all the RA VPN pieces together with an ASAConfiguration.

Before you begin

Establish the following elements which the RA-VPN configuration applies:

• File objects ― The FileObjects that provide each CNFW instance with the files required for RA-VPN
(AnyConnect client profile(s), AnyConnect packages); see File Objects.

• IPv4SubnetPool ― An IPv4SubnetPool that provides each CNFW instance with a unique local pool for
VPN clients (e.g. 10.10.0.0/24, 10.10.1.0/24. …); see Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 and
the IPv4SubnetPool, on page 124 CRD specification for guidelines on assigning the subnets.

• Inside Route Table ― Integration with AWS so that inside subnets are able to route to the VPN client
pools; see Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 for information about the AWS route table
integration.

• Route53 Integration ― Integration with AWS that will make sure the Route53 DNS server is always up
to date with the public IPs for each CNFW instance; see Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load
Balancing, on page 75.

• Static Routes ― The routes that point to the right gateways as CNFW instances are spread across AWS
Availability Zones/subnets.

• Secrets ― Any secrets you created; see Local VPN User Credentials, on page 71 and Import CA
Certificates, on page 72.
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Create a CRD definition for the ASAConfiguration for RA-VPN. Use the example below, replacing highlighted items
with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: ravpnconfig
namespace: sfcn-system
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "default"

spec:
order: 1
description: "ravpnconfig"
secrets:
- "mypkcs"
- "userinfo"

fileObjects:
- "ravpnprofile"
- "anyconnectlinux"
- "anyconnectwin"
- "anyconnectmac"

ipv4SubnetPools:
- "ravpnpool"

cliLines: |
interface Management0/0
no management-only
nameif management
security-level 0
ip address dhcp
interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0
nameif outside
security-level 0
ip address dhcp
interface TenGigabitEthernet0/1
nameif inside
security-level 100
ip address dhcp
route outside 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/gateway-ipv4" }}

1
route inside 10.37.0.0 255.255.0.0 {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.3/gateway-ipv4"

}} 2
ip local pool AC_Pool {{.ipv4SubnetPools.ravpnpool.assignedRange}} mask 255.255.255.0
access-list Split_Tunnel_ACL standard permit 10.37.0.0 255.255.0.0
aaa authentication http console LOCAL
webvpn
enable outside
anyconnect profiles AC_Client_Profile {{ .fileObjects.ravpnprofile.path }}
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectlinux.path }} 1
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectwin.path }} 2
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectmac.path }} 3
anyconnect enable
tunnel-group-list enable
cache
disable

group-policy GroupPolicy_AC_Profile internal
group-policy GroupPolicy_AC_Profile attributes
vpn-tunnel-protocol ssl-client
split-tunnel-policy tunnelspecified
split-tunnel-network-list value Split_Tunnel_ACL
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default-domain none
vpn-idle-timeout none
vpn-session-timeout none
webvpn
anyconnect profiles value AC_Client_Profile type user

dynamic-access-policy-record DfltAccessPolicy
username {{ .secrets.userinfo.username }} password {{ .secrets.userinfo.password }} privilege 15

tunnel-group AC_Profile type remote-access
tunnel-group AC_Profile general-attributes
address-pool AC_Pool
default-group-policy GroupPolicy_AC_Profile
tunnel-group AC_Profile webvpn-attributes
group-alias Anyconnect enable
crypto ca import {{ .secrets.mypkcs.trustpoint }} pkcs12 {{ .secrets.mypkcs.password }}

nointeractive
{{ .secrets.mypkcs.value }}
quit
ssl trust-point {{ .secrets.mypkcs.trustpoint }}

Connect to the Remote Access VPN
To test the deployment, use the defined user name and password to initiate an AnyConnect RA-VPN connection
to the DNS name you defined (for example, vpn.example.com).

Step 1 Deploy servers on the inside networks as desired.

Make sure the servers are on subnets that use the route table defined in the IPv4SubnetPool route table integration.

Step 2 Open a browser to your registered domain.
Step 3 Download the AnyConnect client package and authenticate with the server.

Your inside resources should now be reachable.
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C H A P T E R 11
Remote Access VPN with Session Reconnect

• About RA VPN with Session Reconnect, on page 79
• Single Sign-On Using SAML 2.0, on page 81
• Remote Access VPN Prerequisites, on page 81
• Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 85
• File Objects, on page 86
• Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load Balancing, on page 88
• IPv4 Subnet Pools and Routing, on page 89
• Apply Configurations for RA VPN, on page 90
• Connect to the Remote Access VPN, on page 94
• Troubleshooting RA VPN, on page 94

About RA VPN with Session Reconnect
Session-reconnect allows existing VPN sessions to be resumed if the CNFW enforcer crashes or becomes
unhealthy. This solution consists of the following three components:

• Redirector

• Enforcer(s)

• External Database Server
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Figure 6: The SFCN VPN Solution

The RA VPN with session reconnect solution provides the following:

• One elastic/public IP address per container.

• The external database stores VPN load information from each container.

• If a container crashes, it can get its session state back from the external database and resume VPN sessions
after boot-up.

• The redirector is a dedicated instance to redirect sessions only. The redirector does not process VPN
sessions, and loss of the redirector does not impact existing sessions.

Redirector

The redirector is an CNFW instance that is responsible for load-balancingVPN sessions among all themembers.
It keeps track of VPN load information by periodically querying its enforcer members.

Enforcer

The enforcer member(s) are CNFW instances that actually accept and terminate VPN sessions. They store
load information in an external database.

External Database Server

This is a database server that is used by the redirector and members for reading and writing VPN information.

This release supports the Redis database only.Note
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Single Sign-On Using SAML 2.0
The SFCN supports SAML 2.0 based Single Sign-On (SSO) and Single Log-out (SLO) capabilities with the
VPN solution. Using the AnyConnect client, a remote user can access SAML 2.0 supported SAAS applications
on public or private cloud networks without separate authentication to the CNFW instance through aWebVPN
connection, and can also establish a VPN tunnel for corporate network access.

Circle of Trust

The SAML architecture guarantees the trust relationship as follows:

Figure 7: Standard SAML Architecture

• The trust relationship between the CNFW and the SAML Identity Provider (IdP) is established through
configured certificates (CNFW trustpoints).

• The trust relationship between the end user and SAML Identity Provider (IdP) is established through the
authentication configured on IdP.

Remote Access VPN Prerequisites
This section describes the prerequisites for deploying a scalable Cisco Remote Access Virtual Private Network
(RA VPN) on the AWS Cloud using the Secure Firewall Cloud Native solution.

These procedures assume familiarity with Cisco ASA software with AnyConnect VPN services as well as a
basic understanding of DNS infrastructure, which is used for load balancing the front end.

The following are the prerequisite for RA VPN set up using the Secure Firewall Cloud Native :

• A registered domain

• An AWS hosted zone
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• A provisioned Secure Firewall Cloud Native cluster

• At least one Amazon EC2 key pair.

• AnyConnect client profile(s).

• AnyConnect VPN packages.

Register a Domain

Register a domain to serve as your VPN entry point within AWS. You can use Amazon Route53 with domains
you register with Route53, and with domains you have registered with other DNS providers.

• You can register a new domain using Route 53.

• You can make Route53 the DNS service for an existing domain.

• You can move a domain to another registrar and use another DNS service.

Route53 DNS service is required for the remote access VPN solution using the VPN redirector service role.Note

See the Amazon Route53 Developer Guide for guidelines on registering a new domain.

https://cisco.webex.com/meet/corioux

AWS Hosted Zone

If you registered your domain through AWS, a hosted zone will be automatically created. A hosted zone is a
container for records, which include information about how you want to route traffic for a domain (such as
example.com) and all of its subdomains. A hosted zone has the same name as the corresponding domain.

You can find and copy your hosted zone ID from the AWS Console:

• Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the Route 53 console at
https://console.aws.amazon.com/route53/.

• In the navigation pane, choose Hosted zones. The page displays a list of the hosted zones that are
associated with the AWS account that you are currently signed in with.

If using a different registrar, see Creating a public hosted zone in the Amazon Route 53 Developer Guide.

Provision a Cluster

Use the cluster that was deployed in Intial Setup for the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native and AWS, on
page 7, or deploy cluster now.

In preparation for RA VPN, when you deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native you should set the Elastic
IP attachment mode setting to outside in your Data Plane stack parameters.

Note
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Key Pair

Ensure that at least one Amazon EC2 key pair exists in your AWS account in the Region where you plan to
deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native RA VPN solution. Make note of the key pair name. You need it to
create a secret to allow the cluster to pull down files from your S3 bucket. See Create a Key Pair, on page 13
for more information.

AnyConnect Client Profile(s)

AnyConnect client profiles are required for RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native. They
should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server.

AnyConnect Packages

AnyConnect Headend packages are required for RA VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native .
They should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server.

Upload AnyConnect Files
Configuring the Secure Firewall Cloud Native for RA-VPN connections requires an AnyConnect client profile
and a set of AnyConnect Headend images.

They should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server. These files are made available on each Secure
Firewall Cloud Native enforcer using the FileObject CRD.

Step 1 Download the AnyConnect package files from Cisco Software Download portal. Choose your target platform (Linux,
Windows, or Mac.) Example file names are shown below:

• anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

• anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

• anyconnect-macos-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

The recommended AnyConnect versions are 4.8 and 4.9.Note

Step 2 Make the files available for uploading to the cluster. This can be done by either serving them over HTTP/HTTPS or
syncing them to an S3 bucket. This example shows the S3 bucket used to provision the cluster.
aws s3 cp . s3://$BUCKET --recursive --exclude "*" --include "anyconnect-*"

Step 3 Create an AnyConnect client profile XML file. A sample is available in the Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub
repository.

Step 4 Make the file available for uploading to the cluster. This can be done by either serving it over HTTP/HTTPS or syncing
it to an S3 bucket. This example shows the S3 bucket used to provision the cluster.
aws s3 cp samples/ravpn-profile.xml s3://$BUCKET
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Local VPN User Credentials
Cisco strongly encourages creating a Secret for any local VPN users and their passwords, then referencing
the Secret in the ASAConfiguration object for RA-VPN. Create the Secret using this procedure.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for local VPN users and their passwords. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment:

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: userinfo
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
# RA VPN client details
username: vpnuser
password: vpnuser!234
privilege: "15"

What to do next

In this example, you would reference the Secret named userinfo when you create the ASAConfiguration
object for the RA-VPN configuration.

Import CA Certificates
You can generate a PKCS12 formatted CA certificate and reference it as a named Secret in the
ASAConfiguration object for RA-VPN. Create the secret using this procedure.

For RA-VPNwith Route53 integration, generate the certificates on the domains used in your Route53Ingress
configuration.

For VPN redirector topology, use a wildcard cert which covers the parent and subdomains used for VPN. For
example, if domain.com is the parent domain, with us.domain.com and eu.domain.com as subdomains, the
wildcard should incude *.domain.com, *us.domain.com, and *.eu.domain.com.

The Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub repository includes a sample configuration that shows how to
import the keypair and issued certificates associated with a trustpoint in PKCS12 format.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for a CA Certificate which can be referenced in the ASAConfiguration CRD:

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: mypkcs
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
trustpoint: ssltp
password: test
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value: |
key contents

What to do next

Reference the Secret named mypkcs when you create the ASAConfiguration object for the RA-VPN
configuration.

Upload External Database Certificate
The CNFW can store VPN and NAT state information to a Redis external cache database. You can up upload
the Redis certificate and reference it as a named Secret in the ASAConfiguration object for RA-VPN Create
the secret using this procedure..

See Redis Database Certificate, on page 56 for details about Redis and how to extract the certificate chain.Note

Create a named Secret for the Redis database certificate. Use the example below, replacing the highlighted items with
values appropriate to your deployment:

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: redisca
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
trustpoint: redis-ca
value: |
key contents

What to do next

In this example, you would reference the Secret named redis-ca when you create the ASAConfiguration
object for the RA-VPN configuration.

Create a Secret for S3 Access
You can create a Secret using AWS key pairs, and use the Secret to allow the cluster to pull files such as
AnyConnect images or RAVPN profile xml files from your S3 bucket. An EC2 key pair is required when you
deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native, so you should already have at least one key pair. See Create a Key
Pair, on page 13.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for S3 bucket file access. Use the example below, replacing highlighted items
with values appropriate to your deployment.
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Example:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: s3filesecret
namespace: sfcn-system

type: Opaque
data:
access_key: your-s3-user-access-key
secret_key: your-s3-user-secret-key

What to do next

You'll use this secret when you create file objects.

File Objects
Configuring the Secure Firewall Cloud Native for RA-VPN connections requires:

• An AnyConnect Profile.

• A set of AnyConnect Headend images.

These files should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server. These files are then made available on
each enforcer using the FileObject CRD.

Create File Objects for AnyConnect Client Profiles
RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native require AnyConnect client profiles. Create the
profile using a FileObject as shown in this procedure.

Before you begin

The FileObject requires an EC2 key pair in order to access the S3 bucket. If you do not already have a Secret
containing an EC2 key pair, see Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 85.

Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect client profile(s). Use the example below, replacing
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: ravpnprofile
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: "ravpn-profile.xml"
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
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item: ravpn-profile.xml
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

What to do next

Use this file object in the ASAConfiguration for RA-VPN to give your deployment access to required files.

Create File Objects for AnyConnect Images
This procedure shows how to create a FileObject for each AnyConnect Headend package. These packages
are required for RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native.

Before you begin

The FileObject requires an EC2 key pair in order to access the S3 bucket. If you do not already have a Secret
containing an EC2 key pair, see Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 85.

Step 1 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect Linux package. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectlinux
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Step 2 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect Windows package. Use the example below, replacing
the highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectwin
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
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region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Step 3 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect MacOS package. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectmac
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-macos-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load Balancing
The Route53 ingress makes the cluster aware of your public facing DNS, and will automatically register any
CNFW instances discovered in the namespace as backend endpoints to the load balancer; see the Route53Ingress
CRD specification for more information.

The following example shows how to create two Route53Ingress objects with the following functions:

• The first object adds domain level records for the VPN redirector endpoint.

• The second object adds subdomain entries based on the node IP of the endpoint.

The VPN redirector will automatically use the subdomain to connect to other VPN endpoints that are part of
the cluster.

Step 1 Export the AWS hosted zone ID and the record set name created previously; see Remote Access VPN Prerequisites, on
page 81.

The record set name can be a string with a sub-domain of your choice. For example, if you registered the domain
"domain.com" then the record set name can be "vpn.domain.com"

Example:
export hostedZone=Z056XXXXXXXXXXXXXE0EK
export recordSetName=vpn.domain.com

See the Export Command Usage, on page 147 guidelines to avoid configuration errors.Note
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Step 2 Create the Route53Ingress object for the VPN redirector endpoint:

Example:
apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: Route53Ingress
metadata:
name: vpnredirector-ingress
namespace: $NS

spec:
hostedZone: $hostedZone
recordSetName: $recordSetName
recordUpdate: DOMAIN
endpointSelector:

serviceRole: "vpnredirector"

The serviceRole must match the Enforcer service roles option selected when you deployed the SFCN; see
Subscribe to Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 16.

Note

Step 3 Create the Route53Ingress object to add subdomain entries based on the node IP of the endpoint:

Example:
apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: Route53Ingress
metadata:
name: vpn
namespace: $NS

spec:
hostedZone: $hostedZone
recordSetName: $recordSetName
recordUpdate: SUBDOMAIN
endpointSelector:
serviceRole: “default”

Once applied, the VPN redirector will automatically use the subdomain to connect to other VPN endpoints that are part
of the cluster. You should see the Elastic IP for the data interface of your CNFW registered as a target. Traffic going to
the registered domain will now be directed to the cluster.

When recordUpdate is set to SUBDOMAIN, DNS A records are created based on the node's public IP address
and the recordSetName value.
Node IP: 153.27.12.98
DNS A record: 153-27-12-98.vpn.domain.com

IPv4 Subnet Pools and Routing
The IPv4SubnetPool CRD is used to define how each CNFWwill be assigned a unique local-pool. After you
create a path between Route53 and your cluster with the Route53Ingress, create IP pools for your VPN clients
on the inside network.

See Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 for the guidelines to create the IPv4SubnetPool, which is
used in the final configuration to assign a unique local-pool to every CNFW and establishing a backhaul
connection.
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Apply Configurations for RA VPN
Apply ASAConfigurations for the member enforcers as well as the redirector instance. The network interfaces
and their associated IPs are provided by AWS.

Apply the Enforcers Configuration
Apply the configuration on the member enforcers. The ASAConfiguration instance that contains the desired
IP address configuration will apply to multiple enforcers across different availability zones and subnets. The
network interfaces and their associated IPs are provided by AWS.

Static IP interface configurations will fail under these conditions. Always use DHCP so that each interface
will get an address in the proper subnet.

DHCP should always be used when configuring IP addresses on interfaces.

Important

Before you begin

The RA-VPN enforcer configuration references the following elements:

• File objects ― The FileObjects that provide each CNFW instance with the files required for RA-VPN
(AnyConnect client profile(s), AnyConnect packages); they must be configured with the FileObject CRD.

• IPv4SubnetPool ― An IPv4SubnetPool that provides each CNFW instance with a unique local pool for
VPN clients (e.g. 10.10.0.0/24, 10.10.1.0/24. …); see Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 and
the IPv4SubnetPool CRD specification for guidelines on assigning the subnets. This must be configured
with the IPv4SubnetPool CRD.

• Inside Route Table ― Integration with AWS so that inside subnets are able to route to the VPN client
pools; see Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 for information about the AWS route table
integration. This is part of the IPv4SubnetPool CRD.

• Route53 Integration ― Integration with AWS that will make sure the Route53 DNS server is always up
to date with the public IPs for each CNFW instance; see Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load
Balancing, on page 88. These are configured with the Route53Ingress CRD.

• Static Routes ― The routes that point to the right gateways as CNFW instances are spread across AWS
Availability Zones/subnets. These are incorporated within the ASAConfiguration spec lines.

• Secrets ― Any secrets you created; see Local VPN User Credentials, on page 84 and Import CA
Certificates, on page 84. These must be created as Secrets CRDs.

Apply the ASAConfiguration for the member enforcers:

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: ravpn-enforcer-config
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namespace: sfcn-system
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "default"

spec:
order: 1
description: "RA-VPN Configuration"
fileObjects:
- "ravpnprofile"
- "anyconnectlinux"
- "anyconnectwin"
- "anyconnectmac"

ipv4SubnetPools:
- "ravpnpool"

secrets:
- "mypkcs"
- "redisca"
- "userinfo"
- "sfcn-redis"

cliLines: |
interface Management0/0
no management-only
nameif management
security-level 0
ip address dhcp
interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0
nameif outside
security-level 0
ip address dhcp
interface TenGigabitEthernet0/1
nameif inside
security-level 100
ip address dhcp

# Configure route to internet over outside interface
route outside 0 0 {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/gateway-ipv4" }} 1
# configure route to vpc addresses over inside interface
route inside 10.37.0.0 255.255.0.0 {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.3/gateway-ipv4"

}} 2
# Add an explicit route to Redis server IP address over outside interface
route outside $REDIS_IP 255.255.255.255 {{ index .nodeLabels

"sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/gateway-ipv4" }}
# Add the following DNS configuration to have SFCN contact R53 for DNS lookup
dns domain-lookup outside
dns server-group DefaultDNS
# published AWS DNS server
name-server 169.254.169.253

# Configure the IP address pool from where the clients will receive an IP address
ip local pool VPN_AC_pool {{.ipv4SubnetPools.ravpnpool.assignedRange}} mask 255.255.255.0
# Define access lists as required.
# access-list <ACL name> standard <permit/deny> <subnet> <netmask>
# access-list for optional split tunnel access to AWS VPC
access-list Split_Tunnel_ACL extended permit ip ip 10.37.0.0 255.255.0.0 any4

webvpn
enable outside
anyconnect profiles my_AC_profile {{ .fileObjects.ravpnprofile.path }}
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectwin.path }} 1
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectmac.path }} 2
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectlinux.path }} 3
anyconnect enable
tunnel-group-list enable

group-policy VPN_group_policy internal
group-policy VPN_group_policy attributes
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vpn-tunnel-protocol ssl-client
webvpn
anyconnect profiles value my_AC_profile type user

username {{ .secrets.userinfo.username }} password {{ .secrets.userinfo.password }} privilege {{
.secrets.userinfo.privilege }}

tunnel-group VPN_tunnel_group type remote-access
tunnel-group VPN_tunnel_group general-attributes
address-pool VPN_AC_pool
default-group-policy VPN_group_policy

tunnel-group VPN_tunnel_group webvpn-attributes
group-alias VPN_tunnel_group enable

# Configure Redis server IP and enable external database.
external-database
host {{ index .secrets "sfcn-redis" "host" }}
port 6379
# this should match the token used for elasticache creation (EnforcerCacheAuthToken). If you

omitted that field, then
# you should also omit the `db-password` line below.
db-password {{ index .secrets "sfcn-redis" "token" }}
enable

# Any priority value other than 10 designates the CNFW
# as a member.
vpn load-balancing
external-database
priority 1
interface lbpublic outside
nat {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/public-ip" }}

vpn-sessiondb external-database

# Configure the Redis CA certificate
crypto ca trustpoint {{ .secrets.redisca.trustpoint }}
enrollment terminal

crypto ca authenticate {{ .secrets.redisca.trustpoint }} nointeractive
{{ .secrets.redisca.value }}
quit
# Import PKCS12 certificate for SSL connection
crypto ca import {{ .secrets.mypkcs.trustpoint }} pkcs12 {{ .secrets.mypkcs.password }}

nointeractive
{{ .secrets.mypkcs.value }}
quit
ssl trust-point {{ .secrets.mypkcs.trustpoint }}

Apply the Redirector Configuration
Apply the configuration on the redirector. Note the sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "vpnredirector" label.
This ensures that this configuration is applied to the redirector instance ONLY.

Static IP interface configurations will fail under these conditions. Always use DHCP so that each interface
will get an address in the proper subnet.

DHCP should always be used when configuring IP addresses on interfaces.

Important

Apply the ASAConfiguration for the redirector:
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Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: ravpn-redirector-config
namespace: sfcn-system
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "vpnredirector"

spec:
order: 2
secrets:
- "mypkcs"
- "redisca"
- "sfcn-redis"

cliLines: |
interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0
nameif outside
security-level 0
ip address dhcp
no shutdown
interface TenGigabitEthernet0/1
nameif inside
security-level 100
ip address dhcp
no shutdown
interface Management0/0
management-only
nameif management
ip address dhcp
no shutdown

# create a route to the internet over the outside interface
route outside 0 0 {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/gateway-ipv4" }}
# Add the following DNS configuration to have ASA contact R53 for DNS lookup
dns domain-lookup outside
dns server-group DefaultDNS
name-server 169.254.169.253

external-database
host {{ index .secrets "sfcn-redis" "host" }}
port 6379
# this should match the token used for elasticache creation (EnforcerCacheAuthToken). If you

omitted that field, then
# you should also omit the `db-password` line below.
db-password {{ index .secrets "sfcn-redis" "token" }}
enable

vpn load-balancing
external-database
# A priority of 10 designates an ASAc as a redirector
priority 10
interface lbpublic outside
# Set the following to enable FQDN based redirects. Redirects will be IPs otherwise
redirect-fqdn enable

# Set the domain name used in your Route53Ingress; required for FQDN redirects and SSL connections.

domain-name vpn.domain.com
webvpn
enable outside

# Configure the Redis CA certificate
crypto ca trustpoint {{ .secrets.redisca.trustpoint }}
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enrollment terminal
crypto ca authenticate {{ .secrets.redisca.trustpoint }} nointeractive
{{ .secrets.redisca.value }}
quit

# Import PKCS12 certificate for SSL connection
crypto ca import {{ .secrets.mypkcs.trustpoint }} pkcs12 {{ .secrets.mypkcs.password }}

nointeractive
{{ .secrets.mypkcs.value }}
quit
ssl trust-point {{ .secrets.mypkcs.trustpoint }}

Connect to the Remote Access VPN
To test the deployment, use the defined user name and password to initiate an AnyConnect RA-VPN connection
to the DNS name you defined (for example, vpn.example.com).

Step 1 Deploy servers on the inside networks as desired.

Make sure the servers are on subnets that use the route table defined in the IPv4SubnetPool route table integration.

Step 2 Open a browser to your registered domain.
Step 3 Download the AnyConnect client package and authenticate with the server.

Your inside resources should now be reachable.

Troubleshooting RA VPN
There are several debug commands that can be run on an CNFW instance to determine if the VPN redirector
and VPN member instances are connected correctly.

The following commands are run directly in the CNFW console session; see Attach a Console Session, on
page 141 in the Troubleshooting section on how to connect to an CNFW console.

Note

The sessmgr 51 output mentions if CNFWhas checked if the there were old sessions that had to be downloaded.

Example output:

kubectl get asacommand -A --field-selector spec.command="debug menu sessmgr 51"
NAMESPACE POD NAME COMMAND RESPONSE
sfcn-system sfcn-enforcer-5769c9684f-gh8hm debug menu sessmgr 51
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vpn_extdb_download_complete() : TRUE

The sessmgr 44 output provides the redirector's view of the load information of all member CNFWs. In the
event any member CNFW cannot talk to the internal database (Redis), the time stamp for the member would
be stale.

Example output:

# On redirector CNFW
kubectl get asacommand -A --field-selector spec.command="debug menu sessmgr 44"
NAMESPACE POD NAME COMMAND RESPONSE
sfcn-system sfcn-vpnredirector-enforcer-78db5d575f-xf6fs debug menu sessmgr 44

CNFW ID: gh8hm
Public IP: 18.211.207.121
Premium Sessions: 0
Other VPN Sessions: 0
Premium Inactive Sessions: 0
Premium Limit: 2
Other VPN Limit: 2000
Time Stamp: 14:55:17 UTC Sep 7 2021

To check if any CNFW is connected to the database (Redis), use the ASACommand API to check connection
status.

Example output:

kubectl get asacommand -A --field-selector spec.command="show external-database"
NAMESPACE POD NAME COMMAND RESPONSE
sfcn-system sfcn-enforcer-5769c9684f-gh8hm show external-database
Server: Redis

Connection details
Control point: Connected

SSL, 10.37.90.254:39805 -> 10.37.1.225:6379

Packets Tx: 204064, Last Tx: 19:51:43 UTC
Sep 3 2021

Packets Rx: 408128, Last Rx: 19:51:43 UTC
Sep 3 2021

Data path 0: Connected
SSL, 10.37.90.254:50267 -> 10.37.1.225:6379

Packets Tx: 0
Packets Rx: 0

Data path 1: Connected
SSL, 10.37.90.254:18306 -> 10.37.1.225:6379

Packets Tx: 0
Packets Rx: 0

Data path 2: Connected
SSL, 10.37.90.254:32872 -> 10.37.1.225:6379

Packets Tx: 0
Packets Rx: 0
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sfcn-system sfcn-vpnredirector-enforcer-78db5d575f-xf6fs show external-database
Server: Redis

Connection details
Control point: Connected

SSL, 10.37.31.91:44625 ->
10.37.1.225:6379

Packets Tx: 612723, Last
Tx: 19:51:47 UTC Sep 3 2021

Packets Rx: 1225452, Last
Rx: 19:51:47 UTC Sep 3 2021

Data path 0: Connected
SSL, 10.37.31.91:51535 ->

10.37.1.225:6379
Packets Tx: 0
Packets Rx: 0

Data path 1: Connected
SSL, 10.37.31.91:13318 ->

10.37.1.225:6379
Packets Tx: 0
Packets Rx: 0

Data path 2: Connected
SSL, 10.37.31.91:51852 ->

10.37.1.225:6379
Packets Tx: 0
Packets Rx: 0

If the output of any of the above commands is not what is expected, trying to reschedule the pod by deleting
the pod.

LAN-to-LAN (L2L) Backhaul (Optional)

If the inside network is located in a different VPC or Data Center, check the L2L Backhaul instructions on
how to setup an IPSec tunnel between them for L2L communication.
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C H A P T E R 12
RA VPN with Session Reconnect and SAML
Support

• About RA VPN with Session Reconnect, on page 97
• Remote Access VPN Prerequisites, on page 99
• Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 103
• File Objects, on page 104
• Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load Balancing, on page 106
• IPv4 Subnet Pools and Routing, on page 107
• Apply Configurations for RA VPN, on page 107
• Connect to the Remote Access VPN, on page 111
• Troubleshooting RA VPN, on page 111

About RA VPN with Session Reconnect
Session-reconnect allows existing VPN sessions to be resumed if an CNFW enforcer crashes or becomes
unhealthy. This solution consists of the following three components:

• Redirector

• Enforcer(s)

• External Database Server
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Figure 8: The SFCN VPN Solution

The RA VPN with session reconnect solution provides the following:

• One elastic/public IP address per container.

• The external database stores VPN load information from each container.

• If a container crashes, it can get its session state back from the external database and resume VPN sessions
after boot-up.

• The redirector is a dedicated instance to redirect sessions only. The redirector does not process VPN
sessions, and loss of the redirector does not impact existing sessions.

Redirector

The redirector is an CNFW instance that is responsible for load-balancingVPN sessions among all themembers.
It keeps track of VPN load information by periodically querying its enforcer members.

Enforcer

The enforcer member(s) are CNFW instances that actually accept and terminate VPN sessions. They store
load information in an external database.

External Database Server

This is a database server that is used by the redirector and members for reading and writing VPN information.

This release supports the Redis database only.Note
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Remote Access VPN Prerequisites
This section describes the prerequisites for deploying a scalable Cisco Remote Access Virtual Private Network
(RA VPN) on the AWS Cloud using the Secure Firewall Cloud Native solution.

These procedures assume familiarity with Cisco ASA software with AnyConnect VPN services as well as a
basic understanding of DNS infrastructure, which is used for load balancing the front end.

The following are the prerequisite for RA VPN set up using the Secure Firewall Cloud Native :

• A registered domain

• An AWS hosted zone

• A provisioned Secure Firewall Cloud Native cluster

• At least one Amazon EC2 key pair.

• AnyConnect client profile(s).

• AnyConnect VPN packages.

Register a Domain

Register a domain to serve as your VPN entry point within AWS. You can use Amazon Route53 with domains
you register with Route53, and with domains you have registered with other DNS providers.

• You can register a new domain using Route 53.

• You can make Route53 the DNS service for an existing domain.

• You can move a domain to another registrar and use another DNS service.

Route53 DNS service is required for the remote access VPN solution using the VPN redirector service role.Note

See the Amazon Route53 Developer Guide for guidelines on registering a new domain.

https://cisco.webex.com/meet/corioux

AWS Hosted Zone

If you registered your domain through AWS, a hosted zone will be automatically created. A hosted zone is a
container for records, which include information about how you want to route traffic for a domain (such as
example.com) and all of its subdomains. A hosted zone has the same name as the corresponding domain.

You can find and copy your hosted zone ID from the AWS Console:

• Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the Route 53 console at
https://console.aws.amazon.com/route53/.

• In the navigation pane, choose Hosted zones. The page displays a list of the hosted zones that are
associated with the AWS account that you are currently signed in with.

If using a different registrar, see Creating a public hosted zone in the Amazon Route 53 Developer Guide.
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Provision a Cluster

Use the cluster that was deployed in Intial Setup for the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native and AWS, on
page 7, or deploy cluster now.

In preparation for RA VPN, when you deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native you should set the Elastic
IP attachment mode setting to outside in your Data Plane stack parameters.

Note

Key Pair

Ensure that at least one Amazon EC2 key pair exists in your AWS account in the Region where you plan to
deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native RA VPN solution. Make note of the key pair name. You need it to
create a secret to allow the cluster to pull down files from your S3 bucket. See Create a Key Pair, on page 13
for more information.

AnyConnect Client Profile(s)

AnyConnect client profiles are required for RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native. They
should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server.

AnyConnect Packages

AnyConnect Headend packages are required for RA VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native .
They should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server.

Upload AnyConnect Files
Configuring the Secure Firewall Cloud Native for RA-VPN connections requires an AnyConnect client profile
and a set of AnyConnect Headend images.

They should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server. These files are made available on each Secure
Firewall Cloud Native enforcer using the FileObject CRD.

Step 1 Download the AnyConnect package files from Cisco Software Download portal. Choose your target platform (Linux,
Windows, or Mac.) Example file names are shown below:

• anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

• anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

• anyconnect-macos-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg

The recommended AnyConnect versions are 4.8 and 4.9.Note

Step 2 Make the files available for uploading to the cluster. This can be done by either serving them over HTTP/HTTPS or
syncing them to an S3 bucket. This example shows the S3 bucket used to provision the cluster.
aws s3 cp . s3://$BUCKET --recursive --exclude "*" --include "anyconnect-*"

Step 3 Create an AnyConnect client profile XML file. A sample is available in the Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub
repository.
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Step 4 Make the file available for uploading to the cluster. This can be done by either serving it over HTTP/HTTPS or syncing
it to an S3 bucket. This example shows the S3 bucket used to provision the cluster.
aws s3 cp samples/ravpn-profile.xml s3://$BUCKET

Local VPN User Credentials
Cisco strongly encourages creating a Secret for any local VPN users and their passwords, then referencing
the Secret in the ASAConfiguration object for RA-VPN. Create the Secret using this procedure.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for local VPN users and their passwords. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment:

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: userinfo
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
# RA VPN client details
username: vpnuser
password: vpnuser!234
privilege: "15"

What to do next

In this example, you would reference the Secret named userinfo when you create the ASAConfiguration
object for the RA-VPN configuration.

Import CA Certificates
You can generate a PKCS12 formatted CA certificate and reference it as a named Secret in the
ASAConfiguration object for RA-VPN. Create the secret using this procedure.

For RA-VPNwith Route53 integration, generate the certificates on the domains used in your Route53Ingress
configuration.

For VPN redirector topology, use a wildcard cert which covers the parent and subdomains used for VPN. For
example, if domain.com is the parent domain, with us.domain.com and eu.domain.com as subdomains, the
wildcard should incude *.domain.com, *us.domain.com, and *.eu.domain.com.

The Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub repository includes a sample configuration that shows how to
import the keypair and issued certificates associated with a trustpoint in PKCS12 format.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for a CA Certificate which can be referenced in the ASAConfiguration CRD:

Example:
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apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: mypkcs
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
trustpoint: ssltp
password: test
value: |
key contents

What to do next

Reference the Secret named mypkcs when you create the ASAConfiguration object for the RA-VPN
configuration.

Import IdP Certificates
The IdP certificate is used to sign SAML requests, responses, and assertions from the service to relying
applications. You can generate an IdP certificate and reference it as a named Secret in the ASAConfiguration
object for RA-VPN. Create the secret using this procedure.

The Secure Firewall Cloud Native GitHub repository includes a sample configuration that shows how to
import the keypair and issued certificates associated with a trustpoint in PKCS12 format.

Create a named Secret for an IdP certificate. Use the example below, replacing the highlighted items with values
appropriate to your deployment:

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: samlpkcs
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
trustpoint: myIdP
value: |
key contents

What to do next

In this example, you would reference the Secret named samlpkcs when you create the ASAConfiguration
object for the RA-VPN configuration.

Upload External Database Certificate
The CNFW can store VPN and NAT state information to a Redis external cache database. You can up upload
the Redis certificate and reference it as a named Secret in the ASAConfiguration object for RA-VPN Create
the secret using this procedure..
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See Redis Database Certificate, on page 56 for details about Redis and how to extract the certificate chain.Note

Create a named Secret for the Redis database certificate. Use the example below, replacing the highlighted items with
values appropriate to your deployment:

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: redisca
namespace: sfcn-system

stringData:
trustpoint: redis-ca
value: |
key contents

What to do next

In this example, you would reference the Secret named redis-ca when you create the ASAConfiguration
object for the RA-VPN configuration.

Create a Secret for S3 Access
You can create a Secret using AWS key pairs, and use the Secret to allow the cluster to pull files such as
AnyConnect images or RAVPN profile xml files from your S3 bucket. An EC2 key pair is required when you
deploy the Secure Firewall Cloud Native, so you should already have at least one key pair. See Create a Key
Pair, on page 13.

Create a CRD defining a named Secret for S3 bucket file access. Use the example below, replacing highlighted items
with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
name: s3filesecret
namespace: sfcn-system

type: Opaque
data:
access_key: your-s3-user-access-key
secret_key: your-s3-user-secret-key
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What to do next

You'll use this secret when you create file objects.

File Objects
Configuring the Secure Firewall Cloud Native for RA-VPN connections requires:

• An AnyConnect Profile.

• A set of AnyConnect Headend images.

These files should be placed in an AWS S3 bucket or on a web server. These files are then made available on
each enforcer using the FileObject CRD.

Create File Objects for AnyConnect Client Profiles
RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native require AnyConnect client profiles. Create the
profile using a FileObject as shown in this procedure.

Before you begin

The FileObject requires an EC2 key pair in order to access the S3 bucket. If you do not already have a Secret
containing an EC2 key pair, see Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 103.

Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect client profile(s). Use the example below, replacing
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: ravpnprofile
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: "ravpn-profile.xml"
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: ravpn-profile.xml
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

What to do next

Use this file object in the ASAConfiguration for RA-VPN to give your deployment access to required files.
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Create File Objects for AnyConnect Images
This procedure shows how to create a FileObject for each AnyConnect Headend package. These packages
are required for RA-VPN connections over Secure Firewall Cloud Native.

Before you begin

The FileObject requires an EC2 key pair in order to access the S3 bucket. If you do not already have a Secret
containing an EC2 key pair, see Create a Secret for S3 Access, on page 103.

Step 1 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect Linux package. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectlinux
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-linux64-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Step 2 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect Windows package. Use the example below, replacing
the highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectwin
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Step 3 Create a CRD definition for the FileObject for the AnyConnect MacOS package. Use the example below, replacing the
highlighted items with values appropriate to your deployment.

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
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kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectmac
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect-macos-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
s3:
bucket: sfcn-s3-bucket
region: us-east-1
item: anyconnect-win-4.9.05042-webdeploy-k9.pkg
auth:
secretName: "s3filesecret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load Balancing
The Route53 ingress makes the cluster aware of your public facing DNS, and will automatically register any
CNFW instances discovered in the namespace as backend endpoints to the load balancer; see the
Route53Ingress, on page 131 CRD specification for more information.

The following example shows how to create two Route53Ingress objects with the following functions:

• The first object adds domain level records for the VPN redirector endpoint.

• The second object adds subdomain entries based on the node IP of the endpoint.

The VPN redirector will automatically use the subdomain to connect to other VPN endpoints that are part of
the cluster.

Step 1 Export the AWS hosted zone ID and the record set name created previously; see Remote Access VPN Prerequisites, on
page 99.

The record set name can be a string with a sub-domain of your choice. For example, if you registered the domain
"domain.com" then the record set name can be "vpn.domain.com"

Example:
export hostedZone=Z056XXXXXXXXXXXXXE0EK
export recordSetName=vpn.domain.com

See the Export Command Usage, on page 147 guidelines to avoid configuration errors.Note

Step 2 Create the Route53Ingress object for the VPN redirector endpoint:

Example:
apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: Route53Ingress
metadata:
name: vpnredirector-ingress
namespace: $NS

spec:
hostedZone: $hostedZone
recordSetName: $recordSetName
recordUpdate: DOMAIN
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endpointSelector:
serviceRole: "vpnredirector"

The serviceRole must match the Enforcer service roles option selected when you deployed the SFCN; see
Subscribe to Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native, on page 16.

Note

Step 3 Create the Route53Ingress object to add subdomain entries based on the node IP of the endpoint:

Example:
apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: Route53Ingress
metadata:
name: vpn
namespace: $NS

spec:
hostedZone: $hostedZone
recordSetName: $recordSetName
recordUpdate: SUBDOMAIN
endpointSelector:
serviceRole: “default”

Once applied, the VPN redirector will automatically use the subdomain to connect to other VPN endpoints that are part
of the cluster. You should see the Elastic IP for the data interface of your CNFW registered as a target. Traffic going to
the registered domain will now be directed to the cluster.

When recordUpdate is set to SUBDOMAIN, DNS A records are created based on the node's public IP address
and the recordSetName value.
Node IP: 153.27.12.98
DNS A record: 153-27-12-98.vpn.domain.com

IPv4 Subnet Pools and Routing
The IPv4SubnetPool CRD is used to define how each CNFWwill be assigned a unique local-pool. After you
create a path between Route53 and your cluster with the Route53Ingress, create IP pools for your VPN clients
on the inside network.

See Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 for the guidelines to create the IPv4SubnetPool, which is
used in the final configuration to assign a unique local-pool to every CNFW and establishing a backhaul
connection.

Apply Configurations for RA VPN
Apply ASAConfigurations for the member enforcers as well as the redirector instance. The network interfaces
and their associated IPs are provided by AWS.

Apply the Enforcers Configuration
Apply the configuration on the member enforcers. The ASAConfiguration CRD that contains the desired IP
address configuration will apply to multiple enforcers across different availability zones and subnets. The
network interfaces and their associated IPs are provided by AWS.
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Static IP interface configurations will fail under these conditions. Always use DHCP so that each interface
will get an address in the proper subnet.

DHCP should always be used when configuring IP addresses on interfaces.

Important

Before you begin

The RA-VPN enforcer configuration references the following elements:

• File objects ― The FileObjects that provide each CNFW instance with the files required for RA-VPN
(AnyConnect client profile(s), AnyConnect packages); they must be configured with the FileObject CRD.

• IPv4SubnetPool ― An IPv4SubnetPool that provides each CNFW instance with a unique local pool for
VPN clients (e.g. 10.10.0.0/24, 10.10.1.0/24. …); see Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 and
the IPv4SubnetPool CRD specification for guidelines on assigning the subnets. This must be configured
with the IPv4SubnetPool CRD.

• Inside Route Table ― Integration with AWS so that inside subnets are able to route to the VPN client
pools; see Backhaul Design for Inside VPC, on page 113 for information about the AWS route table
integration. This is part of the IPv4SubnetPool CRD.

• Route53 Integration ― Integration with AWS that will make sure the Route53 DNS server is always up
to date with the public IPs for each CNFW instance; see Configure Route53 Ingress and DNS Load
Balancing, on page 106. These are configured with the Route53Ingress CRD.

• Static Routes ― The routes that point to the right gateways as CNFW instances are spread across AWS
Availability Zones/subnets. These are incorporated within the ASAConfiguration spec lines.

• Secrets ― Any secrets you created; see Local VPN User Credentials, on page 101 and Import CA
Certificates, on page 101. These must be created as Secrets CRDs.

Apply the ASAConfiguration for the member enforcers:

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: ravpn-enforcer-config
namespace: sfcn-system
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "default"

spec:
order: 1
description: "RA-VPN Configuration"
fileObjects:
- "ravpnprofile"
- "anyconnectlinux"
- "anyconnectwin"
- "anyconnectmac"

ipv4SubnetPools:
- "ravpnpool"

secrets:
- "sfcn-redis"
- "mypkcs"
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- "samlpkcs"
cliLines: |
interface Management0/0
no management-only
nameif management
security-level 0
ip address dhcp

interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0
nameif outside
security-level 0
ip address dhcp

interface TenGigabitEthernet0/1
nameif inside
security-level 100
ip address dhcp

# Configure route to internet over outside interface
route outside 0 0 {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/gateway-ipv4" }} 1
# configure route to vpc addresses over inside interface
route inside 10.37.0.0 255.255.0.0 {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.3/gateway-ipv4"

}} 2

dns domain-lookup outside
dns server-group DefaultDNS
name-server 169.254.169.253
# Configure the IP address pool from where the clients will receive an IP address
ip local pool VPN_POOL {{.ipv4SubnetPools.ravpnpool.assignedRange}} mask 255.255.255.0
access-list Split_Tunnel_ACL extended permit ip 10.37.0.0 255.255.0.0 any4
vpn load-balancing
external-database
priority 1
interface lbpublic outside
redirect-fqdn enable
nat {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/public-ip" }}

vpn-sessiondb external-database
external-database
host {{ index .secrets "sfcn-redis" "host" }}
port 6379
# this should match the token used for elasticache creation (EnforcerCacheAuthToken). If you

omitted that field, then
# you should also omit the `db-password` line below.
db-password {{ index .secrets "sfcn-redis" "token" }}
enable
webvpn
enable outside
anyconnect profiles my_AC_profile {{ .fileObjects.ravpnprofile.path }}
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectwin.path }} 1
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectmac.path }} 2
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectlinux.path }} 3
anyconnect enable
saml idp https://app.onelogin.com/saml/metadata/xxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxx
url sign-in

https://ciscovpn-dev.onelogin.com/trust/saml2/http-post/sso/xxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxx
url sign-out https://ciscovpn-dev.onelogin.com/trust/saml2/http-redirect/slo/xxxxxxx
# The base URL should be the global domain that clients will connect to regardless of region
base-url https://global.domain.com
trustpoint idp {{ .secrets.samlpkcs.trustpoint }}
trustpoint sp {{ .secrets.mypkcs.trustpoint }}
signature rsa-sha256
force re-authentication
tunnel-group-list enable

group-policy VPN_group_policy internal
group-policy VPN_group_policy attributes
vpn-tunnel-protocol ssl-client
webvpn
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anyconnect profiles value my_AC_profile type user
tunnel-group VPN_tunnel_group type remote-access
tunnel-group VPN_tunnel_group general-attributes
address-pool VPN_POOL
default-group-policy VPN_group_policy

tunnel-group VPN_tunnel_group webvpn-attributes
group-alias VPN_tunnel_group enable
authentication saml
saml identity-provider https://app.onelogin.com/saml/metadata/xxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxx

Apply the Redirector Configuration
Apply the configuration on the redirector. Note the sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "vpn-redirector"

label. This ensures that this configuration is applied to the redirector instance ONLY.

Static IP interface configurations will fail under these conditions. Always use DHCP so that each interface
will get an address in the proper subnet.

DHCP should always be used when configuring IP addresses on interfaces.

Important

Apply the ASAConfiguration for the redirector:

Example:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: redirector-config
namespace: sfcn-system
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "vpnredirector"

spec:
order: 1
description: "RAVPN Redirector Configuration"
secrets:
- "sfcn-redis"

cliLines: |
interface Management0/0
no management-only
nameif management
security-level 0
ip address dhcp

interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0
nameif outside
security-level 0
ip address dhcp

interface TenGigabitEthernet0/1
nameif inside
security-level 100
ip address dhcp

# Configure route to internet over outside interface
route outside 0 0 {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/gateway-ipv4" }} 1
dns domain-lookup outside
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dns server-group DefaultDNS
name-server 169.254.169.253
vpn load-balancing
external-database
priority 10
interface lbpublic outside
redirect-fqdn enable
nat {{ index .nodeLabels "sfcn.cisco.com.interface.2/public-ip" }}

vpn-sessiondb external-database
external-database
host {{ index .secrets "sfcn-redis" "host" }}
port 6379
# this should match the token used for elasticache creation (EnforcerCacheAuthToken). If you

omitted that field, then
# you should also omit the `db-password` line below.
db-password {{ index .secrets "sfcn-redis" "token" }}
enable
webvpn
enable outside

Connect to the Remote Access VPN
To test the deployment, use the defined user name and password to initiate an AnyConnect RA-VPN connection
to the DNS name you defined (for example, vpn.example.com).

Step 1 Deploy servers on the inside networks as desired.

Make sure the servers are on subnets that use the route table defined in the IPv4SubnetPool route table integration.

Step 2 Open a browser to your registered domain.
Step 3 Download the AnyConnect client package and authenticate with the server.

Your inside resources should now be reachable.

Troubleshooting RA VPN
There are several debug commands that can be run on an CNFW instance to understand if the VPN redirector
and VPN member instances are connected correctly.

The following commands are run directly in the CNFW console session; see Attach a Console Session, on
page 141 in the Troubleshooting section on how to connect to an CNFW console.

Note

The sessmgr 51 output mentions if CNFWhas checked if the there were old sessions that had to be downloaded.

Example output:
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# on member CNFW
asac-member# debug menu sessmgr 51
vpn_extdb_download_complete() : TRUE

The sessmgr 44 output provides the redirector's view of the load information of all member CNFWs. In the
event any member CNFW cannot talk to the internal database (Redis), the time stamp for the member would
be stale.

Example output:

# On redirector CNFW
asac-redirector# debug menu sessmgr 44

ASAc ID: 5ftqs
Public IP: 52.6.55.245
Premium Sessions: 0
Other VPN Sessions: 0
Premium Inactive Sessions: 0
Premium Limit: 250
Other VPN Limit: 250
Time Stamp: 16:38:22 UTC Mar 29 2021

ASAc ID: n5x7p
Public IP: 34.224.53.62
Premium Sessions: 0
Other VPN Sessions: 0
Premium Inactive Sessions: 0
Premium Limit: 250
Other VPN Limit: 250
Time Stamp: 16:38:22 UTC Mar 29 2021

To check if any CNFW is connected to the internal database (Redis), run the command show asp table

socket (which should mention port 6379) to conclude CNFW is connected to the Redis database for state
information.

Example output:

asac-member# show asp table socket

Protocol Socket State Local Address Foreign Address
SSL 10471538 LISTEN 10.37.78.39:443 0.0.0.0:*
DTLS 10479aa8 LISTEN 10.37.78.39:443 0.0.0.0:*
SSL 104817e8 ESTAB 10.37.78.39:54675 10.37.11.70:6379
SSL 1048df98 ESTAB 10.37.78.39:11105 10.37.11.70:6379
SSL 10491218 ESTAB 10.37.78.39:13338 10.37.11.70:6379
SSL 10498608 ESTAB 10.37.78.39:40159 10.37.11.70:6379

If the output of any of the above commands is not what is expected, trying to reschedule the pod by deleting
the pod.

LAN-to-LAN (L2L) Backhaul (Optional)

If the inside network is located in a different VPC or Data Center, check the L2L Backhaul instructions on
how to setup an IPSec tunnel between them for L2L communication.
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C H A P T E R 13
Backhaul Design for Inside VPC

• Overview, on page 113
• Configuration, on page 114

Overview
Use the IPv4SubnetPool CRD to define how each CNFW will be assigned a unique local-pool.

In the following example, the pool superset is 10.10.0.0/16 and each subnet will be of the form 10.10.x.0/24.
The pool will provide a unique subnet for each CNFW to use as a VPN local-pool.

Due to AWS routing rules these pools must be outside of the VPC's address range (10.37.0.0).Note

For traffic to properly return to the source, you'll need to create routes that direct packets to the inside interface.
This can be done automatically with a few annotations in the IPv4SubnetPool instance:

• aws.cnfw.cisco.com/type: "route-table": The signal to automatically create AWS routes.

• aws.cnfw.cisco.com/interface-index: "3": The CNFW interface for returning traffic to route through.
In this case, 3 represents the "inside" data interface, or TenGigabitEthernet0/1.

• aws.cnfw.cisco.com/route-table-id: "$routeTable": The AWS ID for the inside subnets route table
where the routes are created.

This configuration will create the necessary routes for all CNFW instances that come up when referencing
the inside subnets route table. The route table ID can be found in the Outputs tab of the CloudFormation
stack console.
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Figure 9: AWS CloudFormation Console Outputs Tab

Configuration
Plug the InsideSubnetsRouteTable value in to the IPv4SubnetPool instance as a variable (route-table-id):

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: IPv4SubnetPool
metadata:
name: ravpnpool
namespace: sfcn-system
annotations:
# enables AWS Route Table integration for this pool
aws.cnfw.cisco.com/type: "route-table"
# EP's node interface index that will be used as route target
aws.cnfw.cisco.com/interface-index: "3"
# AWS Route Table ID that will be synced with assigned subnets
aws.cnfw.cisco.com/route-table-id: "$routeTable"

spec:
address: "10.10.0.0"
supernetPrefix: 16
subnetPrefix: 24

Only subnets that use the specified route table will be able to route to the local-pool/vpn-client addresses.
Refer to the IPv4SubnetPool CRD specification for complete information on this mechanism.

Note
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C H A P T E R 14
Backhaul Design for Site-to-Site VPN

• Overview, on page 115
• Configuration, on page 116

Overview
This section provides an example configuration for how to allow VPN users access to the Internet while
connected via a site-to-site topology. This configuration assumes the otherVPC or Data Center uses an CNFW
as the VPN front-end.

Scaling

Themaximum number of nodes/enforcers is set in the EnforcerNodeGroupMaxSizeCloudFormation parameter.
The EnforcerNodeGroupDesiredSize parameter specifies the number of instances created during the installation
and the maximum instances that we can manually scale to is controlled by EnforcerNodeGroupMaxSize.

If you want to change the number of CNFW instances in the sfcn-enforcer Deployment after installation,
it can be done with the following command:
kubectl scale deployments/sfcn-enforcer --replicas=<number> -n <namespace>

Only one CNFW instance is supported in a sfcn-vpn-redirector-enforcer Deployment in this release.Note

Topology Diagram

A site-to-site topology can be established between two Secure Firewall Cloud Native deployments across
different VPCs or to a Datacenter. The following diagram shows an example topology where two SFCN
deployments establish an IPSec tunnel between them for site-to-site communication.

For brevity, the diagram excludes other pods and only shows the CNFW container within the enforcer pod.
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Configuration
To set up a topology as shown in the example, the following configuration can be applied for the CNFW
instances.

CNFW-1

The following configuration would be applied to the CNFW-1:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: s2svpn-config
namespace: sfcn-system
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "default"

spec:
order: 3
cliLines: |
crypto ikev2 policy 1
encryption aes-256
integrity sha256
group 14
prf sha256
lifetime seconds 86400
crypto ikev2 enable outside
crypto ipsec ikev2 ipsec-proposal AES256
protocol esp encryption aes-256
protocol esp integrity sha-256
# 10.37.32.0 as the inside IP address of CNFW in site1
# 10.38.32.0 as the inside IP address of CNFW in site2
access-list outside_cryptomap extended permit ip 10.37.32.0 255.255.240.0 10.38.32.0

255.255.240.0
# Change to your own group tunnel name
crypto isakmp identity key-id your-group-tunnel-name
crypto ikev2 enable outside
group-policy GroupPolicy_3.219.43.20 internal
group-policy GroupPolicy_3.219.43.20 attributes
vpn-tunnel-protocol ikev2
# 3.219.43.20 as the outside IP address of CNFW in site2
tunnel-group 3.219.43.20 type ipsec-l2l
tunnel-group 3.219.43.20 general-attributes
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default-group-policy GroupPolicy_3.219.43.20
tunnel-group 3.219.43.20 ipsec-attributes
ikev2 remote-authentication pre-shared-key 12345
ikev2 local-authentication pre-shared-key 12345
crypto map outside_map 1 match address outside_cryptomap
crypto map outside_map 1 set peer 3.219.43.20
crypto map outside_map 1 set ikev2 ipsec-proposal AES256
crypto map outside_map interface outside

CNFW-2

The following configuration would be applied to the CNFW-2:

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: s2svpn-config
namespace: sfcn-system
labels:
sfcn.cisco.com/service-role: "default"

spec:
order: 3
cliLines: |
crypto ikev2 policy 1
encryption aes-256
integrity sha256
group 15 14
prf sha256
lifetime seconds 28800
crypto ikev2 enable outside
crypto ipsec ikev2 ipsec-proposal AES256
protocol esp encryption aes-256
protocol esp integrity sha-256
crypto dynamic-map ravpn_l2l_map 10 set ikev2 ipsec-proposal AES256
crypto map outside_map 10 ipsec-isakmp dynamic ravpn_l2l_map
crypto map outside_map interface outside
tunnel-group DefaultL2LGroup ipsec-attributes
ikev2 remote-authentication pre-shared-key 12345
ikev2 local-authentication pre-shared-key 12345
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Custom Resource Definitions (CRDs)

• CNFW Custom Resource Definitions (CRDs), on page 121





C H A P T E R 15
CNFW Custom Resource Definitions (CRDs)

Use the CRDs described in this chapter to define fields for Cloud Native Firewall instances in your SFCN
deployment.

• ASAConfiguration, on page 121
• IPv4AddressPool, on page 123
• IPv4SubnetPool, on page 124
• FileObject, on page 126
• Counter, on page 129
• MetricsConfiguration, on page 130
• Route53Ingress, on page 131
• SmartLicense, on page 132

ASAConfiguration
The ASAConfiguration CRD is responsible for holding the ASA CLI lines for a configuration.

ASAConfiguration has the following fields:

• metadata.name [string]: A string field that is used to uniquely identify an ASAConfiguration object.
If the name already exists, a create (POST) operation will be rejected. Apply, PUT operation will require
the name to match an existing object;

• metadata.namespace [string]: A string field that is used to identify which tenant the ASAConfiguration
object belongs to;

• metadata.labels [map]: Keys and values that can be used to organize ASAConfiguration objects;

• sfcn.cisco.com/service-role [string]: A string field that is used to identify which service
nodes an ASAConfiguration object should apply the configuration; see Service Roles, on page 33.

• spec.order [numeric] [optional]: A numeric field, in the range 0 - 65535, specifies the order of the
ASAConfiguration object amongst other objects. If the value is missing, the position of the segment will
be selected by the controller;

• spec.description [string] [optional]: A string field to describe this group of CLI;

• spec.ipv4AddressPools [list] [optional]: A list of strings where each string represents the name
of the IPv4AddressPool resource. See the CRD IPv4AddressPool, on page 123 for more details;
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• spec.ipv4SubnetPools [list] [optional]: A list of strings where each string represents the name of
the IPv4SubnetPool resource. See the CRD IPv4SubnetPool, on page 124 for more details;

• spec.fileObjects [list] [optional]: A list of strings where each string represents the name of the
FileObject resource. See the CRD FileObject, on page 126 for more details;

• spec.cliLines [string]: Amultiline string field which takes in rawASACLI lines. This field preserves
the formatting of lines that the user specifies. The content of cliLines can be parameterized for network
values so that during the deployment on each node, a different network value will be deployed. .

• status.observedGeneration [int]: An integer field which represents the generation version for which
the status is applicable; metadata.generation depicts the actual version of the object;

• status.trackedVersions: An internal object that is used to track versions of the objects referenced by
the current ASAConfiguration;

• status.conditions [list]: A list of objects that depicts the current condition of the ASAConfiguration:

• status.condition[0].type: A string field which specifies the condition type. Currently supported
conditions are:

• Valid: This condition provides information if the CLI lines specified in the ASAConfiguration
are valid or not. If invalid lines are present, message field would highlight the line which needs
to be updated.

• Deployed: This condition provides information if the ASAConfiguration object has been
deployed across all nodes or not. If the configuration could not be deployed across all nodes,
check the NodeConfiguration status of nodes present in the cluster for detailed information
why the deployment did not go through.

• status.condition[0].status: An enum string field which specifies the state of the current
condition. Possible values are true, false and unknown. Status is set to true if the condition type is
applicable for the current object, false if there is an error which is stopping from the condition to
be applicable, unknown when the state is not known;

• status.condition[0].lastUpdateTime: A date time field which specifies the last time stampwhen
the condition status was updated;

• status.condition[0].lastTransitionTime: A date time field which specifies the last time stamp
when the condition status transitioned from previous value to current value;

• status.condition[0].reason: A string field which specifies the reason for the current status value;

• status.condition[0].message: A string field which specifies a detailed message if any, for the
current reason of the condition.

Guidelines

The use of shorthand ASA CLI syntax is not supported in this release. In other words, using int instead of
interface or net instead of networkwill cause delta deployments to fail. See Limitations and Known Issues,
on page 3 for more information.

At the time of deployment, all CLI lines extracted from the ASAConfiguration objects are stitched together
to form a single CLI configuration. The order in which CLI lines are stitched is based on the spec.order field
of ASAConfiguration object.
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Segmenting the CLI lines, using the spec.order field for ordering them back to be able to maintain order is
used to circumvent the etcd size limit of 1MB. Given that ASA configurations can easily surpass that limit,
it was necessary to split the configuration into multiple segments. This also would offer a way to maintain
larger configurations.

Each IPv4AddressPool, IPv4SubnetPool object referenced in CLI of an ASAConfiguration should also be
indicated under spec.ipv4AddressPools or spec.ipv4SubnetPools fields accordingly.

Example

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: asaconfiguration-sample

spec:
order: 1
description: "example configuration"
ipv4AddressPools:
- "ipv4addresspool1"
- "ipv4addresspool2"

ipv4SubnetPools:
- "ipv4subnetpool1"
- "ipv4subnetpool2"

cliLines:
interface GigabitEthernet0/0
nameif testinf

ip address {{.ipv4AddressPools.ipv4addresspool1.assignedIP}} 255.255.255.0
exit
object network asac
host 8.8.8.{{next "counter1"}}

dhcpd address {{.ipv4SubnetPools.ipv4subnetpool2.assignedRange}} inside

IPv4AddressPool
The IPv4AddressPool CRD defines a pool of IPv4 Addresses. The pool can be referenced in cliLines of an
ASAConfiguration CRD.

This resource is namespaced and can be used only in ASAConfiguration resources that belong to the same
namespace.

IPv4AddressPool has the following fields:

• metadata.name [string]: A string field which is used to uniquely identify the name of the
IPv4AddressPool. If the name already exists, a create (POST) operation will be rejected. Apply, PUT
operation will require the name to match an existing object. Should contain alphanumeric characters
only;

• metadata.namespace [string]: A string field that is used to identify which tenant the IPv4AddressPool
object belongs to;

• spec.address[string]: A string field containing the IPv4 address of the subnet to use for this pool;

• spec.networkPrefix [numeric]: A numeric field containing the netmask prefix, in the range 0-31;

• spec.range [string] [optional]: If specified, the string should be two IPv4 addresses in a dot decimal
format: starting_ipv4_address-ending_ipv4_address (e.g. 10.1.1.1-10.1.1.100) and both start and end
address must be in the same subnet specified by the two previous fields;
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• status.assigned [list]: A list of strings, computed, where each string is of the form
nodeName/assignedIP that implies the assigned IP from the pool for that node;

• status.unassigned [list]: A list of strings, computed, where each string represents the node name
that should have been assigned an IP from this pool but was not assigned for any reason;

• status.summary [string]: A computed string which shows the summary of this pool such as a string
of the form PoolSize: int, Assigned: int, Unassigned: int; where PoolSize is the number of addresses
possible in this pool(maximum 256). Assigned is the number of relevant nodes an IP has been assigned
from the pool and Unassigned is the number of relevant nodes that do not have an assignment from this
pool but are supposed to have an assignment.

IPv4AddressPool assigns IPv4 address for each node and provides such fields to be used in CLI:

• address: Duplicates the value from spec.address;

• netmask: The spec.networkPrefix value in dotted decimal format;

• networkPrefix: Duplicates value from spec.networkPrefix;

• assignedIP: An address assigned to a node.

Each of these value can be referenced in CLI in the format .ipv4AddressPools.<pool name>.<field name>.

When the spec.range is specified in an IPv4AddressPool, the assignedIP will be computed only from the
range start address and not from the subnet start address.

Note

Example

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: IPv4AddressPool
metadata:
name: ipv4addresspoolsample

spec:
address: 10.20.30.0
networkPrefix: 24

IPv4SubnetPool
The IPv4SubnetPool CRD defines a pool of IPv4 subnets that can be used for CLI configuration of the
ASAConfiguration CRD. This resource is namespaced and can be used only in ASAConfiguration resources
of the same namespace.

IPv4SubnetPool lets users configure the following fields:

• metadata.name [string]: A string field which is used to uniquely identify the name of the
IPv4SubnetPool. If the name already exists, a create (POST) operation will be rejected. Apply, PUT
operation will require the name to match an existing object. Should contain alphanumeric characters
only;

• metadata.namespace [string]: A string field that is used to identify which tenant the IPv4SubnetPool
object belongs to;
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• spec.address [string]: An IPv4 address representing the super network;

• spec.supernetPrefix [string]: An IPv4 address representing the mask for super network;

• spec.subnetPrefix [string]: An IPv4 address representing the subnet mask for sub network;

• spec.rangeStart [numeric] [optional]: The start address of the subnet IP range, if specified must
be a value smaller than the number of available hosts in the subnet. Defaults to 1;

• spec.numAddresses [numeric] [optional]: The number of addresses to be included in the range;

• status.summary [string]: A computed string which shows the summary of this pool such as a string
of the form PoolSize: int, Number of hosts: int, Assigned: int, Unassigned: int; where PoolSize is the
number of subnets possible, Number of hosts is the number of assignable hosts in each subnet, Assigned
is the number of relevant nodes a subnet has been assigned and Unassigned is the number of relevant
nodes a subnet should have been assigned but was not assigned for any reason. status.assigned [list]: A
list of strings, computed, each string is of the form: nodeName/assignedSubnet. status.unassigned [list]:
A list of strings, computed, each string represents the relevant node name for which a subnet was not
assigned.

IPv4SubnetPool assigns IPv4 subnets for each node and provides such fields to be used in CLI:

• address: Duplicates value from spec.address;

• supernetMask: The spec.supernetPrefix value in dotted decimal format;

• supernetPrefix: Duplicates the value from spec.supernetPrefix;

• subnetMask: The spec.subnetPrefix value in dotted decimal format;

• subnetPrefix: Duplicates value from spec.subnetPrefix;

• assignedSubnetAddress: A subnet address assigned to a node;

• assignedRange: A range of the subnet assignable IP addresses in a format
<assignedSubnetHostMin>-<assignedSubnetHostMax>;

• assignedSubnetHostMin: The first assignable address of a node subnet;

• assignedSubnetHostMax: The last assignable address of a node subnet;

• assignedSubnetBroadcast: The broadcast address of a node subnet.

Each of these values can be referenced in CLi in the format .ipv4SubnetPools.<pool name>.<field name>.

Guidelines

• When the spec.rangeStart, spec.numAddresses are specified in an IPv4SubnetPool then assignedRange,
assignedSubnetHostMin, assignedSubnetHostMax will be defined by these values (e.g subnet:
10.10.10.0/24, rangeStart: 10, numAddresses: 100 -> 10.10.10.10-10.10.10.99);

• assignedSubnetBroadcast is always specified as the last address in the subnet (e.g 10.10.10.0/24 ->
10.10.10.255).

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: IPv4SubnetPool
metadata:

name: ipv4subnetpoolsample
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spec:
address: "10.10.0.0"
supernetPrefix: 16
subnetPrefix: 24
rangeStart: 10
numAddresses: 100

AWS Route Table integration

IPv4SubnetPool, when configured accordingly, could utilize the AWSRoute Table for directing traffic destined
for a pool's assigned subnet to a corresponding CNFW instance.

Integration is configured per pool instance with IPv4SubnetPool object annotations.

If integration is enabled with aws.cnfw.cisco.com/type=route-table annotation, it will ensure that all
assigned subnets destinations are present in route table specified in aws.cnfw.cisco.com/route-table-id

annotation, and have the target set to a network interface of EP node with device index equal to the value
provided in aws.cnfw.cisco.com/interface-index annotation.

Due to the AWS Route Table accepting whole network subnets as the destination, only pools that don't utilize
range functionality will be considered valid by this integration.

Integration assumes ownership over route table entries whose destination subnets are contained within pool's
supernet range.

When using Route Table Integration, the supernet IP must be entirely outside of any address ranges owned
by the VPC or by a peered VPC.

Note

Example

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: IPv4SubnetPool
metadata:
name: routetablesample
annotations:
aws.cnfw.cisco.com/type: "route-table"
aws.cnfw.cisco.com/interface-index: "1"
aws.cnfw.cisco.com/route-table-id: "rtb-0fd7776f07e7b87d3"

spec:
address: "10.20.0.0"
supernetPrefix: 16
subnetPrefix: 24

FileObject
The FileObject CRD is used to define a remote file object that can be used as part of cliLines of the
ASAConfiguration CRD. A remote object defined in the CRD would be downloaded and be provisioned on
CNFWs which are in the same namespace as the resource itself. The resource is namespaced and can be used
only in ASAConfiguration resources of the same namespace.

FileObject lets you configure the following fields:
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• metadata.name [string]: A string field that is used to uniquely identify the name of the FileObject. If
the name already exists, a create (POST) operation will be rejected. Apply, PUT operation will require
the name to match an existing object;

• spec.fileName [string]: A string field that is used to assign the file name to the downloaded object;

• spec.version [string]: A string field that specifies a user-denoted version to the resource. Updating
the version would retrigger download of the file object;

• spec.http: Represents a file object that's available through a http/https URL;

• spec.http.url [string]: A string field that denotes the HTTP/HTTPS URL of the remote object;

• spec.http.auth: Represents authorization fields required to access the HTTP/HTTPS URL;

• spec.http.auth.basic: Represents fields required for basic authorization to access the HTTP/HTTPS
URL;

• spec.http.auth.basic.secretName [string]: A string field that represents the name of the secret
object that contains the authorization information. The secret must be in the same namespace as the
FileObject resource;

• spec.http.auth.basic.usernameKey [string]: A string field that represents the secret object's key
which contains username value;

• spec.http.auth.basic.passwordKey [string]: A string field that represents the secret object's key
which contains password value;

• spec.s3: Represents a file object that's available in an Aamazon S3 bucket;

• spec.s3.bucket [string]: A string field that specifies the S3 bucket where the item is present;

• spec.s3.item [string]: A string field that specifies the name of the object in the bucket to fetch;

• spec.s3.region [string]: A string field that specifies the S3 region where the bucket lies;

• spec.s3.auth: Represents authorization fields required to access an S3 bucket item;

• spec.s3.auth.secretName [string]: A string field that specifies the secret object name that contains
required IAM fields. The secret object must be in the same namespace as the fileobject resource itself;

• spec.s3.auth.accessKeyField [string]: A string field that specifies the secret key name that contains
IAM access key value;

• spec.s3.auth.secretKeyField [string]: A string field that specifies the secret key name that contains
IAM secret value;

• status.conditions [list]: A list of objects that depicts the current condition of the FileObject:

• status.condition[0].type: A string field that specifies the condition type. Currently supported
conditions are:

• Downloaded: This condition provides information if the file object has been successfully
downloaded or not. In the event the file object could not be downloaded, check the message
field for more information.

• status.condition[0].status: An enum string field that specifies the state of the current condition.
Possible values are true, false and unknown. Status is set to true if the condition type is applicable
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for the current object, false if there is an error which is stopping from the condition to be applicable,
unknown when the state is not known;

• status.condition[0].lastUpdateTime: A date time field that specifies the last time stamp when
the condition status was updated;

• status.condition[0].lastTransitionTime: A date time field that specifies the last time stamp
when the condition status transitioned from previous value to current value;

• status.condition[0].reason: A string field that specifies the reason for the current status value;

• status.condition[0].message: A string field that specifies a detailed message if any, for the
current reason of the condition.

• status.lastDownloadHash [string]: A string field that represents an internal hash value of the last
successfully downloaded version of the file object.

Example HTTP FileObject

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectwin
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect_win.pkg
version: "1"
http:
url: "https://github.com/releases/download/v2.3.1/anyconnect_win.pkg"

Example S3 FileObject

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: FileObject
metadata:
name: anyconnectmac
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
fileName: anyconnect_mac.pkg
version: "5"
s3:
bucket: "sfcn-vpn"
region: "us-east-2"
item: "anyconnect_mac.pkg"
auth:
secretName: "s3-iam-secret"
accessKeyField: "access_key"
secretKeyField: "secret_key"

Example ASAConfiguration using FileObject

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: fileobject-sample
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
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order: 1
description: "test description"
fileObjects:
- "anyconnectmac"
cliLines: |
hostname per
object network sfcn
host 8.8.8.4
webvpn
enable outside
anyconnect image {{ .fileObjects.anyconnectmac.path }} 1
anyconnect enable
tunnel-group-list enable

Counter
The Counter CRD defines a range of numeric values that can be used for configuration in CLI of
ASAConfiguration CRD. This resource is namespaced and can be used only in ASAConfiguration resources
of the same namespace.

The Counter CRD lets you configure the following fields:

• spec.min [int]: A numeric field that is used to define a counter range start;

• spec.max [int]: A numeric field that is used to define a counter range end.

Guidelines

Counter assigns range of numbers for each node and provides the iterator function next to be used in CLI in
a format next "<counter name>". Each call of the function will return a number from a counter range and
increment the value to be used as the next one.

A counter is used within all the worker nodes in a deployment. It means that the range specified by spec.min
and spec.max values will be divided and each sub range will be assigned to each node.

Note

Example of Counter

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: Counter
metadata:
name: sample

spec:
min: 1
max: 100

Example ASAConfiguration using Counter

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: ASAConfiguration
metadata:
name: counter-sample

spec:
order: 1
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description: "test description"
counters:
- "sample"
cliLines: |
object-group network test
subnet 2001:1:1:{{next "sample"}}::/96
subnet 2001:1:1:{{next "sample"}}::/96

For 3 nodes to be rendered to different values among them:

node-1

object-group network test
subnet 2001:1:1:1::/96
subnet 2001:1:1:2::/96

node-2

object-group network test
subnet 2001:1:1:35::/96
subnet 2001:1:1:36::/96

node-3

object-group network test
subnet 2001:1:1:68::/96
subnet 2001:1:1:69::/96

MetricsConfiguration
Each worker node has the SNMP Exporter POD that is designated to collect SNMP metrics from CNFW on
the same node. To enable the SNMP Metrics export, a singleton MetricsConfiguration resource has to be
created.

The MetricsConfiguration CRD has the following fields:

• metadata.name [string]: A string field which is used to uniquely identify the name of the
MetricsConfiguration. If the name already exists, a create (POST) operation will be rejected. Apply,
PUT operation will require the name to match an existing object. Should contain alphanumeric characters
only;

• metadata.namespace [string]: A string field that is used to identify which tenant the
MetricsConfiguration object belongs to;

• spec.snmp.defaultMetrics [bool]: A flag that specifies whether to use parameters from the
sfcn-default-snmp-generator-config ConfigMap for the exporter config generator;

• spec.snmp.walk [[string]] [optional]: A list of OIDs to walk. OID example: 1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.5
or ifSpeed;

• spec.snmp.timeout [string] [optional]: A timeout for each OID scrape attempt;

• spec.snmp.retries [int] [optional]: A number of retries for each OID scrape attempt;

• status.exporterConfigVersion [{defaultConfigVersion,currentConfigVersion}]: The most
recently observed ResourceVersions of the SNMP Exporter configuration;
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• status.asaConfigGeneration [int64]: The most recently observed Generation of the SNMP server
ASAConfiguration;

• status.observedOwnGeneration [int64]: The most recently observed Generation of the
MetricsConfiguration.

Guidelines

Once it is created, the systemwill automatically create an ASAConfiguration snmp-server-config that enables
SNMP on CNFW instances and restart the SNMP Exporter POD with respect to the new configuration.

To get a list of supported metrics for your build:

• Execute the show snmp-server oidlist command (see apiserver.md).

• If the oidlist returns nothing, create your first MetricsConfiguration CRD.When SNMP is enabled for
the first time, it will take up to a minute until the list of possible metrics is fully populated. Until then,
show snmp-server oidlist may return an incomplete list.

• As an example, the metric [15] .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.14 IF-MIB::ifInErrors can be used as
1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.14 or ifInErrors in the spec.snmp.walk field. If you need to use the whole group
of metrics, a parent group name can be found online (see http://oidref.com/1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.14).

Example

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: MetricsConfiguration
metadata:
name: default
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
snmp:
defaultMetrics: true

Route53Ingress
The Route53Ingress CRD allows you to expose CNFW interfaces as AWS Route53 DNS records, effectivly
acting as a load balancer.

The Route53Ingress CRD has the following fields:

• metadata.name [string]: A string field that is used to uniquely identify an ASAConfiguration object.
If the name already exists, a create (POST) operation will be rejected. Apply, PUT operation will require
the name to match an existing object;

• metadata.namespace [string]: A string field that is used to identify which tenant the Route53Ingress
object belongs to;

• spec.hostedZone [string]: A string field, specifying AWS Route53 Hosted Zone ID, which holds
records for target domain;

• spec.recordSetName [string]: A string field, denoting exact domain name record from specified AWS
Route53 Hosted Zone which will hold DNS A records for exposed interfaces;
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• spec.recordUpdate [string]: A string field specifying whether records should be created for the
domain name specified by recordSetName or create subdomains with IP address (hyphen notated) of the
node as a prefix to the recordSetName. The possible values for this field are DOMAIN or SUBDOMAIN,
default value is DOMAIN;

• spec.endpointSelector: An object that denotes parameters of an interface to be used as the Route 53
Endpoint;

• spec.endpointSelector.interfaceIndex [integer]: An integer field that specifies the index of an
interface that is attached to the instance;

• spec.endpointSelector.addressType [string]: A string field that specifies the interface IPv4 address
to use as a DNS A record. Supported values are "public" or "local". Default value is "public";

• spec.endpointSelector.serviceRole [string]: An optional string field specifies service role label
value for Enforcer to be selected as endpoint. By default all Enforcers are eligible regardless of service
role.

Example

apiVersion: cnfw.cisco.com/v1
kind: Route53Ingress
metadata:
name: sample
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
hostedZone: Z02314461D5I232LDUASP
recordSetName: sample.sfcn.com

SmartLicense
The SmartLicense CRD licenses the pods of a deployment, taking scalability into consideration. Licensing
the pod is critical to ensure the CNFW operates at its full potential and the scalability of the cluster is not
throttled.

The SmartLicense CRD lets you configure the following fields:

• metadata.name [string]: A string field that is used to uniquely identify a SmartLicense object. If the
name already exists, a create (POST) operation will be rejected. Apply, PUT operation will require the
name to match an existing object;

• metadata.namespace [string]: A string field that is used to identify which tenant the SmartLicense
object belongs to;

• spec.action [string]: A string enum field, specifies the action to perform - must be one of REGISTER,
DEREGISTER;

• spec.licenseType [string]: A string field denoting the type of license to use from the SmartAccount.
Currently only SFW license is supported and this field can be left blank;

• spec.maxLicenseCount [integer]: An integer field, specifies the maximum number of licenses to
reserve in the Smart Account;
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• spec.minLicenseCount [integer]: An integer field, specifies the minimum number of licenses to
reserve in the Smart Account;

• spec.scalingFactor [integer]: An integer field denoting the number of licenses to request or release
in each attempt of scale up or down. Usually set to the number of cores the pod running the CNFWneeds.
For an m5.xlarge instance on EKS, this is 4;

• spec.scalingRef [object]: An object referencing the kind and name of a resource that should be
licensed. Currently, supported kinds include HPA and Deployment:

• spec.scalingRef.kind[string]: A string representing the kind of the resource that should be
licensed. Supported values are HPA, Deployment;

• spec.scalingRef.name[string]: A string representing the name of the resource that should be
licensed. This resource must be present in the same namespace as that of this SmartLicense object.

• spec.tokenSecret [object]: An object referencing the Secret resource that has the token obtained
from the SmartAccount. The referenced Secret object must have a field named token in its data section
with the value as the encoded token from the SmartAccount:

• spec.tokenSecret.name[string]: A string representing the name of the Secret resource having
the token;

• spec.tokenSecret.namespace [string]: A string representing the namespace of the Secret resource
having the token

The Status section of the SmartLicense resource shows the license and registration state based on the information
provided in spec section. The status section has the following fields that are populated by the system:

• status.accountDomain[string]: A string representing the name of the Smart Account from which the
token was obtained and used in this resource;

• status.accountName[string]: A string representing the name of the Virtual Account from which the
token was obtained status;

• contextId[string]: A string denoting the identifier for this resource, used for communication with
CSSM;

• status.coresPerLicense[integer]: An integer representing the number of cores each license specified
in the spec.licenseType is capable of licensing;

• status.errorReason[string]: A string capturing the error if any that occurred during registration or
deregistration operation;

• status.estimatedMaxReplicas[integer]: An integer representing the maximum number of CNFW
instances that can be run licensed based on the criteria specified in the spec;

status.licenseNumber[integer]: An integer representing the number of licenses currently reserved
for use in this cluster;

• status.licenseState[string]: A string representing the status of license. Can be one of the following
values - PENDING, UNLICENSED, IN_COMPLIANCE, OUT_OF_COMPLIANCE, and OVERAGE;

• status.registrationState[string]: A string representing the registration status of this resource. Can
be one of the following values - PENDING, REGISTERED, REGISTRATION_FAILED,
DEREGISTERED, and DEREGISTRATION_FAILED.
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Example Smart License

The following is an example license resource licensing all pods of sfcn-enforcerDeployment in the namespace
sfcn-system.

apiVersion: sfcn.cisco.com/v1
kind: SmartLicense
metadata:
name: sfcn-enforcer
namespace: sfcn-system

spec:
action: REGISTER
minLicenseCount: 4
maxLicenseCount: 8
scalingFactor: 4
scalingRef:
kind: Deployment
name: sfcn-enforcer

tokenSecret:
name: my-cssm-token
namespace: sfcn-system

status:
accountDomain: InternalTestDemoAccount8.cisco.com
accountName: asac-dev
contextId: '6947693726752581822'
coresPerLicense: 1
estimatedMaxReplicas: 2
exportControlled: true
licenseState: IN_COMPLIANCE
registrationState: REGISTERED

The referenced Secret resource:

apiVersion: v1
data:
token: TldVeE1t***************UzRCUwQQ==

kind: Secret
metadata:
name: my-cssm-token
namespace: sfcn-system

type: Opaque
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Managing SFCN with CDO

You can manage the Secure Firewall Cloud Native with Cisco Defense Orchestrator (CDO), a cloud-based
multi-device manager that facilitates management of security policies in highly distributed environments to
achieve consistent policy implementation. CDO has an intuitive user interface that allows you to manage a
wide range of devices in one place. See Welcome to Cisco Defense Orchestrator for complete information
about CDO.

To log into Cisco Defense Orchestrator (CDO), you must first create an account in Cisco Secure Sign-On and
configure multi-factor authentication (MFA) using Duo Security and have your tenant Super Admin create a
CDO record; see Request a CDO Account.

• Onboard the Secure Firewall Cloud Native to CDO, on page 137

Onboard the Secure Firewall Cloud Native to CDO
This procedure describes how to obtain the information you need about a running Secure Firewall Cloud
Native cluster in order to onboard the cluster (or tenants) to CDO.

Before you begin

To onboard to CDO, you need to have administrator access to the Secure Firewall Cloud Native running in
AWS. Refer to Intial Setup for the Cisco Secure Firewall Cloud Native and AWS, on page 7 for information
about:

• AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM)

• How to configure an AWS terminal session

Step 1 Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the AWS CloudFormation console at
https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation.

Step 2 On the CloudFormation > Stacks page of the CloudFormation console, select the stack name.

CloudFormation displays the stack details for the selected stack.

Step 3 Choose the Outputs tab to copy the required information to onboard the Secure Firewall Cloud Native to CDO:

We recommend temporarily pasting the information into a note until you are ready to use it.Note

• ClusterEndpoint ―Copy the cluster endpoint URL, which corresponds to the location in AWS.
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For example: https://6759987E2CE4580D5.sk1.us-east-1.eks.amazonaws.com.

• CDOToken ―Copy the CDO token required for authenticating the Secure Firewall Cloud Native.

• Namespace ―Copy the namespace that corresponds to the cluster or tenant. You can find the namespace on the
Parameters tab.

The default namespace for the system is sfcn-system, and this is user-configurable during the stack creation. In a
multi-tenant deployment, each tenant also has a user-configurable namespace.

Step 4 (Optional) You can use the kubectl command line tool to collect this information.

What to do next

Onboard the Secure Firewall Cloud Native to CDO, Cisco's cloud-based multi-device manager that faciliates
managing security policies in distributed environments. See the CDO documentation Onboard the Secure
Firewall Native .
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• Attach a Console Session, on page 141
• Logging, on page 141
• SSH to EKS Nodes, on page 143
• Check Deployment Status, on page 143
• Troubleshoot Files, on page 143
• Export Command Usage, on page 147

Attach a Console Session
Use kubectl to attach a particular CNFW's console session. From there you can run any command that would
not result in a change in the running configuration of CNFW. For example: capture, packet-tracer, show run,
etc.
kubectl attach -it <sfcn-enforcer-pod-name> -n $NS -c cnfw

Where $NS represents the namespace of the pod.

Related Topics

• Refer to the ASAConfiguration, on page 121 CRD for supported commands and syntax.

Logging
This section describes how system messages are logged and how to use them for troubleshooting.

About Logging
Application logs can help you debug problems and monitor cluster activity. Most applications have some kind
of logging mechanism. Likewise, container engines are designed to support logging. The easiest and most
adopted logging method for containerized applications is writing to standard output and standard error streams.
You can review the general concepts of Kubernetes logging architecture.

Often the native functionality provided by a Kubernetes container engine or runtime is usually not enough
for a complete logging solution. Cluster-level logging architectures require a separate backend to store, analyze,
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and query logs. Kubernetes does not provide a native storage solution for log data. Instead, there are many
logging solutions that integrate with Kubernetes, such as Fluent Bit.

Basic Logging
By default, the system forwards the combined logs for all SFCN-related containers running in the cluster to
a central logging service.

Use the following kubectl command to view the logs:

POD=$(grep -m 1 logging-server <<< "`kubectl get pods -n $NS --no-headers=true -o
custom-columns=':metadata.name'`")
kubectl logs -n $NS pod/$POD -c logging-server

Optionally, the parameter -f can be added to continuously tail the log. Note that $NS represents the namespace
of the pod.

Alternatively, it is possible to login to the logging server:

# kubectl exec -n $NS -it $POD -c logging-server -- /bin/sh
$ cd /var/log/logs
$ ls
messages-kv.log messages.log

$ grep cnfw messages-kv.log
Mar 30 21:30:27 ip-192-168-118-112 [2021/03/30 21:30:27] [ info] inotify_fs_add():

inode=1536390 watch_fd=62 name=/var/log/containers/sfcn-cli-validation-<truncated>.log
Mar 30 21:33:10 ip-192-168-118-112 [2021/03/30 21:33:10] [ info] inotify_fs_add():

inode=1536539 watch_fd=64 name=/var/log/containers/sfcn-cli-validation-<truncated>.log

Logs stored on the logging server are routinely rotated and cleaned up. If you need to preserve logs, save the
files before the house-cleaning jobs run.

Unified container logs are formatted as follows:
<year-month-day> <time> <node name> <pod namespace> <pod name> <container name> -- <log
message> -- <extra JSON-formatted log metadata>

For example, an entry from a configuration pod may look like this:
2021-03-18 21:28:00 ip-1-1-1-1.ec2.internal sfcn-system sfcn-configurer-1111111111-22222
manager -- 2021-03-18T21:28:00.806Z INFO controllers.SNMPExporter Reconciliation started
{"namespace": "sfcn-system"} -- {"_SDATA":{"k8s":{

The unified logs are also stored and periodically rotated on the node where the logging-server is running at
/home/ubuntu/var-log/.

Standard output and standard error logs for individual containers can also be viewed using the kubectl log
command:
kubectl logs pod/<pod_name> -c <container_name>

Logging with Fluent Bit
Secure Firewall Cloud Native logsforwarder uses Fluent Bit, an open source Log Processor and Forwarder
which allows you to collect any data like metrics and logs from different sources, enrich them with filters,
and send them to multiple destinations. Fluent Bit supports multiple input/output plugins; see Fluent Bit
Outputs for a list of supported output plugins.
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SSH to EKS Nodes
Install ec2instanceconnect (pip install ec2instanceconnectcli), and add the following to your shell profile:
# EKS mssh
function sshn() {
PS3="Select a node to ssh: "
select node in $(kubectl get nodes | grep -v NAME | awk '{print $1}')
do
echo "Selected: $node"
INSTANCE_ID=$(kubectl describe node $node | awk -F'/' '/ProviderID/{print $5}')
REGION=$(kubectl describe nodes $node | awk -F'=' '/topology.kubernetes.io\/region/{print

$2}')
mssh --region $REGION ubuntu@$INSTANCE_ID
break

done
return $?

}

Execute sshn, and select the node you wish to SSH to when prompted.

Check Deployment Status
After creating an ASAConfiguration object, you can track the status of its deployment using the status field.
See the ASAConfiguration CRD for detailed information on the status field.

The ASAConfiguration status field currently has 2 status conditions:

• Valid: This condition provides information if the CLI lines present in the ASAConfiguration object are
valid or not. There are certain CLI commands that are blocked from using to maintain system integrity.
If ASAConfiguration contains any of those commands, the Valid condition would be false. Valid
condition's message field would provide detailed information on which command is blocked.

• Deployed: This condition provides information if the CLI lines have been deployed to all applicable
nodes in the cluster. This condition becomes true only when the CLI lines are deployed successfully
across all applicable nodes. This status condition shows a summary on how many nodes to which the
cluster has been deployed.

In the event the deployed status shows the configuration has been deployed to only x nodes of y nodes,
check the NodeConfiguration's status field of the nodes present in the cluster.

kubectl describe nodeconfiguration <node_name> -n $NS

Troubleshoot Files
Troubleshoot files include logs and artifacts necessary to debug most issues in a Secure Firewall Cloud Native
cluster. Cisco provides plugins that can be used to connect to the cluster and create and download troubleshoot
files.

Using a plugin is optional and the same result can be reached using kubectl commands.Note
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Create Troubleshoot Files with Plugins
The following table contains a list of plugin extensions for kubectl. Plugins extend kubectl with new
sub-commands for Secure Firewall Cloud Native and allow for new and custom features not included in the
main distribution of kubectl.

The plugins are available from the Secure Firewall Cloud Native v1.1.0 GitHub (https://github.com/
CiscoDevNet/sfcn/releases/tag/v1.1.0).

Table 4: SFCN Plugins for kubectl

PlatformPlugin Source

macOS for 64-bit x86kubectl-sfcn-darwin-amd64.tar.gz

macOS for 64-bit x86/SHA256 Checksumkubectl-sfcn-darwin-amd64.tar.gz.sha256

Linux 32-bitkubectl-sfcn-linux-386.tar.gz

Linux 32-bit/SHA256 Checksumkubectl-sfcn-linux-386.tar.gz.sha256

Linux 64-bit x86kubectl-sfcn-linux-amd64.tar.gz

Linux 64-bit x86/SHA256 Checksumkubectl-sfcn-linux-amd64.tar.gz.sha256

Linux 64-bit ARMkubectl-sfcn-linux-arm64.tar.gz

Linux 64-bit ARM/SHA256 Checksumkubectl-sfcn-linux-arm64.tar.gz.sha256

Microsoft Windows, 32-bitkubectl-sfcn-windows-386.tar.gz

Microsoft Windows, 32-bit/SHA256 Checksumkubectl-sfcn-windows-386.tar.gz.sha256

Microsoft Windows, 64-bit x86kubectl-sfcn-windows-amd64.tar.gz

Microsoft Windows, 64-bit x86/SHA256 Checksumkubectl-sfcn-windows-amd64.tar.gz.sha256

Download and extract the version appropriate to your local environment, as in the following example for a
Linux AMD64 host:.
$ tar -C /tmp -zxvf kubectl-sfcn-linux-amd64.tar.gz

$ ls /tmp/kubectl-sfcn*
/tmp/kubectl-sfcn-linux-amd64

Rename the binary and move it somewhere in your $PATH:
mv /tmp/kubectl-sfcn-linux-amd64 /usr/local/bin/kubectl-sfcn
rm /tmp/kubectl-sfcn*
kubectl-sfcn help

Kick off a troubleshoot job:
$ kubectl-sfcn --namespace=$NS collectall
Collecting sfcn troubleshoot, this may take few minutes..
creating troubleshoot job
waiting for troubleshoot job:sfcn-plugin-job-1617215162 to complete
troubleshoot job finished, now collecting files...
Created troubleshoot file: sfcn_ts_1617215183.tar.gz
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Depending on the number of nodes, troubleshoot can take a long time to complete. In some cases, as in the
example above, it will be unable to retrieve data from a node or all nodes. The resulting file is saved in the
current directory. The file could be empty if the plugin was unable to communicate with the nodes or the
namespace is incorrect.

To get more information about plugin usage, run kubectl-sfcn help.

Create Troubleshoot Files Manually
You can create a troubleshoot job with a YAML file, as shown in the following example, and apply the file
using kubectl. Note that the namespace (represented here by $NS) and the image highlighted in the example
are specific to your running system. These are simply examples.

apiVersion: batch/v1
kind: Job
metadata:
name: sfcn-troubleshoot
namespace: $NS

spec:
backoffLimit: 0
ttlSecondsAfterFinished: 60
template:
spec:
containers:
- args:
- -nodeAgentPort=47475
- -connectionTimeout=300
- -tsDirectory=/mnt/upload_to_ss/
command:
- /tsjob
env:
- name: NODE_IP
valueFrom:
fieldRef:
fieldPath: status.hostIP

- name: NODE_NAME
valueFrom:
fieldRef:
fieldPath: spec.nodeName

- name: POD_NAME
valueFrom:
fieldRef:
fieldPath: metadata.name

- name: POD_NAMESPACE
valueFrom:
fieldRef:
fieldPath: metadata.namespace

- name: JOB_CTRL_LABEL
valueFrom:
fieldRef:
fieldPath: metadata.labels['controller-uid']

image: sfcn.cisco.com/sfcn/v-1.0.0/tsjob:v1.0.0
imagePullPolicy: Always
name: ts-executor
resources:
limits:
cpu: 100m
memory: 50Mi

requests:
cpu: 100m
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memory: 50Mi
imagePullSecrets:
- name: regsfcn
restartPolicy: Never

Once you have determined the image version to use and updated the YAML accordingly, you can apply the
YAML file:
$ kubectl apply -f myts.yaml
job.batch/sfcn-troubleshoot created

$ kubectl get jobs -n $NS
NAME COMPLETIONS DURATION AGE
sfcn-plugin-job-1617135201 1/1 2m11s 8m10s
sfcn-troubleshoot 0/1 11s 11s

$ kubectl logs -n $NS job/sfcn-troubleshoot
{"level":"info","ts":1617137303.1238642,"msg":"fetched Nodes: ","size":3}
{"level":"info","ts":1617137303.1239064,"msg":"namespace of job and this

pod","namespace":"sfcn-system"}
{"level":"info","ts":1617137303.2152216,"msg":"connecting to node:

","name":"ip-10-37-13-207.ec2.internal","address":"10.37.13.207"}
{"level":"info","ts":1617137303.2151778,"msg":"connecting to node:

","name":"ip-10-37-49-250.ec2.internal","address":"10.37.49.250"}
{"level":"info","ts":1617137303.2151713,"msg":"connecting to node:

","name":"ip-10-37-8-44.ec2.internal","address":"10.37.8.44"}
{"level":"info","ts":1617137307.2243602,"msg":"got success response

from","node":"ip-10-37-8-44.ec2.internal"}
{"level":"info","ts":1617137314.2184067,"msg":"got success response

from","node":"ip-10-37-13-207.ec2.internal"}
{"level":"info","ts":1617137343.3282778,"msg":"ts job execution

complete","response":{"TsFiles":["troubleshoot/sfcn-system/ip-10-37-8-44.ec2.internal/tspkg_job_sfcn-system_e18b4196-01ce-49f5-97ae-bd42628b19a2_1617137303.tar.gz","troubleshoot/sfcn-system/ip-10-37-13-207.ec2.

internal/tspkg_job_sfcn-system_e18b4196-01ce-49f5-97ae-bd42628b19a2_1617137303.tar.gz"],

"FailedNodes":["ip-10-37-49-250.ec2.internal"],
"SuccessNodes":["ip-10-37-8-44.ec2.internal","ip-10-37-13-207.ec2.internal"]}}

$ kubectl delete jobs -n $NS --all

The logs command shows where the troubleshoot files were stored:
troubleshoot/sfcn-system/ip-10-37-8-44.ec2.internal/tspkg_job_sfcn-system_e18b4196-01ce-49f5-97ae-
bd42628b19a2_1617137303.tar.gz

at this point the file can be retrieved:
$ POD=$(grep -m 1 storage-server <<< "`kubectl get pods -n $NS --no-headers=true -o
custom-columns=':metadata.name'`")
$ echo $POD
sfcn-storage-server-8555984c67-sg6w8

$ kubectl cp $NS/$POD:/mnt/storage/troubleshoot/sfcn-system/ip-10-37-49-250.ec2.internal/
tspkg_job_sfcn-system_64ff5740-92ba-4303-9131-37bfa3d83ec1_1617135204.tar.gz ./ts.tgz
Defaulting container name to storage-server.
tar: removing leading '/' from member names

$ tar tvf ./ts.tgz
tar: Removing leading `/' from member names
-rw-r--r-- root/root 118 2021-03-30 15:15 /asacommand-show tech.err
-rw-r--r-- root/root 0 2021-03-30 15:15 /command-ps -ef.err
-rw-r--r-- root/root 25061 2021-03-30 15:15 /command-ps -ef.out
-rw-r--r-- root/root 186791599 2021-03-30 15:15 /dircontents__var_log__5577006791947779410.tgz

You can also log in into the storage server and examine or delete the troubleshoot files. Do not uncompress
files directly on the storage server as the space allocated is limited.
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$ kubectl exec -n $NS -it -c storage-server $POD -- /bin/sh
$ cd /mnt/storage/troubleshoot/sfcn-system/ip-10-37-49-250.ec2.internal
$ ls
tspkg_job_sfcn-system_64ff5740-92ba-4303-9131-37bfa3d83ec1_1617135204.tar.gz

Files stored on the storage-server are routinely cleaned up. If you need the info preserved in a troubleshoot,
you need to save the file before the house cleaning task removes it.

Export Command Usage
The Linux export command is used to export a variable or function to the environment of all the child processes
running in the current shell. Some additional guidelines:

• You should echo the variable before using it in another command to avoid any misconfigurations,
especially when using multiple shell sessions.

• If you want to persist the variable value across different shell sessions, add the export command to your
shell profile, such as ~/.bashrc, ~/.bash_profile.
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A P P E N D I X A
Delta Validation

• About Delta Validation, on page 149
• Usage and Operation, on page 149

About Delta Validation
This experimental feature toggles additional checking from the control plane before ASAConfiguration
changes are applied to the enforcer(s).

When enabled, the sfcn-configurer pod attempts a delta deployment using the configurations from one of
the enforcers in the namespace. If it fails, the deployment is halted until the offending CLI is repaired and a
delta can be successfully generated.

This serves as a more deliberate, cautious approach when making changes to ASAConfigurations. It allows
you to have confidence that a delta deployment will succeed, and thus helps to avoid the possibility of a full
deployment and, more importantly, disruptions to traffic flows.

Usage and Operation
Toggling the Feature

To enable this feature, set the ASACONFIGSET_STOP_ON_DELTA_FAILURE feature flag in the
sfcn-cp-feature-flag-config ConfigMap to True.

Usage

Upon delta failure, the CLI lines that need to be corrected will propagate back to the ASAConfiguration status
conditions. Consider the following example where the ASAConfiguration spec contains the shorthand syntax
net instead of network:

$ kubectl describe asaconfigurations | grep " Conditions:" -A12

Conditions:
Last Transition Time: 2021-05-25T20:57:04Z
Last Update Time: 2021-05-25T20:57:04Z
Reason: ValidationSuccessful
Status: True
Type: Valid
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Last Transition Time: 2021-05-25T20:58:58Z
Last Update Time: 2021-05-25T20:59:09Z
Message: invalid CLI commands in the config: [object net net16]
Reason: DeltaFailure
Status: False
Type: Deployed

Observed Generation: 1
```

Events will also be emitted on the ASAConfigurationSet object:

$ kubectl describe asaconfigurationset | tail -n4

Events:
Type Reason Age From Message
---- ------ ---- ---- -------
Warning DeltaFailure 26s (x5 over 2m57s) ASAConfigurationSetReconciler Delta deployment
validation failed: invalid CLI commands in the config: [object net net16]

Once the ASAConfguration spec is corrected (e.g. change net to network), the deployment is able to proceed
after a successful delta attempt. The Deployed status condition in ASAConfiguration should then show as
True:

$ kubectl describe asaconfigurations | grep " Conditions:" -A12

Conditions:
Last Transition Time: 2021-05-25T20:58:56Z
Last Update Time: 2021-05-25T21:03:18Z
Reason: ValidationSuccessful
Status: True
Type: Valid
Last Transition Time: 2021-05-25T21:03:19Z
Last Update Time: 2021-05-25T21:04:09Z
Message: Configuration deployed across 1 nodes
Reason: Successful
Status: True
Type: Deployed

Observed Generation: 2
```
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A P P E N D I X B
ASACommands API

• Guidelines and Limitations, on page 151
• Commands and Examples, on page 151

Guidelines and Limitations
The aggregation layer allows Kubernetes to be extended with additional APIs, beyond what is offered by the
core Kubernetes APIs. The additional APIs can either be ready-made solutions or custom APIs.

The aggregation layer is different from Custom Resources, which are a way to make the kube-apiserver
recognize new kinds of objects; see Custom Resource Definitions (CRDs), on page 119.

Note

The purpose of the ASACommands API is to issue arbitrary commands to CNFW instances from kubectl.

Limitations

• The API is read-only. There is no ability to create/update/delete ASACommands resources. Only GET
is allowed.

• All field selectors are prohibited, except spec.command, spec.podName.

• The != operator is disabled for all field selectors, except spec.podName.

Commands and Examples
the ASACommands resource has the following fields that are customizable:

• spec.podName [string]: A string field that shows an enforcement point pod name, where ASA instance
is running;

• spec.command [string]: A string field that shows a command, which runs on ASA instance. The
command can be arbitrary. Default command is show run;

• spec.response [string]: A string field that shows a response from ASA instance;

• spec.error [string]: A string field that shows any error occurred during our internal calculations.
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Possible Commands

• kubectl get asacommand: Shows a response of show run command for all ASA instances in default
namespace in a cluster;

• kubectl get asacommand --all-namespaces: Shows a response of show run command for all ASA
instances in all namespaces available in a cluster;

• kubectl get asacommand --field-selector spec.command="show interface ip brief": Shows a
response of show interface ip brief command for all ASA instances in default namespace in a cluster;

• kubectl get asacommand --field-selector spec.command="show curpriv" -n some-nm: Shows a
response of show curpriv command for all ASA instances available in <some-nm> namespace;

• kubectl get asacommand --field-selector spec.command="show version",spec.podName=<podName>

-n <some-nm>: Shows a response of show version command for ASA instance on <podName> in
<some-nm> namespace;

• kubectl get asacommand --field-selector spec.podName!=<podName> -n <some-nm>: Shows a
response of show run command for all ASA instance except ASA instance running on <podName> in
<some-nm> namespace.

Examples

• Show interfaces

$ kubectl get asacommand -A --field-selector spec.command="show interface ip brief"

NAMESPACE POD NAME COMMAND RESPONSE
sfcn-system sfcn-enforcer-7f4d99f44f-jjkw5 show interface ip brief
Interface IP-Address OK? Method Status Protocol
Internal-Data0/0 169.254.1.1 YES unset up up
Management0/0 10.37.61.210 YES DHCP up up
TenGigabitEthernet0/0 10.37.66.165 YES DHCP up up
TenGigabitEthernet0/1 10.37.85.116 YES DHCP up up

• Show current access-list configuration

$ kubectl get asacommand -A --field-selector spec.command="show run access-list"

NAMESPACE POD NAME COMMAND RESPONSE
sfcn-system sfcn-enforcer-7f4d99f44f-jjkw5 show run access-list
access-list passall extended permit ip any any
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A P P E N D I X C
Sample Files

• Full Access IAM Policy, on page 153

Full Access IAM Policy
The following JSON file creates a new IAM policy called `SFCNFullAccess`; see Create the IAM Access
Policy, on page 11.

SFCNFullAccess IAM Policy

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [

{
"Action": [

"ec2:*",
"elasticfilesystem:*",
"elasticache:*",
"kms:DescribeKey",
"kms:ListAliases",
"s3:*",
"iam:*",
"elasticloadbalancing:*",
"cloudwatch:*",
"autoscaling:*",
"eks:*",
"ec2-instance-connect:SendSSHPublicKey",
"lambda:*",
"states:DescribeStateMachine",
"states:ListStateMachines",
"tag:GetResources",
"xray:GetTraceSummaries",
"xray:BatchGetTraces",
"ds:CreateComputer",
"ds:DescribeDirectories",
"logs:*",
"ssm:*",
"ec2messages:*",
"cloudformation:*",
"ssmmessages:CreateControlChannel",
"ssmmessages:CreateDataChannel",
"ssmmessages:OpenControlChannel",
"ssmmessages:OpenDataChannel"
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],
"Effect": "Allow",
"Resource": "*"

},
{

"Action": "iam:CreateServiceLinkedRole",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Resource": "*",
"Condition": {

"StringLike": {
"iam:AWSServiceName": [

"elasticfilesystem.amazonaws.com"
]

}
}

},
{

"Action": "iam:CreateServiceLinkedRole",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Resource":

"arn:aws:iam::*:role/aws-service-role/elasticache.amazonaws.com/AWSServiceRoleForElastiCache",

"Condition": {
"StringLike": {

"iam:AWSServiceName": "elasticache.amazonaws.com"
}

}
},
{

"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": "iam:CreateServiceLinkedRole",
"Resource": "*",
"Condition": {

"StringEquals": {
"iam:AWSServiceName": [

"autoscaling.amazonaws.com",
"ec2scheduled.amazonaws.com",
"elasticloadbalancing.amazonaws.com",
"spot.amazonaws.com",
"spotfleet.amazonaws.com",
"transitgateway.amazonaws.com"

]
}

}
},
{

"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": "iam:PassRole",
"Resource": "*",
"Condition": {

"StringEquals": {
"iam:PassedToService": "lambda.amazonaws.com"

}
}

},
{

"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": "iam:CreateServiceLinkedRole",
"Resource":

"arn:aws:iam::*:role/aws-service-role/ssm.amazonaws.com/AWSServiceRoleForAmazonSSM*",
"Condition": {

"StringLike": {
"iam:AWSServiceName": "ssm.amazonaws.com"

}
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}
},
{

"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [

"iam:DeleteServiceLinkedRole",
"iam:GetServiceLinkedRoleDeletionStatus"

],
"Resource":

"arn:aws:iam::*:role/aws-service-role/ssm.amazonaws.com/AWSServiceRoleForAmazonSSM*"
}

]
}
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